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Resumo 
 
O trabalho apresentado nesta tese foi desenvolvido no grupo de Energética 
Molecular do Centro de Química e Bioquímica da Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade 
de Lisboa.  O objetivo geral do grupo é o estudo da relação entre a energética de moléculas 
ou conjuntos de moléculas e a respetiva estrutura e reatividade. 
Nos últimos anos, o laboratório em que estive integrada dedicou especial atenção à 
investigação de sólidos moleculares orgânicos, em particular, à forma como diferenças 
estruturais e morfológicas se podem refletir nas propriedades físicas e na energética dessas 
substâncias.  Na altura em que o meu trabalho foi planeado, começou a dar-se particular 
atenção a compostos com interesse farmacêutico dado que a possibilidade ocorrência de 
polimorfos ou solvatos em sistemas deste tipo, pode ter consequências importantes na sua 
aplicação como princípios activos.  De facto, embora a molécula que constitui o princípio 
activo não varie, duas formas cristalinas diferentes apresentam, muitas vezes, propriedades 
físicas (ponto de fusão, solubilidade e energia de coesão, etc.) significativamente 
diferentes.  Por exemplo, variações de solubilidade podem conduzir a alterações de 
biodisponibilidade. 
O ácido nicotínico (niacina), apresenta caraterísticas que o tornam um bom 
candidato para esse tipo de estudos.  É uma molécula relativamente rígida e possui dois 
centros aceitadores (N, C=O) e um outro doador (OH) para a formação de ligações de 
hidrogénio.  As ligações de hidrogénio condicionam fortemente a organização molecular e 
o empacotamento das moléculas em estado sólido.  Assim, a possibilidade de existência de 
mais do que uma combinação doador/aceitador para interações de hidrogénio entre 
moléculas de ácido nicotínico sugeria que o composto poderia apresentar polimorfismo, ou 
seja, cristalizar em mais do que uma forma cristalina.  Acresce, que, conforme referido na 
Introdução e noutros capítulos da presente tese, o ácido nicotínico é um princípio ativo 
farmacêutico muito importante e pode ser adquirido a preços acessíveis numa escala 
razoavelmente elevada (100 g).  A pesquisa de polimorfismo neste composto foi pois o 
ponto de partida para a presente tese.  Curiosamente, as tentativas de obter polimorfos ou 
solvatos (ex.: hidratos) do ácido nicotínico por recristalização em diferentes solventes 
mostraram que, ao contrário dos seus derivados hidroxilo, o ácido nicotínico tem tendência 
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a cristalizar sempre na mesma forma cristalina, o que não deixa de ser uma constatação 
interessante. 
O trabalho iniciado com a procura de novos polimorfos do ácido nicotínico acabou 
por evoluir, essencialmente, para os seguintes tópicos: 
(i) Caraterização estrutural, morfológica e energética de uma amostra de ácido 
nicotínico padrão (NIST Standard Reference Material 2151).  Este estudo, descrito no 
Capítulo 3, teve como intuito obter dados de referência, a partir dos quais, o modo como 
diferenças estruturais e morfológicas nos cristais se refletem na respetiva energética, 
pudesse ser avaliado.  Conduziu ainda à obtenção das entalpias de formação do ácido 
nicotínico nos estados cristalino e gasoso, bem como da respetiva entalpia de sublimação, 
cujos valores publicados apresentavam uma discrepância considerável; 
(ii) A determinação da solubilidade de equilíbrio do ácido nicotínico em seis 
solventes com polaridades, polarizabilidades e aptidão para formação de ligações de 
hidrogénio diferentes (água, etanol, dimetil sufóxido, acetona, acetonitrilo e éter etílico), 
descrita no Capítulo 4.  Os desvios à solubilidade ideal foram analisados com base nos 
coeficientes de atividade obtidos para o composto nos vários solventes e a ordem de 
solubilidade observada (dimetil sufóxido >> água > etanol > acetona > éter etílico > 
acetonitrilo) foi interpretada em termos de descritores das caraterísticas desses solventes.  
Verificou-se ainda que tanto a natureza do solvente como o facto de o ácido nicotínico ter 
caráter zwiteriónico em água e não zwiteriónico nos restantes solventes não afetava a 
natureza da forma cristalina em equilíbrio com a solução, que correspondia sempre à 
mesma fase monoclínica; 
(iii) O estudo da influência da temperatura e força iónica nas constantes de 
dissociação ácida do ácido nicotínico.  Este estudo, incluído no Capítulo 5, foi motivado 
pela discrepância observada entre os valores dessas constantes na literatura, e pelo facto de 
esses dados intervirem, quer nos estudos de solubilidade descritos no Capítulo 4 quer nos 
estudos de dissolução/diluição de soluções aquosas de ácido nicotínico mencionados no 
Capítulo 6; 
(iv) Finalmente, o Capítulo 6 inclui resultados de medidas de entalpia de dissolução 
do ácido nicotínico em água e de diluição de soluções aquosas de ácido nicotínico.  
Combinando estes resultados, com as constantes de dissociação ácida do ácido nicotínico 
apresentadas no Capítulo 5 e as correspondentes entalpias de dissociação ácida obtidas da 
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literatura foi possível determinar as entalpias de formação, a diluição infinita, das três 
espécies envolvidas no equilíbrio de protonação/desprotonação.  
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constantes de acidez, entalpia de diluição. 
 
 
 
Abstract 
 
 The work presented in this thesis was carried out at the Molecular Energetics group 
from “Centro de Química e Bioquímica” of “Faculdade de Ciências da Universidade de 
Lisboa”.  The general research goal of the group is the study of the relationship between 
the energetics of molecules or groups of molecules and their structure and reactivity.   
In the recent years, the laboratory where I worked devoted special attention to the 
study of organic molecular solids, in particular, to the way structural and morphological 
differences in crystals are reflected by their physical properties and energetics.  At the time 
my thesis was planned, the group was particularly interested in compounds relevant for 
pharmaceutical applications, since the possibility of occurrence of polymorphs or solvates 
in these substances can have an important impact on their use as active pharmaceutical 
ingredients.  Indeed, although the active molecule remains the same, different crystal forms 
can exhibit significantly different physical properties (e. g. melting point, solubility, and 
cohesive energy).  For example, differences in solubility can significant affect the 
bioavailability of a drug.   
Nicotinic acid (niacin) seemed a good candidate for this kind of studies.  It is a 
reasonably rigid molecule and has two hydrogen bond acceptor (N, C=O) and one donor 
(OH) centers.  Hydrogen bonds strongly determine molecular organization and packing in 
the solid state.  Thus, the possibility of more than one combination donor/acceptor for 
hydrogen interactions between molecules of nicotinic acid suggested that the compound 
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could perhaps be prone to polymorphism, i.e. crystallize in more than one crystal form.  
Moreover, as stated in the Introduction and in other chapters of this thesis, nicotinic acid is 
a very important active pharmaceutical ingredient and is available on a fairly high scale 
(~100 g) at an affordable price.  The starting point of the thesis was therefore, the 
investigation of polymorphism in this compound.  Remarkably, the several attempts to 
obtain polymorphs or solvates (e.g. hydrates) by recrystallization from various solvents 
showed that, unlike its hydroxyl derivatives, nicotinic acid has a tendency to always 
crystallize in the same solid form, a result which is nevertheless interesting. 
The work that started as a quest for nicotinic acid polymorphism evolved into the 
following topics: 
(i) Structural, morphological, and energetic characterization of a nicotinic acid 
(NIST Standard Reference Material 2151) standard sample.  The aim of this study, 
described in Chapter 3, was to obtain data, which could be used as references for 
intercomparison of different nicotinic acid samples, when trying to assess the effect of 
structural and morphological differences in the energetics of crystals.  It also led to the 
determination of reliable enthalpies of formation of nicotinic acid in gaseous and 
crystalline states and to the corresponding enthalpy of sublimation, whose previously 
published values showed considerable discrepancies. 
(ii) Determination of equilibrium solubility of nicotinic acid in six solvents 
differing in polarity, polarizability, and hydrogen bond ability (water, ethanol, acetone, 
dimethyl sulfoxide, acetonitrile and diethyl ether), described in Chapter 4.  Deviations 
from ideal solubility were analyzed based on the activity coefficients obtained for the 
compound in the different solvents.  The observed solubility order (dimethyl sulfoxide >> 
water > ethanol > acetone > diethyl ether > acetonitrile) was interpreted in terms of 
descriptors of these solvents.  Finally, it was found that both the nature of the solvent and 
the fact that nicotinic acid is predominantly zwitterionic in water and nonzwitterionic in 
the nonaqueous media did not affect the nature of the crystalline form in equilibrium with 
the solution, which always corresponded to the same monoclinic phase. 
(iii) The study of the influence of temperature and ionic strength on the acid 
dissociation constants of nicotinic acid.  This study, included in Chapter 5, was motivated 
by the discrepancies observed in the values of these constants in the literature and by the 
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fact that these data were required for the interpretation of the solubility and 
dilution/solution results presented in Chapters 4 and 6. 
(iv) Finally, Chapter 6 includes results of enthalpies of solution of nicotinic acid in 
water and enthalpies of dilution of aqueous nicotinic acid solutions.  Combining these 
results, with the above mentioned acid dissociation constants, on Chapter 5, and the 
corresponding enthalpies of proton dissociation retrieved from the literature, it was 
possible to determine the standard molar enthalpies of formation at infinite dilution, of the 
three nicotinic acid species involved in the protonation/deprotonation equilibria. 
 
 
Keywords: nicotinic acid, niacin, polymorphism, thermochemistry, energetic, 
calorimetry, Knudsen effusion, enthalpy of formation, enthalpy of sublimation, enthalpy of 
protonation/deprotonation, solubility, activity coefficient, solvent descriptors, acidity 
constants, enthalpy of dilution. 
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Nicotinic acid (NA, CAS number [59676]), pyridine3carboxylic acid has 
received increasing attention over the years because of its versatility in terms of chemical 
applications and, particularly, in terms of its significant biochemical and therapeutical 
roles.  The world demand for nicotinic acid and its derivatives has been steadily rising 
from 8500 t per year in the 1980s, to 22000 t in the 1990’s, and, more recently, 
3500040000 t [1-3].   
The compound is credited to have been synthesized for the first time by Huber, in 
1867 [4], via the oxidation of nicotine with sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate 
(Scheme 1.1) [5].  The name “nicotinic acid” was apparently proposed by Weidel in 1873 
[5, 6] to emphasize the relation with nicotine.  Weidel obtained nicotinic acid through the 
oxidation of nicotine with nitric acid, but proposed a wrong stoichiometry, C10H8N2O3.  
Weidel’s product was shown by Laiblin [7] to correspond to the same substance made by 
Huber.  Three years latter Weidel [8] prepared the same compound from 3methylpyridine 
(3picoline) and thus demonstrated that nicotinic acid corresponded, in fact, to 
pyridine3carboxylic acid.  The acronym niacin was coined from nicotinic acid+vitamin.  
It was suggested by the American Medical Association as more commercially viable than 
nicotinic acid because some antitobacco groups warned that the use of the compound as 
an additive in enriched bread and other foods could encourage the cigarette habit [9].  
The chemical processes for the industrial production of nicotinic acid currently 
involve liquid phase oxidation of either 2methyl5ethyl pyridine with nitric acid, or  
 
 
 
Scheme 1.1  
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3methylpyridine in combination with cobalt acetate, manganese acetate, and aqueous 
hydrobromic acid [10].  Both these methods require high temperature and pressure (e.g. 
101 MPa and 483 K).  Electrochemical pathways for oxidation of 3methylpyridine to 
nicotinic acid have also been proposed, as well as biochemical methods based on the use of 
microbial enzymes (nitrilase or nitrile hydratase and amidase) that hydrolyse 
3cyanopyridine to nicotinic acid (Scheme 1.2) [11-13].  
Noteworthy examples of diverse chemical applications of nicotinic acid are the 
preparation of matrixes for matrixassisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass 
spectrometry analyses of large polypeptides [14], the uses in zinc electroplating, as 
anticorrosion agent for aluminumzinc alloys in contact with acid solutions [15], and the 
recommendation as a reference material for combustion calorimetry [16, 17].  
The vitamin function of nicotinic acid (vitamin B3) [18, 19] was demonstrated in 
the early 20th century [5, 20], when it was recognized as an indispensable dietary factor for 
humans and animals [18, 19].  It has subsequently been widely used as an additive in food, 
forage, and cosmetics [18, 19].  
In animals, nicotinic acid is synthesized in the liver, and the main precursor of its 
syntheses is Ltryptophan, an essential aminoacid.  The mechanism by which nicotinic 
acid is produced in the liver is illustrated in Figure 1.1.  The 5membered aromatic 
heterocycle of Ltryptophan is cleaved and rearranged with the alpha amino group of 
tryptophan into the 6membered aromatic heterocycle of nicotinic acid [21].   
The deficiency in nicotinic acid (or its precursor Ltryptophan) leads in humans to 
the development of pellagra, a systemic disease characterized by a severe photosensitive, 
dermatitis, and, ultimately, resulting in dementia and death [22].  Good natural sources of 
 
 
 
Scheme 1.2  
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nicotinic acid are yeast, milk, eggs, cereals and some fruits or vegetables like avocado, 
broccoli, tomato, carrot, asparagus, and sweet potato [23]. 
Nicotinic acid has been employed since the 1950s, to lower plasma levels of 
triglyceride (TG) and lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterol (LDLc) particles (“bad 
cholesterol”) while concomitantly raising the levels of (“good”) highdensity lipoprotein 
cholesterol (HDLc) [20, 24-27].  It is, in fact, claimed to be the most effective agent 
currently marketed for raising HDLc plasma levels [21, 26-29] and has been extensively 
explored in the production of drugs for the prevention of atherosclerosis and cardiovascular 
events [21, 27-29].  Although the mechanism by which nicotinic acid lowers LDLc 
plasma levels and raises HDLc is not completely elucidated, recent studies showed that it 
involves an interaction with a biological receptor (GPR109aGi proteincoupled) on the 
adipose tissue promoting its activation (Figure 1.2) [24, 25, 27, 30].  The detailed nature of 
this interaction is uncertain.  According to the model recently proposed by Tunaru et al. 
[30] (see inset of Figure 1.2) the nicotinic acid molecule interacts with aminoacid residues 
on the GPR109a receptor essentially by means of three hydrogenbonds (Hbond):  one 
involves the N atom in the heterocyclic ring and the OH group of a serine residue in the 
extracellular loop 2 (ECL2);  the other two are formed between the COOH group of 
nicotinic acid and two N sites of an arginine residue located on the transmembrane helix 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Mechanism (adapted from reference [21]) of the biosynthesis of nicotinic 
acid on the liver.  
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3 (TMH3).  The ligand binding is further stabilized by means of weaker interactions with 
other residues like phenylalanine (ECL2 and TMH7), tyrosine on TMH7, asparagine on 
TMH2, and tryptophan on ECL1 [30].  The accuracy of this picture is still to be confirmed.  
In fact the model does not rely on direct evidence from an Xray diffraction structure of 
GPR109a with bonded nicotinic acid.  It was based on: (i) sitedirected mutagenesis of 
putative ligand binding residues on GPR109a to identify the aminoacid residues critical for 
binding of nicotinic acid; (ii) docking studies of nicotinic acid to those residues in a 
structural model of GPR109a that was first generated by homology using the Xray 
structure of Rhodopsin as template and then refined by energy minimization based on force 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Mechanism (adapted from references [27, 30]) of action of nicotinic acid 
that increases the highdensity cholesterol (HDLc) level by activating the biological 
receptor GPR109a.  
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field calculations [30].   
From the activation of the GPR109a receptor an antilipolytic response is developed 
lowering intracellular cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) levels and decreasing the 
protein kinase A (PKA) activity.  This leads to a decline of lipase activity and, finally, to a 
reduction of intracellular triglyceride (TG) hydrolysis and free fatty acid (FFA) secretion 
[25, 27].  The decrease in FFA levels induced by nicotinic acid results in a substrate 
deficiency for the hepatic TG synthesis.  Consequently, less TG and less very lowdensity 
lipoprotein cholesterol (VLDLc) are produced by the liver and, as a result, TG and 
VLDLc as well as LDLc plasma levels drop. 
The mechanism of the nicotinic acid–induced increase HDLc levels is not 
completely clear.  Most likely, the decrease in TG levels in apoprotein B (ApoB) 
containing lipoproteins (LDLc/VLDLc) results in a decreased exchange between 
cholesterol esters carried out by HDL-c particles and TG in VLDLc and LDLc particles, 
that leads to an increase in HDLc cholesterol plasma concentrations [27].  
Nicotinic acid is solid when used as an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) and 
for various other purposes.  It is well known that the physical properties of organic 
molecular solids may be affected by the methods of production and processing, with an 
important impact on the enduse applications.  For example, the manufacturing of solid 
dosage forms normally involves the purification of the API by crystallization from 
solution, followed by grinding and compaction.  These processes can be influenced by the 
crystallinity, size, morphology, and energetics (lattice and surface energies) of the API 
particles, and even the nature of the obtained phase if different polymorphs are formed.  
These aspects dictate, in turn, the dissolution rate of the drug, ultimately affecting its 
therapeutic time window [31-34].  
The importance of nicotinic acid both as a nutrient, as an API, and as a standard 
reference material for the measurement of enthalpies of combustion [16] makes it an 
attractive candidate for a variety of studies.  This thesis was essentially focused on the 
investigation of (i) the relationship between the structure and energetics of individual 
nicotinic acid molecules [35];  (ii) the possible tendency of the compound to occur in 
different polymorphic or solvatomorphic forms that could eventually coexist under the 
same temperature and pressure conditions [36];  (iii) the influence of changes in 
crystallinity, morphology, particle size distribution, etc., of a given sample, on its 
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thermodynamic stability;  (iv) the solubility of nicotinic acid in aqueous and nonaqueous 
media and; (v) the energetics of nicotinic acid in aqueous solution. 
These studies had various motivations.  For example, while a preformulation study 
carried out by thermogravimetry showed no significant effect of compaction and grinding 
on the kinetics of nicotinic acid sublimation [37], the values of the standard molar 
enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K, sub (NA)H
o
m , published over period of eighteen 
years spanned a range of ~20 kJmol-1 [38-41].  Moreover, the three independent 
determinations of the standard molar enthalpy of formation of crystalline nicotinic acid, 
o
f mΔ H (NA, cr), reported over a period of twentyfour years diverged by no more than ±0.5 
kJmol-1 [40, 42, 43] but a fourth and recent measurement led to a H of m (NA, cr) value 
differing by 288 kJmol-1 from the average of all the previous ones [44].  This prompted 
the redetermination of H of m (NA, cr) and sub (NA)H
o
m  described in Chapter 3.  Because 
of the impact the nature of a solid sample (crystallinity, morphology and size distribution 
of the particles) may have on its physical and thermodynamic properties, these 
determinations were carried out by using the same NIST standard reference material 2151, 
which was also thoroughly characterized in terms of structure and morphology.  The 
obtained thermochemical data can be used as a reference to compare the “thermodynamic 
stability” of other solid samples based, for example, on solution calorimetry tests such as 
those described in Chapter 4.   
Nicotinic acid is normally purified by crystallization.  In general, for the adequate 
design of processes and products, based on cooling crystallization, the solubility of the 
material of interest, in different solvents must be known as a function of temperature, since 
it is closely related to the maximum achievable yield of solid [45].  Ideally, solubility 
determinations should be accompanied by the characterization of the crystal forms in 
equilibrium with the solution.  Due to variations in solventsolute interactions, each 
solvent can stabilize a different type of prenucleation aggregate of solute and this may 
lead to the precipitation of different crystalline forms of the same substance (polymorphs 
or solvates) [45-47].  These polymorphs often exhibit significantly different physical 
properties, such as the fusion temperature, solubility, or dissolution rate in a given media 
[31-33].  Hence, overlooking the identification and tight control of the formation of 
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polymorphs or solvates can play havoc with the safe and effective use of a product [31-33].  
Chapter 4 describes the investigation of the solubility of nicotinic acid in different solvents 
that differ in polarity/polarizability and hydrogenbonding ability:  water and ethanol 
(polar and protic); dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), acetone, and acetonitrile (polar and 
aprotic); and diethyl ether (apolar and aprotic).  The main objectives were investigate:  (i) 
the role of the solvent nature in determining the solubility of nicotinic acid; (ii) and if the 
use of different solvents could induce significant morphological or structural changes in 
the solid material present in equilibrium with the solution.  The observed solubility trends 
were also analyzed in terms of a number of parameters representative of the polarity, 
polarizability, and hydrogenbonding acceptance/donation ability of the solvent. 
The biological activity of nicotinic acid occurs in aqueous media.  Thus equally 
interesting is the energetics of nicotinic acid in aqueous solution.  Aqueous nicotinic acid is 
an amphiprotic system where four species may be present in equilibrium (Scheme 1.3): one 
positively charged (
+
2AH ), two of isoelectric type (
±AH  and AHo), and a fourth one 
negatively charged ( A ).  Thus the energetic characterization of aqueous nicotinic acid 
cannot ignore the nature and concentrations of the different species that may be present in 
equilibrium under specific pH and ionic strength conditions.  This may, for example, be a 
key aspect influencing drug permeation [48].  Because the published pKa1 and pKa2 values 
of nicotinic acid spanned considerable ranges (1.87 to 3.60 and 4.33 to 5.12, respectively) 
and there was no systematic study of their dependence on both temperature and ionic 
strength, the potentiometric determinations described in Chapter 5 were carried out.  The 
obtained data were also necessary to discuss some aspects of the solubility of nicotinic acid 
in water (Chapter 4) and to obtain the enthalpies of formation of the positively 
 
 
 
Scheme 1.3  
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charged, isoelectric ( oAH±AH ), and negatively charged species indicated in Scheme 
1.3, from enthalpy of solution and dilution measurements carried out by solution and flow 
microcalorimetry.  These last studies are described in Chapter 6 and led, among other 
things to the standard molar enthalpies of formation of the 
+
2AH , 
oAH±AH , and A  
nicotinic acid species involved in protonation/deprotonation equilibria, at infinite dilution.  
Finally, throughout this thesis a large variety of experimental techniques had to be used.  
The main thermochemical methods that are not detailed in Chapters 36 are described in 
Chapter 2. 
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As mentioned in Chapter 1 the work described in Chapters 36 of this thesis was 
performed by using a variety of techniques for sample characterization and thermodynamic 
measurements.  The central methods were, however, of thermodynamic nature.  The most 
important of those methods that were not detailed in the following chapters are described 
here.   
 
 
2.1 The Knudsen Effusion Method 
 
The Knudsen effusion method was used in this work to determine the enthalpy of 
sublimation of nicotinic acid included in Chapter 3.  A simplified scheme of the apparatus, 
which can work simultaneously with up to three Knudsen cells, is shown in Figure 2.1.  
Each cell consists of a brass cylindrical container (15 mm internal diameter  15 mm 
height), 1, closed by a lid, 2, with an effusion hole at the center, 3.  The effusion hole was 
drilled on a 2.09010-5 m thick copper foil (Cu 99%, Goodfellow Metals) soldered to the 
cell lid. The three cells are accommodated at the bottom of a cylindrical brass block, 4, 
inside a vacuum chamber (190 mm height  60 mm internal diameter), 5.  The vacuum 
chamber is closed at the top by a circular lid, 6.  To ensure a better thermal contact 
between the cells and the brass block, the cells bottoms were covered with a thin film of 
grease (Apiezon N. M&I Material LTD).  The brass block is surrounded by a tubular 
furnace, 7, whose temperature is controlled with a precision of ±0.1 K by a Eurotherm 
902P thermostatic unit and a K type thermocouple embedded in the block, 4.  The 
equilibrium temperature inside each cell was assumed to be identical to the temperature of 
the brass block.  This temperature was measured with a precision of ±0.1 K with a Tecnisis 
100 Ω platinum resistance thermometer, 8 (also embedded in the block), connected in a 
four wire configuration to a Keithley 2000 multimeter.  The multimeter is connected to a 
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computer that collects the temperature continuously with the Measurement and 
Automation Explorer software from National Instruments.  The Tecnisis 100 Ω 
thermometer was calibrated against a standard platinum resistance thermometer, which had 
been calibrated at an accredited facility in accordance with the International Temperature 
Scale ITS90.  
The top of the vacuum chamber is connected to a N2 line on the left and to a 
vacuum line on the right.  The pumping system includes an Edwards ES 200 rotary pump, 
9, and an Edwards E04 diffusion pump, 11, with a liquid nitrogen trap, 12.  Pressure 
measurements are performed by means of Pirani, 10, and Penning, 13, gauges, 
respectively.  The vacuum chamber, where sublimation occurs, is separated from the 
pumping system by a second liquid nitrogen trap, 14.   
Each of the three cells was loaded with sample to half of its capacity (~500 mg).  
The samples were weighted with precision of 0.01 mg in a Mettler AT201 balance.  The 
cells were placed inside the vacuum chamber, which was then closed by a lid 6, and the 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Scheme of the apparatus used for Knudsen effusion method (adapted from 
reference [1]): 1, Knudsen cell;  2, Knudsen cell lid;  3, effusion hole;  4, brass block;  5, 
vacuum chamber;  6, vacuum chamber lid;  7, tubular furnace;  8, platinum resistance 
thermometer;  9, Edwards ES 200 rotary pump;  10, Pirani gauge;  11, Edwards E04 
diffusion pump;  12, liquid nitrogen trap;  13, Penning gauge;  14, liquid nitrogen trap. 
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 system was allowed to thermally equilibrate, under N2 flow, during approximately 4050 
min.  The N2 inlet valve was closed, and evacuation was started, first using the rotary 
pump and then the diffusion pump.  A pressure of 110-3 Pa was normally attained at the 
measuring site in ~3 min, with 810-5 Pa being reached in ~15 min.  The time counting 
was started when the vacuum chamber was connected to the rotary pump and, depending 
on the temperature, the experiment normally took from 416 h.  At the end of each run the 
connections to the pumping system were closed and N2 introduced in the system.  The 
vacuum chamber was opened and the cells were allowed to cool to room temperature 
inside a desiccator, over silica gel.  The cells were weighed once more using the Mettler 
AT201 balance and the mass of the sublimed substance determined from the difference in 
cell mass before and after the experiment. 
The model used in the determination of the vapor pressure of a substance by the 
Knudsen effusion method relies on the following assumptions:  (i) the gas is ideal; (ii) no 
decomposition of the compound or molecular aggregation (e.g. dimerization) in the vapor 
phase can occur during sublimation;  (iii) the cells and the sample should be at the same 
constant temperature;  (iv) the sublimation rate must be sufficiently larger than the effusion 
rate and the hole area sufficiently small to ensure that the number of molecules escaping 
from the cell is negligible and the pressure inside is as close as possible to the equilibrium 
vapor pressure of the substance;  (v) the external pressure can, to a good approximation, be 
considered zero (pext = 0), thus ensuring that no molecules return to the cell after they have 
passed through the hole;  (vi) the hole can be considered of zero thickness so that the 
number of molecules that collide with its inside wall and return to the cell is negligible;  
(vii) the hole diameter must be much smaller than the mean free path, , of the molecules 
(i.e. the average distance a molecule travels between collisions with other gas molecules), 
to ensure that intermolecular collisions can be ignored and effusion through the hole occurs 
by freemolecular flow (i.e. a flow independent of the viscosity of the gas); and (viii) mass 
transport through the orifice should occur only in the vapor phase. 
If all these conditions are valid, the vapor pressure of a substance can be calculated 
from: 
 
1
22m RT
p
At M
 
  
 
        (2.1) 
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where T is the temperature of the sample, t is the duration of the experiment, m is the mass 
of sublimed substance, A is the area of the effusion hole, M is the molar mass of the 
compound, and R is the gas constant.   
 Some of the above conditions can, to a good approximation, be experimentally 
achieved by a suitable design of the apparatus.  For example, the proviso pext = 0 is 
obviously impossible to realize in practice, but experience indicates that it is usually 
sufficient that pext < 10
-4 Pa [2, 3], a pressure which can be attained with a good pumping 
system.  Other conditions are unattainable and in these cases, when possible, correction 
terms are introduced into equation (2.1) to account for the resulting deviations.  The most 
common corrections correspond to the socalled Clausing (Kc) and Hiby and Pahl (Khp) 
factors [4, 5]: 
 
1
22 1
c hp
m RT
p
At M K K
 
  
 
       (2.2) 
 
Clausing’s factor is related to the fact that holes of infinitely small thickness are impossible 
to obtain in practice.  Hiby and Pahl’s factor corrects for deviations from free molecular 
flow, which strictly holds when r/  0 [1].  The correction factors, Kc and Khp can be 
calculated from [4-7]: 
 
8
8 3
c
r
K
r l


         (2.3) 
 
0.48
1
2
hp
r
K

          (2.4) 
 
where r and l are the effusion cell hole radius and thickness, respectively. The mean free 
path , can be calculated from [8]: 
 
22
kT
p


          (2.5) 
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where  is the collision diameter (normally estimated from the molecular structure, see 
Chapter 3), k is the Boltzmann constant, and p is the vapor pressure.  Because  is pressure 
dependent, an iterative method needs to be used to compute the vapor pressure of a 
compound from equation (2.2).  First p is calculated by using equation (2.1) that does not 
contain the Kc and Khp factors.  The obtained result, p1, is subsequently used to derive a 
first approximation of 1 from equation 2.5.  The value of 1 is substituted into equation 
(2.4) to derive a first approximation of Khp, which then leads to p2 using equation (2.2).  In 
this thesis, the iteration was continued until the difference between two successive values 
of p was less than 10-8 Pa. 
The temperature dependence of the vapor pressures of the solid lead to the 
corresponding molar enthalpy of sublimation by means of the relationship [8]: 
 
m
ln
 
d p
H R
d T
sub = (1/ )
       (2.6) 
 
where p is the vapor pressure, T is the temperature, and R is the gas constant.  Equation 
(2.6) assumes that the gaseous phase is an ideal gas and that the molar volume of the solid 
phase is negligible compared with the volume of the gaseous phase.  In general, the 
temperature range of the experiments does not exceed 2030 K.  In this case sub m H  is 
approximately independent of the temperature and, usually, good linear relationships are 
observed by plotting pln  against 1/T.  The enthalpy of sublimation is then derived by 
fitting the experimental (p,T) data to the ClausiusClapeyron equation [8, 9]: 
 
 ln
a
p b
T
            (2.7) 
 
where a and b are constants.  It can be concluded from equations (2.6) and (2.7) that: 
 
sub mH Ra           (2.8) 
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It is normal practice to refer the obtained sub mH  value to the mean temperature, 
Tm, of the temperature interval covered by the experiments.  The relationship between this 
value, which refers to the saturation pressure at Tm, and the corresponding standard state 
quantity defined by: 
 
Solid (p = 105 Pa, T)  Ideal Gas (p = 105 Pa, T)    (2.9) 
 
can be deduced from the thermodynamic cycle in Scheme 2.1.  Application of Hess's law 
to that cycle leads to [8]: 
 
o
sub m sub m 1 2H H H H           (2.10) 
 
where: 
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     
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       (2.11) 
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H T V dp
T
  
     
   
       (2.12) 
 
and V represents the molar volume of the solid in equation (2.11) and of the gas in equation  
 
 
1H 2H
o
msub H
msub H
Solid (p = 10
5
 Pa, T ) Ideal Gas (p = 10
5
 Pa, T )
Solid (p, T) Ideal Gas (p, T)  
Scheme 2.1 
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2.12.  In general the terms 1H  and 2H  can, to a very good approximation, be neglected, 
leading to osub mH (Tm)  sub mH (Tm) [1, 9].   
Enthalpies of sublimation are normally reported at the reference temperature of 
298.15 K.  The relationship between osub mH (Tm) and 
o
sub mH (298.15 K) is given by:  
 
m
298.15
o o o o
sub m sub m m ,m ,m(298.15 K) ( ) C (g) C (cr)p p
T
H H T dT     
   (2.13) 
 
where 
o
,mC (cr)p  and 
o
,mC (g)p  are the standard molar heat capacities of the solid and the 
gaseous species, respectively.  The temperature dependence of the standard heat capacities 
can be expressed in the form of a polynomial equation or (when such equations are not 
available) by the approximation 
o
,mC (g)p   
o
,mC (cr)p  = constant.   
 
 
 
2.2 Calvet Microcalorimetry  
 
Calvet microcalorimetry was also used to determine the enthalpy of sublimation of 
nicotinic acid as described in Chapter 3 [10].  The apparatus, which is illustrated in Figure 
2.2 [11, 12], is based on a DAM Calvet microcalorimeter, that can be used from room 
temperature to 473 K.  This setup includes four wells (1, 1’ and 2, 2’), each containing a 
microcalorimetric element, 3, at the bottom.  The microcalorimetric elements operate in 
pairs, so that two simultaneous differential measurements can, in principle, be made.  Only 
one of these pairs was used in this thesis.  The microcalorimetric elements are surrounded 
by a large furnace, 4, whose temperature is controlled with a precision of ±0.1 K with a 
Eurotherm 2404 PID unit, and measured with a precision of ±0.1 K by a Tecnisis 100  
platinum resistance thermometer inserted into one of the calorimetric elements that is not 
used during the measurements.  The differential heat flow across the thermocouples of the 
microcalorimetric elements is measured as a potential difference by using a 
HewlettPackard 34420A nanovoltmeter.  Two identical sublimation cells, 5, and, 5’, are 
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inserted into calorimetric wells, so that they are enfolded by the measuring elements at the 
bottom.  One is used for measurement and the other as reference.  Each cell assembly 
consists of several parts.  A brass cylinder, 6, closed at the bottom (17 mm external 
diameter  100 mm height) is screwed at the base of a Teflon tube (17 mm external 
diameter  600 mm height), 7.  A Manganin wire resistance of 200 , 8, is wound around 
the brass piece, 9, which is adjusted at the bottom of the brass cylinder, 6.  This resistance  
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Figure 2.2. Scheme of the dropsublimation Calvet microcalorimeter apparatus (based 
on references [11, 12]):  1, and 1’, wells;  2, and 2’, wells;  3, microcalorimetric element;  
4, furnace; 5, and 5’, sublimation cells; 6, brass cylinder; 7, Teflon tube; 8, Manganin wire 
resistance;  9, brass piece;  10, glass cell;  11, J. Young spherical glass joint;  12, furnace;  
13, sample;  14, platinum resistance sensor (Labfacility, 1/10);  15, movable pin;  16, guide 
funnel;  17, vacuum/inert gas (N2) inlet. 
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is used for calibration of the apparatus by Joule effect.  A glass cell (10 mm external 
diameter  800 mm height), 10, is inserted into the Teflon tube and brass cylinder.  The 
bottom of the glass cell fits tightly into the brass cylinder and sits at the top of the piece, 9, 
supporting the Manganin resistance.  The thermal contact between the glass cell resistance 
and brass cylinder is improved by filling the interspace with silicon paste (Sidevan).  The 
top of the glass cell consists of a J. Young greaseless spherical glass joint, 11, that can be 
adjusted to a glass lid (not shown in the illustration) through a viton Oring.  The lid can 
be removed in order to drop the sample into the calorimetric cell.  The furnace, 12, initially 
containing the sample, 13, is positioned above the inlet of the glass cell, 10, and the sample 
is placed into the central well of the furnace which is closed at the top by a small lid 
supporting a miniature platinum resistance sensor (Labfacility, 1/10), 14, and at the bottom 
by a movable pin, 15.  Pulling this pin back allows the sample to be dropped through the 
guide funnel, 16, into the calorimeter.  After dropping, the furnace can be displaced from 
above inlet by rotating the axial support.  The cell can then be closed and, if necessary, 
evacuated through inlet, 17, which is connected to a vacuum/inert gas (N2) line.   
The pumping system includes an Alcatel Adixen Pascal series 2005SD rotary pump 
and an Edwards E02 oil diffusion pump with a liquid nitrogen trap.  A second liquid 
nitrogen trap separates the vacuum system from the sublimation cell.  The ultimate 
vacuum, measured between the two traps, when pumping the glass cells, is 410-3 Pa.  
Only the rotary pump, which can reach an ultimate pressure of ~0.13 Pa, was necessary to 
perform the experiments described in this thesis.   
The temperature sensors used to measure the temperature of the sample in the 
dropping furnace, 12, and in the calorimetric cell are both connected in a fourwire 
configuration to a Hewlett Packard 34401A multimeter.  The two sensors were calibrated 
against a standard platinum resistance thermometer, which in turn had been calibrated at an 
accredited facility in accordance with the International Temperature Scale ITS90.  The 
data acquisition and the electrical calibration are computer controlled by the CBCAL 1.0 
program [13].   
The electrical calibration circuit consists of the Manganin resistance referred above, 
connected in a fourwire configuration to a Hewlett Packard 6611C DC power supply and 
a Hewlett Packard 34401A multimeter.  The power supply is used to supply and measure 
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the current intensity across the Manganin resistance and the corresponding potential drop is 
measured with the multimeter.   
In a typical experiment, the sample was placed into a small glass capillary and 
weighed with a precision of ±1 µg in a Mettler M5 microbalance.  The capillary was 
equilibrated for ~15 min at 298 K, inside the furnace, 12, and subsequently dropped into 
the calorimeter under N2 atmosphere.  Figure 2.3 illustrates the sequence of measuring 
curves corresponding to a sublimation experiment followed by an electrical calibration.  
After the sample dropping an endothermic peak, a, due to the heating of the sample from 
298 K to the calorimeter temperature T was first observed.  When the signal returned to the 
baseline the sample and reference cells were simultaneously evacuated to ~0.13 Pa and the 
measuring curve, b, associated with the sublimation of the compound was acquired.  The 
sublimation experiment was followed by an electrical calibration, c, where a known 
amount of heat was dissipated inside the cell by Joule effect.  This was achieved by 
passing a current of intensity I through the Manganin wire resistance, 8, during a 
preselected time t, as a result of the application of a potential difference V, to the 
resistance terminals.  The calibration constant, , was obtained from: 
 
 
time/s


/m
V
Ab
A Ac
a b c
 
Figure 2.3. Scheme illustrating the output of the microcalorimetric elements, , as a 
function of time during a typical dropsublimation Calvet microcalorimetry experiment:  
a, sample drop and equilibration period;  b, sublimation period;  c, calibration period. 
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A
VIt
           (2.14) 
 
where Ac represents the area of the corresponding measuring curve.  
The enthalpy of sublimation, m H Tsub ( ) , at the temperature, T, of the experiment, 
was calculated from: 
 
m
- bM A AH T
m
sub
( )
( )=        (2.15) 
 
where m and M are the mass and the molar mass of the sample, respectively,  represents 
the calibration constant, A is the area of the experimental curve, and Ab is the area of the 
pumping background contribution.  The value of Ab was determined from independent runs 
where only N2 was pumped out of the calorimetric cells.   
 The correction of m H Tsub ( )  to standard reference conditions was performed as 
described in Section 2.1 for the Knudsen effusion method. 
 
 
 
 2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
 
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used in Chapters 3 and 4 of this thesis 
(i) to characterize different nicotinic acid samples in terms of phase purity, and to, (ii) 
determine the temperature, and the enthalpy or heat capacity changes of thermal events, 
such as solidsolid phase transitions and fusion. 
The measurements were performed on a DSC 7 from PerkinElmer (see Figure 
2.4).  The calorimeter, 1, consists of two platinumiridium independent furnaces, with one 
holder each, positioned within an aluminum block.  One of the holders supports the 
sample, 2, which is placed inside an aluminum crucible; the second holder, 3, sustains an 
empty aluminum crucible and serves as reference.  The calorimeter is controlled by a TAC 
7/DX thermal analysis instrument controller, 4, that, in turn, is controlled by the Pyris 
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Software for Windows application from PerkinElmer, which is also used to analyze the 
results. 
The instrument is based on the power compensation principle [14, 15].  The 
temperatures of the sample and reference furnaces are changed by of two independent 
resistance heaters and controlled by two independent sensors.  The calorimeter contains 
two control circuits.  One circuit controls the average temperature of the sample and the 
reference holders respectively; the other allows a different power to be supplied to each 
holder.  This differential power supply is proportional to the difference in temperature 
between the sample and the reference detected by the first circuit.  The ultimate purpose is 
to maintain this difference as small as possible, while continuously changing the sample 
and reference temperature at the same constant rate.  The measuring signal of the 
calorimeter is an electric voltage proportional to the differential power supplied from the 
second circuit.  As this signal is proportional to the differential temperature, the output 
signal is expressed as a heat flow rate, proportional to the latter.   
When, for example, while continuously heating the system at a constant rate, an 
endothermic event (e. g. fusion) occurs, the temperature of the sample will tend to lag back 
from that of the reference.  A difference between the temperature of the sample and the 
reference will then be detected by the first circuit.  As a consequence the second circuit 
will supply an electrical voltage to the sample furnace, proportional to the differential 
temperature, resulting in a heat flow rate difference between the sample and the reference 
 
 
1
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Figure 2.4. Images of the DSC 7 calorimeter from PerkinElmer used in this thesis:  1, 
calorimetric unit;  2, platinumiridium sample furnace;  3, platinumiridium reference 
furnace;  4, TAC 7/DX thermal analysis instrument controller. 
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which will change throughout the fusion process.  This difference will be detected as a 
peak in the measuring curve (Figure 2.5), whose onset gives the temperature of fusion of 
the sample and the area is proportional to the corresponding enthalpy of fusion.  The 
temperature scale and the energy equivalent of the calorimeter are normally determined 
through calibration, based on the fusion of standard substances [16].  In this thesis indium 
(PerkinElmer; mass fraction 0.99999; Tfus = 429.75 K, 
o
fush  = 28.45 Jg
-1) was always 
used for this purpose. 
The baseline shift y  (Figure 2.5) observed in a measuring curve upon fusion of a 
sample can be related to the difference in heat capacity between the solid and liquid phases 
at the temperature of fusion Tfus, fus ,m fus( )pC T  by [15]:   
 
fus ,m fus
y
( )p
M
C T
m

         (2.16) 
where M and m are the molar mass and the mass of the compound, respectively, and   is 
the heating rate.  This equation was used in the present thesis to obtain the fus ,m fus( )pC T  
data necessary for estimate the activity coefficients of nicotinic acid included in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2.5. Scheme representing the baseline shifts upon the fusion on a DSC 
thermogram.  
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2.4 Isoperibol ReactionSolution Calorimetry 
 
Isoperibol reactionsolution calorimetry was used to determine the enthalpies of 
solution of nicotinic acid in DMSO and water discussed in Chapters 4 and 6 respectively. 
All measurements were carried out with a Thermometric Precision Solution 
calorimeter (Model 2225) adapted to a Thermal Activity Monitor thermostatic water jacket 
(TAM 2227), 1, (see Figure 2.6).  The jacket temperature was maintained at 298 K with a 
stability of ±0.2 mK.  The calorimetric cell consists of a 100 cm3 Pyrex glass vessel, 2, 
with two thin wells descending from the top in opposite positions.  One of the wells 
accommodates a thermistor, 3, with a nominal resistance of 30 kΩ at 298.15 K, which is 
used for temperature measurement.  The other contains a 50 Ω resistance, 4, for electrical 
calibration.  The cell can be adapted to a head supporting the stirring system.  The stirrer, 
5, which is also the ampule holder, can be pushed down, without stopping the rotation, to 
break a cylindrical glass ampule, 6, containing the sample, against a ceramic tip, 7, 
mounted on a pin, at the bottom of the calorimetric cell.  The internal volume of the glass 
 
 
 
Figure 2.6. Image of the Isoperibol Thermometric Precision Solution calorimeter used:  
1, Thermal Activity Monitor thermostatic water jacket;  2, Pyrex glass vessel;  3, 
thermistor;  4, electrical resistance;  5, stirrer/holder;  6, glass ampule;  7, pin with a 
ceramic tip. 
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 ampules was 1 cm3.  
In a typical experiment, the glass ampule was loaded with 50 mg of sample, and 
weighted with a precision of ±0.01 mg with a Mettler Toledo XS205 balance.  The short 
ampule neck was closed with a silicone rubber stopper and the sealing was reinforced from 
the outside with paraffin wax melted from a candle.  The ampule was adjusted to the 
holder in the calorimeter head which was then attached to the Pyrex glass vessel by means 
of a locking nut.  The vessel was filled with 100 cm3 of solvent (DMSO or water).  The 
calorimetric unit (vessel and head) was inserted in the thermostatic jacket and stirring, at a 
rate of 500 rpm, was switched on.  By using the program Sol Cal 3.2 from Thermometric, 
the acquisition of temperature, T, vs. time, t, was started until a stable baseline was 
achieved which indicated that the heat transfer between the system and the surroundings 
followed Newton’s law (exponential T vs. t variation) [15].  The experiment started when 
the temperature of the vessel was ~25 mK below 298 K.  A scheme of a typical 
experimental Tt profile is shown in Figure 2.7.  Each calorimetric run involved three 
steps: the initial electrical calibration, b, the dissolution process, d, which in the present 
work was always endothermic, and the final electrical calibration, f.  Before and after each 
of these steps, a baseline of 300 s duration, corresponding to, a, c, e and g, in Figure 2.7, 
was recorded.  As mentioned above, the solution process was started by pushing down the 
entire ampule holder/stirring system and breaking the glass ampule against the ceramic tip 
mounted at the bottom of the calorimetric cell.  
In each calibration a current of intensity I passed through the 50  resistance as a 
result of the application of a potential difference V during the time period t.  This led to the 
dissipation of an amount of heat Q = VIt in the calorimetric vessel causing the observed 
temperature change.  The intensity, I, was determined by measuring the voltage across a 
standard 20  resistance mounted in series with the calibration heater.  Typically the 
electrical power in the calibrations was P = 500 mW and the heat dissipated Q of 1015 J. 
The calibration constant,, was obtained from: 
 
ad
Q
T
 

          (2.17) 
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where adT  represents the adiabatic temperature change, which corresponds to the 
temperature variation that would have been observed in the experiments if the heat 
dissipation occurred under strict adiabatic conditions (see below).   
The molar enthalpy of the solution process, sol mH , was calculated from: 
 
sol m ad
M
H T
m
           (2.18) 
 
where m and M are the mass and the molar mass of the sample, respectively.  The heat 
dissipation associated with the ampule breaking was not taken into account, since it was 
found to correspond to a temperature change of less than 0.1 mK in blank experiments, 
where empty ampules were broken in 100 cm3 of water or 0.1 moldm-3 aqueous HCl [17]. 
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Figure 2.7. Scheme representing a typical curve obtained at 298 K by solution 
calorimetry, illustrating the variation of temperature, with time, during an experiment:  a, 
baseline;  b, electrical calibration;  c, baseline;  d, ampule break;  e, baseline;  f, electrical 
calibration;  g, baseline. 
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The values of  were obtained using the SolCal 1.2 program and corresponded to 
the mean result of the two calibrations performed before and after the solution process, 
respectively.  The values of adT  for the calibration and solution runs were derived from 
the corresponding temperature vs. time curves by using the same software package and the 
method designated dynamics of break [18] which can be summarized as follows.   
Because the calorimetric vessel can exchange heat with the surrounding jacket the 
temperature change observed during the calorimetric experiment, obsT , is not only due to 
the heat supplied for calibration or associated to the calorimetric process of interest.  Heat 
dissipation inside the vessel due to the temperature sensor and to stirring is also present, 
although these effects may approximately cancel, if the experimental conditions used for 
calibration match as close as possible those of the main experiment. 
The adiabatic temperature change, adT , is related to obsT  by: 
 
 ad obs adjT T T            (2.19) 
 
where adjT  is the temperature correction associated with the nonadiabatic conditions 
mentioned above.  The value of adjT  can be derived from a given temperature vs. time 
curve by using the RegnaultPfaundler method [15, 19], as implemented in the SolCal 1.2 
program from Thermometric under the designation of dynamics of break [18].  To apply 
this method, data from the baselines immediately before and after a calorimetric event is 
required, and adjT  is calculated from the integral [20]: 
 
  
end
start
adj
1t
t
T T T dt

          (2.20) 
 
where, tstart and tend are the times corresponding to the beginning and end of a calibration, 
respectively; T  is the temperature that the calorimetric system would attain if the final 
period of the calorimetric process were extended indefinitely;  is the calorimeter time 
constant, that is related with the time estimated for the vessel reach T ; and T is the 
temperature of the vessel.  Note that T  is higher than the temperature of the jacket 
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because of thermal effects occurring inside the calorimetric vessel, such as the heat of 
stirring and the heat dissipated by the temperature sensor.  To obtain T  and , (from 
Dinamics of Break model) data from baseline before and after the process under study (c 
and e on Figure 2.7) are fitted by means of an exponential equation [18, 20]. 
 
 
 
2.5 Flow Microcalorimetry  
 
Flow microcalorimetry was used to determine the enthalpies of dilution, Hdil m , 
of aqueous nicotinic acid solutions described in Chapter 6. 
The experiments were performed at 298 K, on a modified LKB 107001 flow 
microcalorimeter [21].  The apparatus is shown in Figure 2.8.  The calorimeter, 1, consists 
of a heat sink with two calorimetric elements: the mixing cell, 2, and the reference cell, 3.  
These elements are surrounded by an air jacket, 4, where air circulates by means of fan, 6.  
The temperature of the jacket is controlled by an LKB 107001 air thermostat, 5, and a 
prethermostatic bath (Julabo F25EC, 7), from which water flows through the cooling 
coil, 8.  The differential heat flow across the thermocouple, 9, connecting both cells to the 
heat sink is measured as a potential difference, by using an Agilent 34420 A 
nanovoltmeter, 10.  Two Ismatec multichannel peristaltic pumps, 11 (models MS4/8 and 
MS4/12), were used to pump the solutions into the mixing and reference calorimetric 
cells, through tubes 12, 13, and 14.  After each experiment an electrical calibration was 
performed in which a current of intensity I passed through a 50  electrical resistance, 15, 
embedded in the mixing cell.  The resistance is connected in a four wire configuration to 
an Agilent 34401 A multimeter, 16, that measured the potential difference across the 
resistance terminals, and to an Agilent 6611C DC power supply, 17, that provided and 
measured the current flowing through the calibration circuit. The multimeter, 16, is also 
connected in a four wire configuration to a Yellow Spring, 44001 A precision thermistor, 
18, which measured the temperature of the calorimeter proper, 1.  The maximum 
temperature fluctuation of the calorimeter proper measured, over a period of 24 h by the 
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thermistor 18 was ±0.008 K [21].  The data acquisition and the electrical calibration are 
controlled by a computer, 19, using the CBCAL 1.0 program [13].   
The experimental procedure used in this thesis (Chapter 6) essentially corresponded 
to the method 1,previously described [21].  The calorimetric experiment involved two main 
steps (Figure 2.9): dilution and electrical calibration.  First water was pumped from the 
same storage flask through tubes 12, 13, and 14 into the mixing and reference cells until a 
stable baseline was observed, a.  The dilution started when tubes 12 and 13 were removed 
from the initial water storage flask and separately immersed into two preweighted storage  
 
 
 
Figure 2.8. Scheme of the modified LKB 107001 flow microcalorimeter apparatus 
(adapted from reference [21]):  1, calorimeter;  2, mixing cell;  3, reference cell;  4, 
thermostated air jacket;  5, LKB 107001 air thermostat; 6, fan;  7, prethermostatic bath; 
8, cooling coil;  9, thermocouple;  10, nanovoltmeter used to monitor the output of the 
thermocouples;  11, peristaltic pumps Ismatec multichannel, (models MS4/8 and 
MS4/12) for nicotinic acid aqueous solutions and water circulating;  12 and 13, tubes 
leading to the mixing cell,  14, tube leading to the reference cell;  15, electrical resistance 
used for calibration;  16, multimeter of the calibration circuit;  17, power supply of the 
calibration circuit;  18, precision thermistor;  19, computer for experiment control and data 
acquisition. 
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flasks containing water and the concentrated aqueous nicotinic acid solution, respectively.   
As a result, a baseline shift of magnitude Se was observed, b.  To stop the dilution 
tubes 12 and 13 were transferred to the initial storage flask containing only water, after 
which a return of the calorimetric signal to the baseline was observed, c.  The flows of 
water and aqueous nicotinic acid during the dilution process were determined from the 
changes in mass of the corresponding feeding flasks and the duration of the process.  The 
mass differences were obtained with a precision of ±0.01 mg with a Mettler Toledo XS205 
balance.  The experiment was followed by an electrical calibration, d, where a known 
amount of heat was dissipated inside the cell by Joule effect.  Within this period a shift Sc 
of the calorimetric signal from the baseline was observed.  Interruption of the heat 
dissipation led to the return of the signal to the final baseline, e. 
The calibration constant  was obtained from: 
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P
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Figure 2.9. Scheme (adapted from reference [21]), representing a typical curve obtained 
by flow microcalorimetry, illustrating the variation of  with time, during the 
experiment:  a, baseline;  b, dilution;  c, baseline;  d, electrical calibration;  e, baseline. 
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where P  is the power dissipated on average during the calibration inside the cell for a  
period of time, t, and is calculated from: 
 
 
t
tIV
P
 
 i
iii
        (2.22) 
 
Here, Vi and Ii represent the voltage and current readings at a given time and it  is the time 
interval between two consecutive data acquisitions (2 s).   
 The molar enthalpy of the dilution process was derived from:  
 
 edil m
n
S
H
q
          (2.23) 
 
where, Se is the deviation of the measuring curve from the baseline during the experiment, 
 represents the calibration constant, and nq  is the average molar flow rate (mols
-1) based 
on the amount of substance of the compound entering the cell.  For each experiment, the 
molar flow of nicotinic acid solution, nq , into the mixing cell and the molality of the final 
(diluted) solution were calculated from the changes in mass of the flasks containing the 
nicotinic acid solutions and the water, during the dilution process. 
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This chapter is essentially focused on the structureenergetics relationship for pure 
nicotinic acid in the solid and gaseous states.  I performed the characterization of the sample in 
terms of chemical purity, by diffuse reflectance infrared Fouriertransform spectroscopy and 
nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR and 13C NMR), and in terms of phase purity, by Xray 
powder diffraction.  I was also strongly involved in the recording of the scanning electron 
microscopy images, obtained while visiting the group of Prof. Matthias Epple at the University of 
DuisburgEssen (Germany).  Moreover, I carried out all the Calvet microcalorimetry and the 
differential scanning calorimetry experiments, and the vaporpressuretemperature measurements 
by the Knudsen effusion method.  Finally I contributed to the discussion of the results and the 
writing of the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
 
The standard molar enthalpies of formation and sublimation of crystalline (monoclinic, 
space group P21/c) nicotinic acid (NA), at 298.15 K, were determined as f mH (NA, cr) = 
344.7±1.2 kJmol-1 and osub mH (NA) = 112.10.5 kJ.mol
-1 by using combustion calorimetry, 
dropsublimation Calvet microcalorimetry, and the Knudsen effusion method.  The experimental 
determinations were all based on a sample of NIST Standard Reference Material 2151, which 
was characterized in terms of chemical purity, phase purity, and morphology.  From the above 
results f mH (NA, g) = 232.61.3 kJmol
-1 could be derived.  Based on this value and on 
published experimental data, the enthalpy of the isodesmic reaction nicotinic acid(g) + benzene(g) 
 benzoic acid(g) + pyridine(g) was calculated as 3.62.7 kJmol-1 and compared with the 
corresponding predictions by the B3LYP/ccpVTZ (3.6 kJmol-1), B3LYP/augccpVTZ 
(3.7 kJmol-1), B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) (4.2 kJmol-1), G3MP2 (4.3 kJmol-1), and 
CBSQB3 (4.0 kJmol-1) quantum chemistry models.  The excellent agreement between the 
experimental and theoretical results supports the reliability of the f mH (NA, cr), and 
f mH (NA, g) recommended in this work.  These data can therefore be used as benchmarks for 
discussing the energetics of nicotinic acid in the gaseous and crystalline states and, in particular, to 
evaluate differences imparted to solid forms by the production and processing methods.  Such 
differences are perhaps at the root of the significant inconsistencies found between the published 
enthalpies of sublimation of this important active pharmaceutical ingredient and thermochemical 
standard.  The molecular packing in the crystalline phase studied in this work was also discussed 
and its influence on the molecular structure of nicotinic acid was analyzed by comparing bond 
distances and angles published for the solid state with those predicted by the B3LYP/ccpVTZ 
method.  No advantage in terms of accuracy of the structural predictions was found by the use of 
the larger augccpVTZ or 6311++G(d,p) basis sets. 
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Introduction 
 
 Nicotinic acid (NA, CAS number [59-67-6]), pyridine3carboxylic acid, also known 
as niacin or vitamin B3, is a watersoluble vitamin, that is credited to have been synthesized for 
the first time by Huber, in 1867 [1].  It is an indispensable nutrient for humans and animals, and 
has been widely used as additive in food, forage, and cosmetics [2, 3].  It has also found 
important pharmacological applications, particularly in the treatment of hypercholesterolemia and 
atherosclerosis [4, 5].  The world demand for nicotinic acid and its derivatives has been steadily 
rising from 8500 t per year in the 1980s, to 22000 t in the 1990’s, and, more recently, 
3500040000 t [6-8].   
 Nicotinic acid is often employed as a solid, and it is well known that the physical 
properties of organic molecular solids may be affected by the methods of production and 
processing, with a possible impact on the enduse applications.  For example, the manufacturing 
of solid dosage forms normally involves the purification of the active pharmaceutical ingredient 
(API) by crystallization from solution, followed by grinding and compaction.  Any of these 
processes can influence the crystallinity, size, morphology, and energetics (lattice and surface 
energies) of the API particles, and even the nature of the obtained phase if different polymorphs 
are possible.  These aspects dictate, in turn, the dissolution rate of the drug, ultimately affecting its 
therapeutic window [9-11].  
We have long been interested in the study of the relationship between the structure and 
energetics of individual molecules [12], and more recently on how intermolecular forces determine 
their packing in the solid state, the lattice energy of the crystals [13-15], or the relative 
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stability of different polymorphs that may coexist under the same temperature and pressure 
conditions [16].  The importance of NA both as an API and as a standard reference material for 
the measurement of enthalpies of combustion [17], makes it an attractive candidate for these 
types of studies, in particular, since it is not clear from the literature how strongly changes in 
crystallinity, morphology, particle size distribution, etc. associated with the methods of preparation 
and processing may influence the thermodynamic stability of a given sample.  Thus, for example, 
while a preformulation study carried out by thermogravimetry showed no significant effect of 
compaction and grinding on the kinetics of nicotinic acid sublimation [18], the values of the 
standard molar enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K, osub mH (NA), published over period of 
eighteen years span a range of ~20 kJmol-1 [19-22].  In contrast, the three independent 
determinations of the standard molar enthalpy of formation of crystalline nicotinic acid, 
f mH (NA, cr), reported over a period of twentyfour years diverge by no more than 0.5 
kJmol-1 [21, 23, 24].  It is worth mentioning that a fourth and recent measurement led to a 
f mH (NA, cr) value differing by 288 kJmol
-1 from the average of all the previous ones [25].  
This must not be considered, however, because the discrepancy was latter found by the authors 
to be due to problems with the calorimetric apparatus and the result was discarded [26].   
 Inconsistencies in 
o
f m H (NA, cr) and 
o
sub mH (NA), arising from sample variability, 
necessarily affect 
o
f m H (NA, g), which is derived as a sum of the first two quantities.  Analysis 
of the original literature revealed that only in one case [21] were both 
o
f m H (NA, cr) and 
o
sub mH (NA) measured in the same laboratory, and presumably with the same sample.  We 
therefore felt that, before embarking on further studies of the relationship between the structure 
and energetics of nicotinic acid, the two basic thermodynamic properties 
o
f m H (NA, cr) and 
o
sub mH (NA), which reflect the lattice energy, should be obtained using a single and 
wellcharacterized sample and put on a firmer basis. 
 This work describes the redetermination of the standard molar enthalpies of formation 
and sublimation of nicotinic acid by using combustion calorimetry, dropsublimation Calvet 
microcalorimetry, and the Knudsen effusion method.  The experimental determinations were all 
based on a sample of NIST SRM 2151, which was characterized in terms of chemical purity, 
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phase purity, and morphology.  Density functional theory (DFT) [27], Gaussian3 theory with 
secondorder MøllerPlesset (G3MP2) [28], and complete basis set  quadratic Becke3 
(CBSQB3) [29, 30], calculations were also applied to help in the assessment of the internal 
consistency of the obtained experimental results.  Finally the crystal packing of the nicotinic acid 
form studied in this work and its influence on the molecular structure were also analyzed using the 
predictions of the DFT models for an isolated molecule in the gas phase as a reference. 
 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
 General   
Elemental analyses were carried out on a Fisons Instruments EA1108 apparatus.  Diffuse 
reflectance infrared Fouriertransform (DRIFT) spectroscopy measurements were performed in 
the range 4004000 cm-1 using a Nicolet 6700 spectrometer.  The resolution was 2 cm-1 and the 
samples were ~5% (w/w) nicotinic acid in KBr.  The 1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were 
obtained in DMSOd6, (Aldrich 99.9% containing 0.03% v/v TMS) at ambient temperature, on 
a Bruker Ultrashield 400 MHz spectrometer.  GCMS experiments were performed on an 
Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph equipped with an Agilent 7683 automatic liquid sampler 
coupled to an Agilent 5973 N quadrupole mass selective detector.  A HP5 column (5% 
diphenyl/95% dimethylpolysiloxane; 28.7 m × 0.25 µm I.D., 250 µm film thickness) was used.  
The sample was dissolved in methanol (Fisher Scientific, HPLC grade, 99.99%) and the injection 
volume was 1 µL.  The carrier gas was helium maintained at a constant pressure of 1.19 bar and 
with a flow rate of 1.3 mLmin-1.  A programmed temperature vaporization injector with a 
septumless sampling head having a baffled liner (Gerstel) operating in the splitless mode was 
employed.  The inlet temperature was set to 523 K and the oven temperature was programmed 
as follows: 353 K for 1 min, ramp at 5 Kmin-1 to 373 K, and finally ramp to 573 K at 15 Kmin-
1, for a total 18.33 min running time.  The transfer line, ion source, and quadrupole analyzer were 
maintained at 553 K, 503 K, and 423 K, respectively.  A solvent delay of 4 min was selected.  
Electron ionization mass spectra in the range 35550 m/z were recorded in the fullscan mode, 
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with 70 eV electron energy and an ionization current of 34.6 µA.  Data recording and instrument 
control were performed by using the MSD ChemStation software from Agilent (G1701CA; 
version C.00.00).  The identity of the analyzed compound was assigned by comparison of the 
massspectrometric results with the data in Wiley’s reference spectral databank (G1035B, Rev 
D.02.00) and its purity was calculated from the normalized peak areas, without using correction 
factors to establish abundances.  Xray powder diffraction analyses were carried out on a Philips 
PW1730 diffractometer, with automatic data acquisition (APD Philips v.35B), operating in the 
2 mode.  The apparatus had a vertical goniometer (PW1820), a proportional xenon detector 
(PW1711), and a graphite monocromator (PW1752).  A Cu K radiation source was used.  
The tube amperage was 30 mA and the tube voltage 40 kV.  The diffractograms were recorded 
at ~298 K in the range 10º  2   40º.  Data were collected in the continuous mode, with a step 
size of 0.015º(2), and an acquisition time of 1.5 s/step.  The samples were mounted on an 
aluminum sample holder.  The indexation of the powder patterns was performed using the 
program Chekcell [31].  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of Au/Pdsputtered 
samples were recorded in high vacuum, using a FEI ESEM Quanta 400 FEG apparatus, with a 
resolution of 2 nm.  The electron beam voltage was set to 10 kV. 
 
 
 Materials 
A nicotinic acid sample from NIST (standard reference material 2151) [32], without 
further purification, was used in all thermodynamic measurements.  Elemental analysis for 
C6H5O2N: expected C 58.54%, H 4.10%, N 11.38%; found C 58.26%, H 3.91%, N 11.15% 
(average of two determinations).  DRIFT (KBr, main peaks): ~ /cm-1 = 3085, 3072 (C-H); 
2821, 2445, 1948 (N---H---O); 1709 (C=O, COOH); 1596, 1583 (C=C, C=N, ring); 1495  
(O-H---N, in plane); 1418 (C=C, C=N, ring); 1324 (O-H, in plane); 1303 (C-O, COOH); 1186, 
1139, 1115 (C-H, in plane), 1089 (O-H---N, out of plane); 1041, 1033 ( ring breathing); 955 
(C-H---O, out of plane); 831; 811, 751, 695 (C-H, out of plane); 682 (COO, COOH); 642, 498 
( ring, in plane deformation).  The assignments were based on those given by Taylor [33], Goher 
and Drátovský [34], and Hudson et al. [35].  1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSOd6/TMS), /ppm = 
13.456 (s, OH, 1H), 9.078 (d, CH, 1H), 8.797 (dd, CH, 1H), 8.273 (dt, CH, 1H), 
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7.552 (m, CH, 1H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSOd6/TMS), /ppm = 166.31 (COOH), 
153.35 (CHCHN), 150.25 [NCHC(COOH)], 137.00 [CHCHC(COOH)], 126.57 
[C(COOH)], 123.85 (CHCHN).  The observed 1H and 13C NMR spectra are in good 
agreement with those reported in a reference database [36].  No impurities were detected by 
GCMS.  The absence of water in the sample was corroborated by the lack of the typical 
HOH bending frequency at 1644 cm-1 in the DRIFT spectra.  DRIFT analysis in KBr also 
showed no chemical differences between the original material and a sample dried for 24 h at 358 
K, as recommended for the use of NIST SRM 2151 in combustion calorimetry [32]. 
 
 
 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
The determination of the temperatures and enthalpies of fusion and solidsolid phase 
transition by differential scanning calorimetry was made on a DSC 7 from PerkinElmer.  The 
experiments were performed at a heating rate of 10 Kmin-1 in the temperature range 298523 K.  
The temperature and heat flow scales of the instrument were previously calibrated at the same 
heating rate by using indium (PerkinElmer; mass fraction 0.99999; Tfus = 429.75 K, 
o
fush  = 
28.45 Jg-1).  The nicotinic acid samples, with masses in the range 1.97.1 mg, were sealed in air, 
inside aluminum crucibles, and weighed with a precision of 1 µg in a Mettler M5 microbalance.  
Nitrogen (Air Liquide N45), at a flow rate of 0.5 cm3s-1 was used as the purging gas. 
 A temperaturemodulated TA Instruments Inc. 2920 MTDSC apparatus, operated as a 
conventional DSC, was also used to analyze the sample in a wider temperature range (193523 
K).  This analysis was mainly conducted to rule out the presence of a possible glass transition 
indicating the sample to be partially amorphous.  In this case, ~1.9 mg of compound were 
weighed with a precision of 0.1 µg in a Mettler UMT2 ultra microbalance, and sealed under air 
in an aluminum pan.  Helium (Air Liquide N55), at a flow rate of 0.5 cm3s-1 was used as the 
purging gas.  The temperature and heat flow scales of the instrument were calibrated as previously 
described [37].  The heating rate was 10 Kmin-1. 
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 Combustion Calorimetry  
The standard massic energy of combustion of nicotinic acid was measured using an 
isoperibol stirred liquid combustion macrocalorimeter previously described [38].  The general 
procedure was as follows.  A platinum crucible with a mass of ~9.3 g was weighed with a 
precision of ±0.01 mg in a Mettler AT201 balance.  The crucible was loaded with a pellet of 
nicotinic acid (~0.780.93 g) and weighed again.  The difference between the two weightings 
gave the mass of the pellet.  The crucible containing the compound was adjusted to the sample 
holder in the bomb head and the platinum ignition wire (Johnson Matthey; mass fraction: 0.9995; 
diameter 0.05 mm) was connected between the two discharge electrodes.  A cotton thread fuse 
of empirical formula CH1.887O0.902 was weighed to ±0.1 µg in a Mettler Toledo UMT2 balance.  
One end of the fuse was tied to the ignition wire and the other was brought into contact with the 
pellet.  A volume of 1.0 cm3 of distilled and deionized water from a Millipore system 
(conductivity, < 0.1 μScm-1) was added to the bomb body by means of a volumetric pipette.  
The stainlesssteel bomb (Parr 1108) of 340 cm3 internal volume was assembled, and purged 
twice by successively charging it with oxygen at a pressure of 1.01 MPa and venting the 
overpressure.  After purging, the bomb was charged with oxygen at a pressure of 3.04 MPa and 
a few minutes were allowed for equilibration before closing the inlet valve.  The bomb was placed 
into the calorimeter proper, which was subsequently filled (on average) with 3751.99 g of distilled 
water, dispensed from a 4 dm3 round bottom flask.  The mass of water was determined by 
weighing the flask to 0.01 g, in a Mettler PM6100 balance, before and after transfer of the 
content into the calorimeter.  The calorimeter proper was closed and placed into the thermostatic 
jacket, whose temperature was maintained at ~301 K with a precision of ±10-4 K by means of a 
Tronac PTC 41 temperature controller.  The temperaturetime data acquisition was started and 
the calorimetric experiment began once the baseline progress ensured that heat transfer between 
the vessel and the jacket conformed to Newton’s law (exponential T vs. t variation) [12].  The 
temperature measurements were carried out with a resolution better than 310-5 K, by using a 
YSI 46047 thermistor of 6.0 k nominal resistance at 298.15 K, connected in a four wire 
configuration to a HewlettPackard HP 34420A digital multimeter.  The duration of the fore, 
main, and after periods was 30 min each.  The combustion of the sample was initiated at the end 
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of the fore period by discharge of a 2990 µF capacitor, from a potential of 40 V, through the 
platinum wire.  The discharge current heated the wire, and when the temperature was increased 
sufficiently the thread fuse ignited, and the combustion propagated to the pellet of compound.  
The nitric acid formed from combustion of the sample and traces of atmospheric N2 remaining 
inside the bomb after purging, was determined by titrating the final bomb solution with aqueous 
sodium hydroxide (Merck titrisol, 0.01 mol·dm-3), using methyl red as indicator.  No carbon 
residues, indicating incomplete combustion, were found inside the bomb at the end of the 
experiments.  The energy equivalent of the calorimeter, εo = 18562.59±1.84 J·K-1, was obtained 
from the combustion of a benzoic acid sample (BA; NIST SRM 39j), whose massic energy of 
combustion under the certificate conditions was )cert(BA,cu  = 26434±3 J·g
-1. 
 
 
Enthalpy of Sublimation Measurements 
The enthalpy of sublimation of nicotinic acid was determined from vaporpressure 
measurements by the Knudsen effusion method [39-41] and by Calvet microcalorimetry [42, 43]. 
The Knudsen effusion setup was a modified version of that previously described [39-
41].  The main change consisted in the adaptation of a new cylindrical brass block, which can 
accommodate up to three bronze cells with different holes, to the bottom of the vacuum chamber.  
The block was surrounded by a tubular furnace whose temperature was controlled to better than 
0.1 K by a Eurotherm 902P thermostatic unit driven by a K type thermocouple embedded in 
the block.  The equilibrium temperature inside each cell was assumed to be identical to the 
temperature of the brass block.  This temperature was measured with a precision of 0.1 K with 
a Tecnisis 100  platinum resistance thermometer embedded in the block and connected in a 
four wire configuration to a Keithley 2000 multimeter.  The platinum resistance sensors for 
temperature measurement and control were calibrated against a standard platinum resistance 
thermometer, which had been calibrated at an accredited facility in accordance to the 
International Temperature Scale ITS90.  Each of the three cells was initially charged with ~500 
mg of sample and the corresponding mass loss during a run was determined to 0.01 mg with a 
Mettler AT201 balance.  The effusion holes were drilled in a 2.09010-5 m thick copper foil (Cu 
99%, Goodfellow Metals) soldered to the cell lids, and had areas of 2.08910-7 m2 (cell 1), 
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2.64010-7 m2 (cell 2), and 4.28310-7 m2 (cell 3), respectively.  Before insertion into the brass 
block, the bottom and sides of the Knudsen cells were covered with a thin film of Apiezon N.  
This ensured a better thermal contact between the cell and the temperature controlled metal 
block.  Evacuation of the system was started after the cells were thermally equilibrated with the 
block for 4560 min, under nitrogen atmosphere.  Typically a pressure of 110-3 Pa was reached 
in less than three minutes and a final constant pressure of 810-5 Pa was obtained in about twenty 
minutes.  The experiment was ended by stopping the pumping and filling the vacuum chamber 
with nitrogen.  DRIFT analysis in KBr showed no chemical differences between the original 
compound and samples collected from the surface and bulk of the material present inside each 
cell at the end of the measurements (see Supplemental Information).  This was also corroborated 
by the corresponding elemental analysis on the bulk material (average of two determinations): C 
58.64%, H 4.04%, N 11.39% (cell 1); C 58.88%, H 4.04%, N 10.92% (cell 2), C 58.41%, H 
4.07%, N 11.35% (cell 3). 
Two series of Calvet microcalorimetry experiments separated by one year were 
performed.  In the first series the temperature of the calorimeter was set to 376.5 K.  A sample 
with a mass in the range 2.811.0 mg was placed into a small glass capillary and weighed with a 
precision of 1 µg in a Mettler M5 balance.  The capillary was equilibrated for ~15 min at 298 
K, inside a furnace positioned above the entrance of the sample cell, and subsequently dropped 
into the calorimeter under N2 atmosphere.  After dropping, an endothermic peak due to the 
heating of the sample from 298 to 376.5 K was first observed.  When the signal returned to the 
baseline the sample and reference cells were simultaneously evacuated to 0.13 Pa and the 
measuring curve associated with the sublimation of the compound was acquired.  The 
corresponding enthalpy of sublimation was subsequently derived from the area of that curve, A, 
the area of the pumping background contribution, Ab, and the energy equivalent of the apparatus, 
.  The value of Ab was determined from independent runs where only gaseous nitrogen was 
pumped out of the calorimetric cells and  was obtained by electrical calibration [42].  The same 
procedure was followed in the second series of experiments, which were carried out at 374.8 and 
with masses of sample in the range 1.95.0 mg.  No decomposition or unsublimed residues were 
found inside the capillaries or calorimetric cell at the end of the experiments.  Small residues, 
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which could not be analyzed, were systematically found, however, in two series of measurements 
performed at 353.7 and 357.6 K, and these were discarded. 
 
 
Computational Details 
Density functional theory (DFT) [27], Gaussian3 theory with secondorder 
MøllerPlesset (G3MP2) [28], and complete basis set  quadratic Becke3 (CBSQB3) [29, 
30] procedures were applied to predict thermochemical properties of the systems under 
examination.  In the case of the DFT methods, full geometry optimizations and frequency 
predictions were carried out with the B3LYP [44, 45] hybrid functional using the 
6311++G(d,p) [46, 47], ccpVTZ [48, 49], and augccpVTZ [49, 50] basis sets.  The 
corresponding molecular energies were converted to standard enthalpies at 298.15 K by using 
zero point energy (ZPE) and thermal energy corrections calculated at the same level of theory.  
The obtained vibration frequencies and ZPEs were not scaled, unless otherwise stated.  The 
DFT, G3MP2, and CBSQB3 calculations were performed with the Gaussian03 package 
[51]. 
 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
Structure 
The SEM micrograph in Figure 3.1 shows that from a morphological point of view the 
sample was composed of smoothfaced prismatic particles.  Image analysis carried out on 103 
particles using the Olympus CellD 2.6 software, led to a Feret’s mean diameter (the mean value of 
the distance between pairs of parallel tangents to the projected outline of the particle, like in a 
measurement with a caliper) [52], dF = 3.68±1.38 m, and an aspect ratio (the maximum ratio of 
width and height of a bounding rectangle for the measured object), Ar = 1.46±0.35.  The 
indicated uncertainties represent standard errors of the mean. 
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The powder pattern obtained at 2982 K was indexed as monoclinic, space group 
P21/c, with a = 7.181 Å, b = 11.679 Å, c = 7.233 Å, and   = 113.49º.  These results are in 
excellent agreement with those of previously reported single crystal Xray diffraction experiments 
carried out at 293 K: P21/c, a = 7.186(2) Å, b = 11.688(3) Å, c = 7.231(2) Å,   = 113.55(6)º 
[53, 54].  The single crystal Xray diffraction data show that in this phase, the molecules of 
nicotinic acid adopt conformation 1 [53, 54], which is predicted by the B3LYP/6311++G(d,p), 
B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, B3LYP/augccpVTZ, G3MP2, and CBSQB3 calculations carried out in 
this work to be lower in Gibbs energy by ~1 kJmol-1 than conformation 2 (see below). 
To the best of our knowledge the structure of nicotinic acid in the gas phase has not been 
determined (e.g. from electron diffraction measurements).  The bond distances and angles 
reported for the solid state [53, 54] are compared in Table 3.1 with those predicted for the 
equivalent configuration of the isolated molecule at the B3LYP/ccpVTZ level of theory.  The 
calculated data for conformation 2 were also included in the table.  It can be concluded from 
Table 3.1 that the B3LYP/ccpVTZ model accurately reproduces most structural features of the 
nicotinic acid molecule given by the Xray diffraction analysis.  Hence, for example, the 
differences between the experimental and calculated CC and NC bond distances in the 
pyridine ring are smaller than 0.8%.  Not unexpectedly, the largest deviation found ( = 3.52%) 
refers to the C6O1 bond, where O1 acts as the donor atom in a OHN hydrogen bond in the 
solid state but not in the gaseous state.  A similar conclusion can be drawn if the bond angles are 
considered:  the larger deviations are observed for the angles involving the N1 atom or the 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1. SEM micrograph of the nicotinic acid sample (NIST SRM 2151) used in the 
thermochemical experiments. 
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COOH group which are implicated in hydrogenbond formation in the solid state.  It should also 
be mentioned that no benefit in terms of the accuracy of the structural predictions was found by 
the use of the larger augccpVTZ or 6311++G(d,p) basis sets (see Supporting Information).  
Packing diagrams of the nicotinic acid form studied in this work, obtained from reported single 
crystal Xray diffraction data at 293 K [53, 54] by using the Mercury 2.2 program [55], are 
illustrated in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.  As shown in Figure 3.2 the unit cell contains two antiparallel 
dimeric units (labeled A and B in Figure 3.2) , related by a center of symmetry.  These units are 
arranged in infinite zigzag chains C(6) along the b axis (Figure 3.3a), sustained by strong 
OHN hydrogenbonds (dOHN = 1.843 Å, dON = 2.660 Å) and reinforced by weaker 
CHO contacts (dCHO = 2.550 Å).  The two layers of chains are situated at a distance of 3.54 
Å and do not interact among themselves, except by some possible degree of   stacking along 
the c axis.  They show however CHO contacts with adjacent chains situated above and below 
in approximately parallel planes (Figure 3.3b).  These contacts labeled a and b (for a: dCHO = 
2.576 Å; for b: dCHO = 2.608 Å) together with the analogous interaction that reinforces the C(6) 
chains (here designated by c) are part of three centered bifurcated CHO hydrogenbonds 
involving the carbonyl oxygen of the COOH group as the common acceptor (Figure 3.3c).  As 
illustrated in Figure 3.3b, when viewed along the b axis, alternate layers of A and B type chains 
can be observed.  These reflect the 3D propagation of the dimeric motifs found inside the unit cell 
(Figure 3.2) throughout the lattice.  Two different and short interplanar distances (1.48 Å and 
2.06 Å) can be distinguished in Figure 3.3b.  The longest (2.06 Å) separates a pair of planes 
containing C(6) chains of the same type (either AA or BB).  The shortest (1.48 Å) corresponds to 
planes holding chains of different types (AB). 
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Figure 3.2. Unit cell of the monoclinic (space group P21/c) nicotinic acid form studied in this 
work, with indication of the a, b and c axis.  The different orientations of the dimeric units inside 
the cell are denoted by A and B, respectively. 
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Table 3.1.  Experimentala and Calculatedb Bond Distances (in Å) and Bond Angles (in 
Degrees) for Nicotinic Acid. 
 
N
C
O
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H
 
 
N
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O
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Experimental 
(solid) 
B3LYP/ccpVTZ %c B3LYP/ccpVTZ 
     
Bond distance     
C1N1 1.342 1.332 0.75 1.330 
C5N1 1.343 1.334 0.67 1.334 
C6O1 1.307 1.353 3.52 1.356 
C6O2 1.211 1.206 0.41 1.206 
C1C2 1.398 1.397 0.07 1.397 
C2C3 1.405 1.396 0.64 1.394 
C3C4 1.383 1.384 0.07 1.385 
C4C5 1.392 1.392 0.00 1.391 
C2C6 1.490 1.484 0.40 1.483 
     
Bond angle     
C1N1C5 118.9 117.5 1.18 117.4 
C2C1N1 121.7 123.3 1.31 123.5 
C3C2C1 119.0 118.4 0.50 118.3 
C4C3C2 118.8 118.7 0.08 118.5 
C5C4C3 118.7 118.4 0.25 118.6 
N1C5C4 123.0 123.7 0.57 123.7 
C6C2C3 118.7 118.9 0.17 123.0 
C6C2C1 122.3 122.8 0.41 118.6 
O1C6C2 115.2 113.0 1.91 112.7 
O2C6C2 121.7 124.6 2.38 125.0 
O1C6O2 123.2 122.4 0.65 122.3 
a References [53, 54]; b This work, see structures 1 and 2 for labeling schemes.  c  represents 
the difference between the experimental bond distance or angle and the corresponding value 
calculated for conformation 1 (that is also adopted in the crystalline state) by the 
B3LYP/ccpVTZ method. 
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Figure 3.3. (a) Two layers of infinite C(6) chains viewed along the c axis.  (b) View along the 
b axis, displaying the two types of interchain CHO contacts a = 2.576 Å and b = 2.608 Å and 
the distances between planes containing chains with A or B type sequences of nicotinic acid 
molecules as defined in Figure 3.2.  (c) Three centered bifurcated CHO hydrogen bond motif 
that sustains the interactions between chains in adjacent planes and reinforces the OHN 
hydrogen bond within a chain. 
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 Energetics   
The 2005 IUPAC recommended standard atomic masses were used in the calculation of 
all molar quantities [56]. 
 The onset, Ton, and maximum, Tmax, temperatures of the fusion peak obtained by DSC 
were Ton = 507.31.4 K and Tmax = 509.90.8 K, respectively, and the corresponding enthalpy 
of fusion, 
mfusH  = 27.80.2 kJmol
-1.  Fusion was preceded by a reversible phase transition 
for which Ton = 452.90.5 K, Tmax = 456.10.4 K, and mtrsH  = 0.830.10 kJmol
-1.  The 
uncertainties indicated for Ton, Tmax, mtrsH , and mfusH  correspond to twice the standard 
error of the mean of seven determinations.  The values of Ton and Tmax corresponding to the 
fusion event observed in this work are within the interval 508.7509.8 K attributed to pure 
nicotinic acid in a comprehensive study of its temperature of fusion [57].  The corresponding 
mfusH  = 27.80.2 kJmol
-1 also ranks amongst the highest values published for the enthalpy of 
fusion of nicotinic acid [21, 58-61].  This indicates the sample to be significantly crystalline, in 
agreement with the Xray powder diffraction and SEM evidence, and also with the fact that no 
glass transition was detected in a DSC analysis carried out in the range 193523 K at a heating 
rate of 10 Kmin-1.  It should be noted that the reported temperatures and enthalpies of fusion of 
nicotinic acid vary in a considerably wide range: Tfus = 507.00.8 K [59], 509.1 K [60], 
509.160.01 K [21], 509.20.6 K [57], 509.50.5 K [62], 509.80.7 K [59], 510 K  
[61, 63], 512.0 K [18], 515.5 K [64];  mfusH  = 12.4 kJmol
-1 [58], 13.010.32 kJmol-1 [21], 
20.80.4 kJmol-1 [59], 24.6 kJmol-1 [58], 26.70.4 kJmol-1 [59], 27.57 kJmol-1 [60], 30 
kJmol-1 [61].  The same applies to the phase transition:  Ttrs = 451.4 K [60], 452.00.6 K [59], 
453.20.5 K [59], 457 K [63, 64], 457.7 K [18];  mtrsH  = 0.780.01 kJmol
-1 [59], 
0.520.01 kJmol-1 [59], 0.81 kJmol-1 [60].  This probably reflects the fact that they seem to be 
notably influenced by the crystallinity and particle size of the sample.  For example, in differential 
thermal analysis experiments carried out at 5 Kmin-1, Moussaoui et al. [59], observed that 
grinding a sample of nicotinic acid led to decreases of ~3 K and ~6 kJmol-1 in Tfus and mfusH , 
respectively.  In the same experiments Ttrs increased by 1.2 K and mtrsH  decreased by 0.26 
Jmol-1.  Furthermore, DSC runs carried out at 10 Kmin-1 by Rehman et al. [58], showed that an 
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improvement of the crystallinity of the sample could translate into a change of 
mfusH  from ~12 
kJmol-1 to ~25 kJmol-1. 
The results of the combustion calorimetric experiments are given in Table 3.2, where 
m(NA) and m(cotton) are the masses of nicotinic acid and cotton thread fuse, respectively; 
m(H2O) is the difference between the mass of water inside the calorimeter proper during the 
main experiment and that used on average in the calibration (3751.99 g); n(HNO3) is the amount 
of substance of nitric acid formed in the bomb process;  i and f are the energy equivalents of the 
bomb contents in the initial and final states of the bomb process, respectively; Ti, and Tf represent 
the initial and final temperatures of the experiment; Tc is the contribution to the observed 
temperature rise of the calorimeter proper due to the heat exchanged with the surroundings and 
the heat dissipated by the temperature sensor; Uign  is the electrical energy supplied for ignition 
of the sample, which was calculated from:  
 
ignU = 
2
)( 2f
2
i CVV          (3.1) 
 
where Vi and Vf are the potential of the condenser of capacitance C = 2990 μF before and after 
its discharge through the platinum ignition wire, respectively; IBPU is the internal energy change 
associated with the bomb process under isothermal conditions, at 298.15 K;  U represents the 
sum of all corrections necessary to reduce IBPU to the standard state (Washburn corrections), 
which were derived as recommended for organic compounds containing C, H, O and N [12, 65, 
66], by using the following heat capacity, density, and  Tpu  /  data for crystalline nicotinic acid:  
o
pc  = 1.21 J·g
-1 [60],  = 1.469 g·cm-3 [53],  Tpu  /  = 6.9110
-8 J·g-1 Pa-1 [67];  
U (HNO3) is the energy change associated with the formation of nitric acid which was based on 
59.7 kJ.mol-1 for the molar internal energy of formation of HNO3(aq) of concentration 0.1 
moldm-3 from 5/4O2(g), 1/2N2(g), and 1/2H2O (l) [68];  U (cotton) is the energy associated to 
the combustion of the cotton fuse of standard specific energy of combustion 
o
cu (cotton) = 
16565.9±8.6 J·g-1 [38];  U(NA) is the contribution of nicotinic acid for the energy of the 
isothermal bomb process; and, finally, 
o
cu (NA, cr) is the corresponding standard specific 
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Table 3.2.  Results of the Combustion Calorimetric Experiments on Nicotinic Acid. 
m(NA)/g 0.93275 0.89473 0.91223 0.88510 0.84879 0.78127 
m(cotton)/g 0.0024156 0.0023012 0.0036117 0.0022986 0.0019878 0.0022186 
m(H2O)/g 0.15 0.28 0.18 0.54 0.17 0.43 
10
4
·n(HNO3)/mol 6.69 7.06 7.84 7.07 5.67 5.86 
 i
 
/JK-1 15.53 15.48 15.51 15.47 15.43 15.35 
 f
 
/JK-1 15.98 15.88 15.88 15.86 15.87 15.72 
Ti/K 298.1753 298.2332 298.2228 298.2269 298.3111 298.1821 
Tf/K 299.4294 299.4306 299.4776 299.4237 299.4821 299.2744 
Tc/K 0.1345 0.1236 0.1585 0.1343 0.1529 0.1547 
ignU/J 0.51 0.58 0.33 0.35 0.37 0.55 
IBPU/J 20800.77 19950.27 20368.10 19736.89 18915.15 17420.17 
U/J 19.25 18.36 18.73 18.14 17.38 15.86 
U(HNO3)/J 39.94 42.15 46.80 42.21 33.85 34.98 
U(cotton)/J 40.02 38.12 59.83 38.08 32.93 36.75 
U(NA)/J 20701.56 19851.64 20242.74 19638.46 18830.99 17332.58 
 ocu (NA, cr)/J·g
-1
 22194.11 22187.30 22190.39 22187.84 22185.69 22185.13 
 
 
internal energy of combustion. 
 The values of Ti, Tf , and Tc were calculated by using a computer program based on the 
RegnaultPfaundler method [12, 69] and IBPU was derived from [12]: 
 
IBPU = [ε
o + m(H2O) l) O,(H2
o
pc ](Ti  Tf + Tc)  
 εi(Ti  298.15) + εf(298.15  Tf + Tc) + ignU  (3.2) 
 
where l) O,(H2
o
pc  = 4.179 J·g
-1 [68]. 
The standard specific energies of combustion of nicotinic acid in Table 3.2 refer to the 
reaction: 
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C6H5O2N(cr) + 25/4O2(g) = 6CO2(g) + 5/2H2O(l) +1/2N2(g)  (3.3) 
 
and were obtained from: 
 
o
cu (NA, cr) = 
)NA(
1
m
[IBPU + U  U(HNO3)  U(cotton)]  (3.4) 
 
They lead to the mean value o
cu (NA, cr) = 22188.41±1.37 J·g
-1, at 298.15 K, from which 
o
mcU (NA, cr) = 2731.60±0.88 kJ·mol
-1 and o
mcH (NA, cr) = 2730.98±0.88 kJ·mol
-1 can 
be derived.  The uncertainties indicated for ocu (NA, cr) represent the standard error of the 
mean of the six individual measurements and those of o
mcU (NA, cr) and 
o
mc H (NA, cr) 
correspond to twice the overall standard error of the mean, including the contributions from the 
calibration with benzoic acid [70].  From the value of o
mcH (NA, cr) indicated above, 
o
mf H (CO2, g) = 393.51±0.13 kJ·mol
-1 [71], and omf H (H2O, l) = 285.830±0.042 
kJ·mol-1 [71], it is possible to conclude that o
mf H (NA, cr) = 344.7±1.2 kJ·mol
-1.   
The enthalpy of sublimation of nicotinic acid was obtained from vaporpressure vs. 
temperature measurements by the Knudsen effusion method and also by dropsublimation Calvet 
microcalorimetry (detailed results are given as Supporting Information).  In the Knudsen effusion 
experiments, the values of p were calculated from [72, 73]: 
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where m is the mass loss during the time t; A, l, and r are the area, the thickness, and the radius 
of the effusion hole, respectively; M is the molar mass of the compound under study, R = 
8.314472 J·K-1·mol-1 is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, and  is the mean free 
path given by [74]: 
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p
kT
22
           (3.6) 
 
Here k represents the Boltzmann constant and  the collision diameter.  The collision diameter of 
nicotinic acid was estimated as 585 pm from the van der Waals volume of the molecule calculated 
with the GEPOL93 program [75], based on the molecular structure reported by Kutoglu and 
Scheringer [53].  The van der Waals radii of carbon (170 pm), hydrogen (120 pm), nitrogen 
(155 pm), and oxygen (152 pm) given by Bondi were selected for this calculation [76].  Since the 
mean free path in equation 3.6 is pressure dependent, an iterative method was needed to obtain 
the vapor pressure of the compound through equations 3.5 and 3.6.  As a first approximation, p 
was calculated by ignoring the  dependent term in equation 3.5.  The obtained result was 
subsequently used to derive  from equation 3.6.  The calculated mean free path was introduced 
in equation 3.5 and a second p value was calculated.  The iteration was continued until the 
difference between successive values of p was smaller than 10-8 Pa.  The vapor pressure against 
temperature data were fitted to equation 3.7 (Figure 3.4) [77]: 
 
 
T
b
ap ln          (3.7) 
 
where the slope b is related to the enthalpy of sublimation at the average of the highest and lowest 
temperatures of the range covered in each series of experiments, Tm, by 
o
sub mH (NA, Tm) = bR.  
The obtained results, which refer to Tm = 366.5 K, were:  for cell 1 a = 35.430.72, b = 
13152.4264.2, and 
o
sub mH (NA, 366.5 K) = 109.44.6 kJ.mol
-1;  for cell 2 a = 35.740.63, 
b = 13295.8229.2, and 
o
sub mH (NA, 366.5 K) = 110.63.9 kJ.mol
-1;  for cell 3 a = 
34.880.59, b = 12982.2214.7, and 
o
sub mH (NA, 366.5 K) = 107.93.7 kJ.mol
-1  The 
uncertainties assigned to a and b are the corresponding standard errors, and that for 
o
sub mH (NA, 366.5 K) includes Student’s factor for 95% confidence level [78] (cell 1: t = 
2.093 for 20 independent measurements; cells 2 and 3: t = 2.064 for 25 independent 
measurements).  Correction of the obtained 
o
sub mH (NA, 366.5 K) values to 298.15 K led to 
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o
sub mH (NA) = 112.44.6 kJ.mol
-1 (cell 1), osub mH (NA) = 113.63.9 kJ.mol
-1 (cell 2), and 
o
sub mH (NA) = 110.93.7 kJ.mol
-1 (cell 3).  The correction was made through the equation: 
 
K) 298.15 (NA,omsub H  = ) (NA,
o
msub TH  + 
298.15 K
o o
,m ,m(NA, g) (NA, cr) dp p
T
C C T 
    (3.8) 
 
where )cr NA,(o m,pC  and g) (NA,
o
m,pC  are the standard molar heat capacities of the compound 
in the crystalline and gaseous states, respectively.  For the crystalline state the calculations were 
based on the equation [60]: 
 
 cr) (NA,o m,pC /J·K
-1·mol-1 = 115.77043 + 59.91381x + 7.53269x2 +  
   1.2433x3 – 2.39857x4 + 7.21254x5 + 4.134x6   (3.9) 
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Figure 3.4. Vapour pressure of nicotinic acid as a function of the temperature. () Cell 1 (A 
= 2.08910−7 m2, r = 2.57910−4 m, l = 2.0910−5 m).  () Cell 2 (A = 2.64010−7 m2, r = 
2.89910−4 m, l = 2.0910−5 m).  () Cell 3 (A = 4.28310−7 m2, r = 3.69210−4 m, l = 
2.0910−5 m). 
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where x = (T – 223.5)/144.5 and T is the absolute temperature.  Equation 3.9 is valid in the 
temperature range 79368 K.  The heat capacity of gaseous nicotinic acid was taken as: 
 
 g) (NA,o m,pC /J·K
-1·mol-1 = 6.28434 + 0.385604T – 8.5335610-5T2  (3.10) 
 
Equation 3.10 originated from a least squares fitting to the g) (NA,o m,pC  data calculated by 
Statistical Mechanics [79], using vibration frequencies obtained by the B3LYP/ccpVTZ method 
and scaled by 0.965 [80].  
 The first and second series of dropsublimation Calvet microcalorimetry experiments led 
to osub mH (NA, 376.5 K) = 108.79±0.93 kJ.mol
-1 and osub mH (NA, 374.8 K) = 108.43±0.64 
kJ.mol-1, respectively, where the uncertainty quoted represents twice the overall standard error 
of five independent results including the contribution from the electrical calibration.  Correction of 
these values to 298.15 K, using equations 3.83.10, leads to osub mH (NA) = 112.40.9 kJ.mol
-
1 and 
o
sub mH (NA) = 111.90.6 kJ.mol
-1 in good agreement with the corresponding values 
obtained by the Knudsen effusion method.  The weighted mean [70] of the five results from both 
techniques, at 298.15 K, 
o
sub mH (NA) = 112.10.5 kJ.mol
-1 was selected in this work. 
 The values of 
o
c mH (NA, cr), 
o
mf H (NA, cr), and 
o
sub mH (NA) here determined are 
compared in Table 3.3 with those recalculated, when possible, from published results by using 
identical auxiliary data (e.g. molar mass, heat capacity) [19-21, 24, 67].  Also indicated in Table 
3.3 are the standard molar enthalpies of formation of gaseous nicotinic acid, omf H (NA, g), 
calculated from the corresponding omf H (NA, cr) and 
o
sub mH (NA).  It can be concluded from 
Table 3.3 that the enthalpy of formation of nicotinic acid in the crystalline state obtained in this 
work is in excellent agreement with all the previously reported values.   
 To the best of our knowledge, four determinations of the enthalpy of sublimation of 
nicotinic acid appeared in the literature up to now.  Dropsublimation Calvet microcalorimetry 
experiments carried out by Bickerton et al. [19], at 420 K, led to 
o
msubH (NA) = 123.41.2 
kJ.mol-1 at 298.15 K.  This value diverges by +11.3 kJ.mol-1 from that obtained in this work.  No 
reassessment based on the same auxiliary data used here was possible, since the primary data 
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corresponding to 420 K were not published.  The results of Calvet microcalorimetry 
measurements performed by Sabbah and Ider [21] on a sample subliming from a Knudsen cell at 
362.2 K, give omsubH (NA, 362.2 K) = 101.11.2 kJ.mol
-1, where the indicated uncertainty 
corresponds to twice the standard error of seven independent results.  Correction of this value to 
298.15 K through equations 3.83.10, leads to omsubH (NA) = 103.81.2 kJ.mol
-1, which 
differs by 8.3 kJ.mol-1 from the result recommended in this work.  From the five independent 
experiments carried out by Ribeiro da Silva et al. [20] using the Knudsen effusion method 
coupled with quartz crystal balance detection it is possible to derive omsubH (NA) = 126.2±1.6 
kJ.mol-1 at 351.6 K, 116.3±3.5 kJ.mol-1 at 353.8 K, 117.8±4.8 kJ.mol-1 at 355.8 K, 123.8±1.6 
kJ.mol-1 at 358.2 K, and 120.9±0.7 kJ.mol-1 at 360.6 K.  The indicated uncertainties are those 
reported by the authors.  The corresponding values at 298.15 K, calculated through equations 
3.83.10, are: 128.4±1.6 kJ.mol-1, 118.6±3.5 kJ.mol-1, 120.2±4.8 kJ.mol-1, 126.3±1.6  
kJ.mol-1, and 123.6±0.7 kJ.mol-1.  These lead to a weighted mean 
o
msubH (NA) = 124.4±0.6  
 
 
Table 3.3.  Standard Molar Enthalpies of Combustion, Formation, and Sublimation of 
Nicotinic Acid at 298.15 K.  Data in kJ·mol-1. 
 omcH (NA, cr) 
o
mf H (NA, cr) 
o
msubH (NA) 
o
mf H (NA, g) 
2730.98±0.88a 344.7±1.2a 112.10.5a 232.61.3 
2730.63±0.69b 345.0±1.1b   
2730.81±0.76c 344.8±1.1c   
2731.10±2.19d 344.5±2.3d 103.8±1.2d 240.72.6 
  123.4±1.2e  
  124.4±0.6f  
  117.40.9g  
a This work. b Reference [67]. c Reference [24].  d Reference [21].  e Reference [19].   
f Reference [20]; weighted mean of five independent determinations (see text).  g Reference [22]; 
this value refers to a high temperature nicotinic acid phase (see text). 
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kJ.mol-1, which differs by +12.3 kJ.mol-1 from the value recommended in this work.  Finally 
Menon et al. [22], used “Langmuir’s” equation to obtain the vapor pressure of nicotinic acid in 
the range 473.15483.15 K from thermogravimetry measurements.  Three methods of analysis 
were used.  A least squares fit to the results of the apparently more reliable comparative method 
led to omsubH (NA, 478.2 K) = 99.1±0.9 kJ.mol
-1.  The reference temperature corresponds to 
the mean value of the interval covered in the experiments and the assigned uncertainty is the 
standard error of the slope b of equation 3.7 multiplied by Student’s factor for 95% confidence 
level (t = 2.228 for 11 independent measurements) [78].  Conversion of omsubH (NA, 478.2 K) 
to 298.15 K, using equations 3.83.10, yields omsubH (NA) = 117.40.9 kJ.mol
-1.  It should be 
noted that this value refers to experiments carried out in a temperature range significantly above 
the onset of the solidsolid phase transition observed for nicotinic acid by DSC (Ton = 452.90.5 
K, see above).  It is, therefore, not strictly comparable to all the other standard molar enthalpies 
of sublimation in Table 3.3, since it probably corresponds to a different nicotinic acid solid phase. 
 The nature of the discrepancies between the 
o
msubH (NA) value recommended here and 
those obtained from published data (all originating from very credible thermochemistry 
laboratories) eluded a clearcut identification.  For example, in none of the published work was 
the crystallinity and phase purity of the samples analyzed by Xray powder diffraction.  
Nevertheless the enthalpy of the only solidsolid phase transition reported for nicotinic acid up to 
now amounts to less than 1 kJ.mol-1 (see above) and it seems, therefore, unlikely that differences 
in phase purity would translate into changes of up to 12 kJ.mol-1 in 
o
msubH (NA).  These could, 
in principle, be traced back to the crystallinity of the samples.  Indeed, as mentioned above, a 
decrease in the crystallinity of solid nicotinic acid was found by Rehman et al. [58] to lower the 
corresponding enthalpy of fusion by up to 13 kJmol-1 and a similar effect should be expected for 
o
msubH (NA).  In line with this reasoning the enthalpies of fusion (13.010.32 kJmol
-1) and 
sublimation (103.8±1.2 kJmol-1) of nicotinic acid reported by Sabbah and Ider [21], are both 
considerably smaller than the corresponding values recommended in this work (Table 3.3), thus 
suggesting that they refer to a material of substantial amorphous character.  However, this should 
also lead to a less negative standard molar enthalpy of formation in the crystalline state and, as 
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shown in Table 3.3, the o
mf H (NA, cr) value reported by Sabbah and Ider is in good agreement 
with all the other determinations.  A similar discussion could not be transposed to the higher 
o
msubH (NA) values of Bickerton et al. [19] and Ribeiro da Silva et al. [20] (Table 3.3) since, 
in these cases, the enthalpies of fusion and combustion of the samples used in the sublimation 
experiments were not reported.  To help in the assessment of the internal consistency of our data 
we therefore resorted to an isodesmic reaction scheme and to computational chemistry. 
 The values of of mH (NA, cr) and 
o
msubH (NA) recommended in this work (Table 3.3) 
lead to of mH (NA, g) = 232.61.3 kJ·mol
-1, which together with of mH (C6H6, g) = 82.6±0.7 
kJ·mol-1 [81], omf H (C5H5N, g) = 140.4±0.7 kJ·mol
-1 [81], and of mH (C6H5COOH, g) = 
294.0±2.2 kJ·mol-1 [81], allows the calculation of the enthalpy of the isodesmic reaction 3.11 as 
o
f mH (3.11) = 3.6±2.7 kJ·mol
-1. 
 
 N
C
O
OH
+
C
OH
O
+
N
(g) (g) (g) (g)
 
(3.11) 
 
This value is compared in Table 3.4 with the corresponding predictions by various theoretical 
models, which were computed from the data in Table 3.5.  It should be noted that the standard 
molar enthalpy of nicotinic acid used in the theoretical calculations of omr H (3.11) includes 
contributions from the conformations 1 and 2 mentioned above (e.g. Table 3.5).  The 
corresponding weights, p1 and p2, respectively, were obtained from: 
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by assuming that the two conformations were in equilibrium and that this equilibrium was 
governed by Boltzmann’s distribution.  In equation 3.12, T is the absolute temperature, R is the 
gas constant, and o
2G  represents the difference in Gibbs energy between conformation 2 
(highest Go) and conformation 1 (lowest Go). 
 As shown in Table 3.4, the experimentally and theoretically obtained o
mr H (3.11) results 
are all in excellent agreement.  This supports the reliability of the standard molar enthalpies of 
formation and sublimation of nicotinic acid recommended in this work (Table 3.3) and indicates a 
very good thermodynamic consistency with the other experimental data used in the calculation of 
o
mr H (3.11).  Hence, the 
o
mf H (NA, cr), 
o
sub mH (NA), and 
o
mf H (NA, g) values here 
reported can be used as reliable anchor points for discussing the energetics of nicotinic acid. 
 It should finally be emphasized that the energetics of crystalline materials is sensitive to a 
multitude of structural effects that are normally difficult to control in practice and can significantly 
influence the outcome of the measurements when high accuracy and precision are aimed.  Thus, 
for example, the results of calorimetric experiments or vapor pressure determinations may be 
influenced by the possible existence of different crystalline forms (polymorphs) or amorphous 
domains coexisting under the same temperature and pressure conditions.  Techniques such as 
Xray diffraction and DSC are very helpful in signaling the presence of mixtures of polymorphs 
and amorphous phases and should not left out of the sample characterization process.  An 
additional concern are lattice imperfections (e.g. vacancies, screw dislocations), which can 
 
 
Table 3.4.  Experimental and Theoretical Enthalpies of Reaction (3.11). 
  omr H (3.11)/kJ
.mol-1 
B3LYP/ccpVTZ 3.6 
B3LYP/augccpVTZ 3.7 
B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) 4.2 
G3MP2 4.3 
CBSQB3 4.0 
Experimental 3.62.7 
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develop during crystallization and may change in nature and number, as a result of the stresses 
and strains typical of processing operations, such as drying, grinding, compression, or 
temperature annealing.  In some cases, the measurement of specific properties appears to be 
more sensitive to sample variability than others.  This seems to occur for nicotinic acid where the 
reported standard molar enthalpies of sublimation show a far larger discrepancy than the 
corresponding enthalpies of formation in the crystalline state (Table 3.3).  The reproducibility of 
the solid state is therefore an important issue when accurate data are sought, and the availability of 
well characterized materials that can be used as references for intercomparison studies necessary.  
Last but not the least, the discrepancies in o
mf H (cr) and 
o
sub mH  ultimately affect the 
determination of o
mf H (g), which is frequently used to discuss bonding energetics and to assess 
the predictions of empirical estimation schemes or computational chemistry methods.  In this case, 
the effect of sample variability may be mitigated if the same material is used to obtain both 
o
mf H (cr) and 
o
sub mH . 
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Table 3.5.  Electronic energies (Eel), Zero point energies (ZPE), Thermal Corrections 
(Ev+Er+Et), Standard Enthalpies (H
o),a Standard Gibbs Energies (Go), and Boltzmann 
Weights (pi),
b at 298.15 K, Calculated with the B3LYP/cc-pVTZ, B3LYP/augccpVTZ, 
B3LYP/6311++G(d,p), G3MP2, and CBSQB3 Methods. Data in Hartree.c 
  
B3LYP/ 
ccpVTZ 
B3LYP/ 
augccpVTZ 
B3LYP/ 
6311++G(d,p) 
G3MP2 CBSQB3 
Nicotinic Acid Eel 437.021778 437.028135 436.986711 436.337538 436.298365 
N
C
O
O
H
 
ZPE 0.103641 0.103518 0.103264 0.100311 0.102567 
Ev+Er+Et 0.007017 0.007027 0.007076 0.007170 0.007064 
Ho(298.15 K) 436.910176 436.916646 436.875427 436.229113 436.187790 
(Conformation 1) Go(298.15 K) 436.950184 436.956698 436.915565 436.269320 436.227813 
 p1 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 
       
N
C
O
O
H
 
Eel 437.021345 437.027685 436.986303 436.337107 436.297919 
ZPE 0.103618 0.103499 0.103238 0.100299 0.102559 
Ev+Er+Et 0.007020 0.007033 0.0070796 0.007171 0.007067 
Ho(298.15 K) 436.909763 436.916209 436.875042 436.228693 436.187349 
(Conformation 2) Go(298.15 K) 436.949792 436.956302 436.915195 436.268915 436.227397 
 p2 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 
       
Benzene Eel 232.333366 232.335568 232.311301 231.925889 231.888874 
 
ZPE 0.100379 0.100320 0.100057 0.096136 0.099135 
Ev+Er+Et 0.004381 0.004384 0.004407 0.004505 0.004432 
Ho(298.15 K) 232.227662 232.229920 232.205893 231.824304 231.784363 
       
Benzoic Acid Eel 420.983204 420.988756 420.948272 420.312095 420.270126 
C
O
OH
 
ZPE 0.115538 0.115381 0.115149 0.111313 0.114273 
Ev+Er+Et 0.007104 0.007117 0.007146 0.007297 0.007160 
Ho(298.15 K) 420.859618 420.865314 420.825033 420.192541 420.147749 
       
Pyridine Eel 248.373203 248.376258 248.351266 247.952827 247.918538 
N  
ZPE 0.088620 0.088600 0.088343 0.085222 0.087556 
Ev+Er+Et 0.004265 0.004267 0.004291 0.004362 0.004309 
Ho(298.15 K) 248.279374 248.282447 248.257688 247.862299 247.825729 
a Ho(298.15 K) = Eel + ZPE + Ev + Er + Et + RT, where Ev, Er, and Et represent the vibrational, 
rotational, and translational contributions.  b Calculated from equations 3.12 or 3.13 (see text).  c 
1 Hartree = 2625.499963 kJmol-1. 
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Figure S1. Results of the GC-MS analysis of the nicotinic acid (NIST SRM 2151) sample 
used in this work. 
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Figure S2. 1H NMR spectrum of nicotinic acid (SRM 2151) in DMSOd6.  Chemical shifts 
are given relative to TMS. 
 
 
 
Figure S3. 13C NMR spectrum of nicotinic acid (SRM 2151) in DMSOd6.  Chemical shifts 
are given relative to TMS. 
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Table S1.  Indexation of the X-ray Powder Diffraction Pattern Recorded at Room 
Temperature, in the Range 10 º  2    40º, for the Monoclinic Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Used in this Work.  Space Group P21/c; a = 718.1 pm, b = 1167.9 pm, c = 723.3 pm,   = 
113.49º). 
h k l  (obs)/º Int. Rel /% /º 
1 1 0 15.50 100 0.06 
0 2 1 20.11 26 0.13 
1 2 0 20.34 46 0.03 
1 2 1 21.23 24 0.06 
1 1 1 23.76 7 0.00 
1 0 2 24.82 55 0.05 
1 1 2 25.74 41 0.07 
2 1 1 25.95 72 0.13 
1 3 0 26.63 84 0.05 
0 0 2 26.86 84 0.00 
1 2 1 27.24 19 0.01 
0 1 2 27.94 54 0.01 
1 2 2 29.17 9 0.01 
0 4 0 30.56 2 0.03 
0 2 2 31.01 4 0.03 
1 3 1 32.27 4 0.01 
2 2 2 33.44 1 0.00 
1 4 1 34.07 12 0.02 
0 3 2 35.53 5 0.00 
2 1 1 35.72 6 0.03 
1 2 2 38.15 30 0.02 
3 0 2 39.17 4 0.04 
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Table S2.  Bond Distances (in Å) and Bond Angles (in Degrees) Calculated for Nicotinic 
Acid at the B3LYP/augccpVTZ Level of Theory. 
 
N
C
O
O
H
 
 
N
C
O
O
H
 
 
Experimental 
(solid) 
B3LYP/augccpVTZ %c B3LYP/augccpVTZ 
     
Bond 
distance 
    
C1N1 1.342 1.331 0.82 1.33 
C5N1 1.343 1.334 0.67 1.335 
C6O1 1.307 1.354 3.60 1.356 
C6O2 1.211 1.207 0.33 1.206 
C1C2 1.398 1.397 0.07 1.397 
C2C3 1.405 1.394 0.78 1.394 
C3C4 1.383 1.384 0.07 1.386 
C4C5 1.392 1.392 0.00 1.39 
C2C6 1.490 1.484 0.40 1.483 
     
Bond angle     
C1N1C5 118.9 117.6 1.09 117.5 
C2C1N1 121.7 123.3 1.31 123.4 
C3C2C1 119.0 118.4 0.50 118.4 
C4C3C2 118.8 118.7 0.08 118.5 
C5C4C3 118.7 118.5 0.17 118.6 
N1C5C4 123.0 123.6 0.49 123.6 
C6C2C3 118.7 118.9 0.17 123.1 
C6C2C1 122.3 122.7 0.33 118.6 
O1C6C2 115.2 113 1.91 112.8 
O2C6C2 121.7 124.6 2.38 125 
O1C6O2 123.2 122.3 0.73 122.2 
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Table S3.  Bond Distances (in Å) and Bond Angles (in Degrees) Calculated for Nicotinic 
Acid at the B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) Level of Theory. 
 
N
C
O
O
H
 
 
N
C
O
O
H
 
 
Experimental 
(solid) 
B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) % B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) 
     
Bond 
distance 
    
C1N1 1.342 1.334 0.60 1.333 
C5N1 1.343 1.337 0.45 1.338 
C6O1 1.307 1.355 3.67 1.358 
C6O2 1.211 1.208 0.25 1.208 
C1C2 1.398 1.400 0.14 1.401 
C2C3 1.405 1.397 0.57 1.397 
C3C4 1.383 1.387 0.29 1.389 
C4C5 1.392 1.395 0.22 1.394 
C2C6 1.490 1.486 0.27 1.485 
     
Bond angle     
C1N1C5 118.9 117.5 1.18 117.4 
C2C1N1 121.7 123.3 1.31 123.5 
C3C2C1 119.0 118.4 0.50 118.4 
C4C3C2 118.8 118.6 0.17 118.4 
C5C4C3 118.7 118.4 0.25 118.6 
N1C5C4 123.0 123.7 0.57 123.7 
C6C2C3 118.7 118.9 0.17 123.0 
C6C2C1 122.3 122.7 0.33 118.6 
O1C6C2 115.2 112.9 2.00 112.6 
O2C6C2 121.7 124.7 2.47 125.0 
O1C6O2 123.2 122.4 0.65 122.3 
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Table S4.  Vapor Pressures of Nicotinic Acid Obtained by Knudsen Effusion. 
Cell 1 
(A = 2.08910−7 m2, r = 2.57910−4 
m, l = 2.0910−5 m) 
 
Cell 2 
(A = 2.64010−7 m2, r = 2.89910−4 
m, l = 2.0910−5 m) 
 
Cell 3 
(A = 4.28310−7 m2, r = 3.69210−4  
m, l = 2.0910−5 m) 
m /mg t /s T /K p /Pa  m /mg t /s T /K p /Pa  m /mg t /s T /K p /Pa 
5.23 59516 352.8 0.1671  5.12 59516 352.8 0.1291  9.42 59516 352.8 0.1455 
4.40 53617 353.8 0.1563  4.76 53617 353.8 0.1335  8.69 53617 353.8 0.1491 
6.23 56742 355.8 0.2096  6.63 49436 354.6 0.2015  10.76 49436 354.6 0.2002 
4.03 28852 356.8 0.2667  7.15 56742 355.8 0.1897  11.13 56742 355.8 0.1809 
6.37 39332 358.7 0.3098  4.41 28852 356.8 0.2303  8.1 28852 356.8 0.2587 
5.35 32021 359.8 0.3200  7.13 39332 358.7 0.2736  11.62 39332 358.7 0.2728 
3.67 23065 360.6 0.3052  6.24 32021 359.8 0.2944  10.32 32021 359.8 0.2979 
6.26 29164 360.8 0.4110  5.09 23065 360.6 0.3335  8.52 23065 360.6 0.3414 
4.10 20918 361.5 0.3759  7.08 29164 360.8 0.3667  10.00 29164 360.8 0.3172 
4.26 20247 362.7 0.4040  4.94 20918 361.5 0.3572  7.71 20918 361.5 0.3411 
5.44 20438 364.7 0.5115  6.6 25998 361.6 0.3838  10.97 25998 361.6 0.3900 
5.09 17355 365.8 0.5639  4.96 20247 362.7 0.3710  7.93 20247 362.7 0.3661 
8.46 25155 366.4 0.6462  6.61 20438 364.7 0.4900  10.38 20438 364.7 0.4746 
5.67 14670 368.5 0.7435  5.84 17355 365.8 0.5104  10.20 17355 365.8 0.5443 
10.17 20461 370.5 0.9551  9.64 25155 366.4 0.5809  15.67 25155 366.4 0.5769 
11.10 17980 372.5 1.1847  7.96 19458 366.4 0.6196  12.84 19458 366.4 0.6105 
10.64 15644 374.5 1.3060  6.58 14670 368.5 0.6805  11.08 14670 368.5 0.6993 
17.30 19791 377.0 1.6736  11.73 20461 370.5 0.8688  19.22 20461 370.5 0.8683 
18.99 18064 378.3 2.0047  12.32 17980 372.5 1.0378  19.86 17980 372.5 1.0199 
27.26 22287 380.2 2.3258  17.39 24233 372.5 1.0859  28.85 24233 372.5 1.0972 
     12.60 15644 374.5 1.2189  19.64 15644 374.5 1.1585 
     20.13 19791 377.0 1.5350  32.54 19791 377.0 1.5092 
     20.55 18803 377.3 1.6465  34.17 18803 377.3 1.6625 
     22.15 18064 378.3 1.8428  36.14 18064 378.3 1.8255 
     31.96 22287 380.2 2.1481  50.86 22287 380.2 2.0753 
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Figure S4. Comparison of the DRIFT spectra of nicotinic acid (SRM 2151) before and after 
the Knudsen effusion experiments using cell 1. 
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Figure S5.  Comparison of the DRIFT spectra of nicotinic acid (SRM 2151) before and after 
the Knudsen effusion experiments using cell 2. 
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Figure S6. Comparison of the DRIFT spectra of nicotinic acid (SRM 2151) before and after 
the Knudsen effusion experiments using cell 3. 
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Table S5.  Comparison of the DRIFT Spectra of Nicotinic Acid (SRM 2151) Before and 
After the Knudsen Effusion Experiments. 
~ /cm-1 
Original material 
 Cell 1  Cell 2  Cell 3 
 Surfacea Bulka  Surfacea Bulka  Surfacea Bulka 
          
3085  3085 3084  3084 3085  3085 3085 
3072  3072 3072  3071 3072  3071 3072 
2821  2825 2826  2818 2818  2818 2820 
2445  2445 2437  2446 2436  2444 2439 
1948  1951 1949  1951 1948  1951 1954 
1709  1711 1707  1710 1709  1713 1708 
1596  1596 1596  1596 1596  1596 1596 
1583  1583 1583  1583 1583  1583 1583 
1495  1494 1495  1495 1495  1495 1495 
1418  1417 1417  1417 1418  1418 1418 
1324  1323 1323  1324 1324  1324 1324 
1303  1303 1303  1303 1303  1304 1303 
1186  1186 1186  1186 1186  1186 1186 
1139  1139 1138  1139 1139  1139 1138 
1115  1115 1115  1115 1115  1115 1115 
1089  1089 1089  1089 1089  1089 1089 
1041  1041 1041  1040 1041  1040 1041 
1033  1034 1034  1034 1033  1033 1033 
955  954 954  954 954  955 955 
831  831 831  831 831  831 831 
811  812 812  812 812  812 812 
751  749 750  750 749  751 750 
695  695 695  695 695  696 695 
682  682 682  682 682  682 682 
642  642 642  642 642  642 642 
498  498 498  499 498  498 498 
a Samples collected from the surface or the bulk of the material present inside the cell at 
the end of the experiments. 
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Enthalpy of Sublimation Measurements by Dropsublimation Calvet 
Microcalorimetry 
The specific enthalpy of sublimation of the compound under study, hsub , at 376.5 K 
was derived from: 
 
 



m
AA
h bssub         (3.3) 
 
where m is the mass of sample, sA  is the area of the corresponding curve,  bA  is the mean 
value of the pumping background correction, and    is the mean value of the calibration 
constant.   
 
 
Table S6.  Results of the Sublimation Enthalpy Measurements on Nicotinic Acid, at 
376.5 K, by Calvet Microcalorimetry. 
m/mg As/mV∙s hsub /J∙g
−1 
2.76 153.261 891.303 
7.89 441.978 886.846 
3.09 168.537 873.806 
4.02 221.234 877.662 
11.18 629.106 888.905 
< hsub > = 883.70±3.38 J∙g
−1 
 
<ε> = 63.633±0.120 mV∙W−1 
Ab = 3.276 mV∙s 
/J.g-1 = 3.38 
(over-all) = 3.77 
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Table S7.  Results of the Sublimation Enthalpy Measurements on Nicotinic Acid, at 
374.8 K, by Calvet Microcalorimetry. 
m/mg As/mV∙s hsub /J∙g
−1 
3.43 188.989 875.794 
2.88 158.698 877.873 
4.96 274.587 876.659 
1.93 106.352 884.052 
3.07 171.565 889.362 
< hsub > = 883.70±3.38 J∙g
−1 
 
<ε> = 63.677±0.020 mV∙W−1 
Ab = 2.295 mV∙s 
/J.g-1 = 2.59 
(over-all) = 2.60 
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This chapter describes the solubility of nicotinic acid in six solvents differing in 
polarity/polarizability and hydrogenbond ability, in the temperature range 283333 K.  The 
obtained crystals were characterized in terms of chemical and phase purity, morphology and 
particle size.  Furthermore, solution calorimetry experiments were performed.  I was responsible 
for the construction and optimization of the apparatus and also performed all the solubility studies.  
Furthermore, I performed the characterization of the sample by diffuse reflectance infrared 
Fouriertransform spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR and 13C NMR) and 
Xray powder diffraction.  I carried out all the solution calorimetry and the differential scanning 
calorimetry experiments.  I was also strongly involved in the recording of the scanning electron 
microscopy images, obtained while visiting the group of Prof. Matthias Epple at the University of 
DuisburgEssen (Germany).  Finally I contributed to the discussion of the results and the writing 
of the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
 
The mole fraction equilibrium solubility of nicotinic acid in six solvents (water, ethanol, 
dimethyl sulfoxide, acetone, acetonitrile and diethyl ether) differing in polarity, polarizability, and 
hydrogenbond ability, was determined in the temperature range 283333 K, using the 
gravimetric method.  The obtained results led to the solubility order dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 
>> water > ethanol > acetone > diethyl ether > acetonitrile.  As indicated by an analysis based on 
various solvent descriptors, this trend seems to be mainly determined by the polarity and 
polarizability of the solvent.  It was also found that DMSO exhibits enhanced solubility relative to 
an ideal solution while the opposite is observed for all other solvents.  Both the nature of the 
solvent and the fact that nicotinic acid is primarily zwitterionic in aqueous solution and 
nonzwitterionic in nonaqueous media, did not affect the nature of the solid phases in equilibrium 
with the different solutions.  Indeed, Xray powder diffraction, Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, and differential scanning calorimetry analysis 
indicated that, despite some differences in particle size and morphology, the starting material and 
the solid products obtained at the end of the solubility studies in the six solvents used in this work 
were all crystalline and corresponded to the same monoclinic phase. 
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Introduction 
 
Nicotinic acid, 1 (NA, CAS number [59-67-6]), pyridine3carboxylic acid, is credited 
to have been synthesized for the first time by Huber, in 1867, via the oxidation of nicotine with 
sulfuric acid and potassium dichromate (thus the name nicotinic acid) [1].  The compound gained 
considerable attention over the years because of its versatility in terms of chemical applications 
and significant biochemical and therapeutical roles.  Noteworthy examples of diverse chemical 
applications are the preparation of matrixes for matrixassisted laser desorption ionization 
(MALDI) mass spectrometry analyses of large polypeptides [2];  the uses in zinc electroplating 
and as an anticorrosion agent for aluminumzinc alloys in contact with acid solutions [3];  and 
the recommendation as a reference material for combustion calorimetry [4, 5].  The vitamin 
function of nicotinic acid (vitamin B3, commercially known as niacin) [6, 7] was demonstrated in 
the early 20th century [1, 8], when it was recognized that its dietary deficiency could lead to the 
development of pellagra, a disease characterized by a severe photosensitive dermatitis and, 
ultimately, resulting in dementia and death [9].  It has subsequently been widely used as an 
additive in food, forage, and cosmetics [6, 7].  Nicotinic acid has also been employed since the 
1950s, to lower plasma levels of triglyceride (fat) and lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterol 
(LDLc) particles (“bad cholesterol”) while concomitantly raising the levels of (“good”) 
highdensity lipoprotein cholesterol (HDLc) [8, 10-13].  It is, in fact, claimed to be the most 
effective agent currently marketed for raising HDLc plasma levels [12] and has been extensively 
explored in the production of drugs for the prevention of atherosclerosis and the risk of 
cardiovascular events [10, 13-15]. 
 
 
N
C
O
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1 
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Nicotinic acid is solid at ambient temperature and pressure conditions and it is normally 
purified by crystallization.  In general, for the adequate design of processes and products based 
on cooling crystallization, the solubility of the material of interest in different solvents must be 
known as a function of temperature, since it is closely related to the maximum achievable yield of 
solid [16].  Ideally, solubility determinations should be accompanied by the characterization of the 
crystal forms in equilibrium with the solution.  Due to variations in solventsolute interactions, 
each solvent can stabilize a different type of prenucleation aggregate and this may lead to the 
precipitation of different crystalline forms of the same substance (polymorphs or solvates) [16-
18].  These polymorphs often exhibit significantly different physical properties, such as the fusion 
temperature, solubility, or the dissolution rate in a given media [19-21].  Hence, overlooking the 
identification and tight control of polymorph or solvate formation can play havoc with the safe and 
effective use of a product [19-21].  
Here we report the temperature dependence of the solubility of nicotinic acid in six 
solvents that differ in polarity, polarizability, and hydrogenbonding ability:  water and ethanol 
(polar and protic);  dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), acetone, and acetonitrile (polar and aprotic);  
and diethyl ether (apolar and aprotic).  The main objective was to investigate the role of the 
solvent nature in determining the solubility of nicotinic acid and also if the use of different solvents 
could induce significant morphological or structural changes in the solid material present in 
equilibrium with the solution.  The solid products resulting from these experiments were, therefore, 
compared with the starting material in terms of crystal structure and morphology, by using Xray 
powder diffraction and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), respectively, and on energetic 
grounds by solution and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).  To our knowledge, in addition 
to some early studies involving water, aqueous NaCl, and 96% (v/v) ethanol [22, 23], modern 
determinations of the temperature dependence of the solubility of nicotinic acid have only been 
carried out for water and 3picoline or their mixtures [24].  In none of these cases was the nature 
of the solids in equilibrium with the solutions evaluated.   
The present work is part of a systematic investigation of nicotinic acid and some of its 
derivatives that was recently started in our laboratory due to the importance of this family of 
compounds as active pharmaceutical ingredients and food additives.  This effort has up to now 
addressed to:  (i) the relationship between structure and thermodynamic stability of both the 
isolated molecules and anhydrous or hydrate crystal forms of nicotinic acid, 2, 4, 5, and 
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6hydroxy nicotinic acids, and 5chloro6hydroxynicotinic acid [25, 26];  (ii) the 
concentration dependence of the enthalpy of solution of nicotinic acid in water [27];  (iii) the 
influence of temperature and ionic strength on the acidity constants of nicotinic acid in aqueous 
[28];  and (iv) the determination of the standard molar enthalpies of formation of the three 
nicotinic acid species involved in aqueous protonation/deprotonation equilibria at infinite dilution 
[27]. 
 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
 General 
Infrared spectra were recorded in the range 4004000 cm-1 in a Nicolet 6700 
Fouriertransform spectrometer, calibrated with polystyrene film.  The resolution was 2 cm-1.  
The samples consisted of translucent pellets prepared by pressing ~1% (w/w) nicotinic acidKBr 
powder mixtures in a mechanical press, to 10 t.  Xray powder diffraction (XRPD) analyses 
were carried out on a Philips PW1730 diffractometer, with automatic data acquisition (APD 
Philips v.35B), operating in the θ2θ mode.  The apparatus had a vertical goniometer 
(PW1820), a proportional xenon detector (PW1711), and a graphite monocromator (PW1752).  
A Cu K radiation source was used.  The tube amperage was 30 mA and the tube voltage 40 
kV.  The diffractograms were recorded at 2932 K in the range 10º ≤ 2θ ≤ 40º.  Data were 
collected in the continuous mode, with a step size of 0.015º(2θ), and an acquisition time of 1.5 
s/step.  The samples were mounted on an aluminum sample holder.  The indexation of the powder 
patterns was performed using the program Chekcell [29].  Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
images of Au/Pdsputtered samples were recorded in high vacuum, using a FEI ESEM Quanta 
400 FEG apparatus, with a resolution of 2 nm.  The electron beam voltage was set to 10 kV.  
GCMS experiments were performed on an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph equipped with an 
Agilent 7683 automatic liquid sampler coupled to an Agilent 5973 N quadrupole mass selective 
detector.  A HP5 column (5% diphenyl/95% dimethylpolysiloxane; 28.7 m × 0.25 µm I.D., 250 
µm film thickness) was used.  The sample was dissolved in methanol (Fisher Scientific, HPLC 
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grade, 99.99%) and the injection volume was 1 µL.  The carrier gas was helium maintained at a 
constant pressure of 1.19 bar and with a flow rate of 1.3 cm3·min-1.  A programmed temperature 
vaporization injector with a septumless sampling head having a baffled liner (Gerstel) operating in 
the splitless mode was employed.  The inlet temperature was set to 523 K and the oven 
temperature was programmed as follows: 353 K for 1 min, ramp at 5 K·min-1 to 373 K, and 
finally ramp to 573 K at 15 K·min-1, for a total 18.33 min running time.  The transfer line, ion 
source, and quadrupole analyzer were maintained at 553 K, 503 K, and 423 K, respectively.  A 
solvent delay of 4 min was selected.  Electron ionization mass spectra in the range 35550 m/z 
were recorded in the fullscan mode, with 70 eV electron energy and an ionization current of 
34.6 µA.  Data recording and instrument control were performed by using the MSD 
ChemStation software from Agilent (G1701CA; version C.00.00).  The identity of the analyzed 
compound was assigned by comparison of the massspectrometric results with the data in 
Wiley’s reference spectral databank (G1035B, Rev D.02.00) and its purity was calculated from 
the normalized peak areas, without using correction factors to establish abundances.   
 
 
 Materials 
The nicotinic acid sample used as starting material for the solubility determinations was the 
same previously employed in calorimetric and equilibrium studies [27, 28].  It was obtained by 
sublimation of a commercial material (Acrös, 99.5%) at 393 K and 1.33 Pa.  The compound had 
been characterized in terms of chemical purity, phase purity, and morphology by elemental 
analysis, diffuse reflectance infrared Fouriertransform (DRIFT) spectroscopy, 1H and 13C 
NMR, GCMS, XRPD, SEM, and DSC [27].  These chemical analyses showed no evidence of 
impurities [27].  No mixtures of phases were also detected by XRPD and DSC (see Results and 
Dicussion below).   
 The organic solvents ethanol (Panreac, 99.9%), DMSO (Aldrich, 99.9%), acetone 
(SigmaAldrich, 99.8% purity), acetonitrile (Acrös Organics, 99.9% purity), and diethyl ether 
(Panreac, 99.7% purity), were used as received.  The aqueous solubility studies were carried out 
in distilled and deionized water from a MilliQ Plus system (conductivity 0.1 S cm-1).   
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Solubility measurements 
Equilibrium solubility determinations were performed in the temperature range 283333 
K by the gravimetric method [16, 30].  The apparatus is illustrated in Figure 4.1.  A suspension of 
nicotinic acid in ~130 cm3 of solvent was magnetically stirred (600 rpm) during 48 h, under 
nitrogen atmosphere, inside a Schlenk tube like glass cell, 1.  This type of cell allows, if necessary, 
studies with air sensitive compounds.  The temperature of the solution was maintained constant 
within ±0.01 K by circulating water from a thermostatic bath, 2, through the cell jacket.  The bath 
temperature was controlled by a Julabo MB unit, 3, and a Haake EK20 immersion cooler, 4.  
The temperature of the nicotinic acid suspension was monitored with a resolution of ±0.01 K by a 
Labfacility ceramic encapsulated Pt100 temperature sensor, 5.  The sensor was inserted in the 
glass well, 6 containing Baysilone M350 oil to improve thermal contact and was connected in a 
four wire configuration to an Agilent HP34901A 20 channel multiplexer adapted to a 6 ½ digits 
Agilent HP34970A multimeter, 7.  This sensor had been previously calibrated against a reference 
platinum resistance thermometer, calibrated at an accredited facility in accordance to the 
International Temperature Scale ITS90.  The multimeter scanner supports up to ten independent 
temperature sensors, so that an identical number of cells (with the thermostated water circulation 
mounted in series) can be simultaneously operated.  At the end of the equilibration period stirring  
 
 
1
13
14
2
3
4
5
6
7
 
Figure 4.1. Scheme of the apparatus used to determine the solubility of nicotinic acid by the 
gravimetric technique. 
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was stopped and a sample of the saturated solution (3 cm3) was extracted using a preheated 
syringe adapted to a microfilter (Whatman Spartan 30/0.45 RC) and a Hamilton 774806 
stainless steel needle.  This aliquot was transferred to a previously weighed glass vial of 10 cm3 
volume, which was weighted a second time when loaded with the solution and a third time after 
the solution was taken to dryness.  The weightings were performed with a precision of ±0.01 mg 
on a Mettler Toledo XS205 balance.  The mole fraction of nicotinic acid in the saturated solutions 
was computed from: 
 
Solv 3 1
NA
Solv 3 1 NA 2 3
( )
( ) ( )


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M m m
x
M m m M m m
     (4.1) 
 
where 1m  is the mass of the empty vial, 2m  is the mass of the vial containing the sample of the 
solution, 3m  is the mass of the vial plus the solid residue, and NAM  and SolvM  represent the 
molar masses of nicotinic acid and solvent, respectively.  For all solvents measurements were also 
performed both in ascending and descending temperature modes.  The 48h equilibration time was 
deduced from preliminary experiments carried out at 293 K, where the concentration of NA after 
2, 20, 32 and 48 h was determined.  These experiments showed that in all solvents equilibrium 
was reached in less than 32 h (see Supporting Information). 
 
 
pH Measurements 
The pHs of the saturated aqueous solutions were determined in separate experiments 
where, prior to measurements, a nicotinic acid suspension was kept under magnetic stirring for 
48 h, inside a 2090 cm3 double walled Metrohm 6.1418.220 glass vessel.  The temperature 
was maintained constant to within ±0.02 K, by circulating a waterethanol mixture (3:1 v/v) from 
a JULABO F33ME thermostatic bath, through the jacket of the glass vessel.  Temperature 
measurements, with a resolution of ±0.01 K, were performed by using a Pt100 temperature 
sensor connected in a four wire configuration to an Agilent 34970A 6 ½ digits multimeter.  This 
sensor had been previously calibrated as described above for the solubility determinations.  The 
pH measurements were performed with a Radiometer Analytical Red Rod pHC2401 combined 
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pH electrode connected to a PHM240 Radiometer Analytical pH meter.  The electrode was 
calibrated at each temperature by using two standard solutions from Radiometer Analytical: 
citrate buffer (pH = 4.000.02 at 298.15 K) and phosphate buffer (pH = 7.000.02 at 298.15 
K). 
 
 
Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
The characterization of the samples by differential scanning calorimetry was carried out on 
a DSC 7 from PerkinElmer.  The experiments were performed at a heating rate of 10 K·min-1 in 
the temperature range 298525 K.  The temperature and heat flow scales of the instrument were 
previously calibrated at the same heating rate with indium (PerkinElmer; mass fraction 0.99999; 
Tfus = 429.75 K, 
o
fush  = 28.45 J·g
-1).  The NA samples, with masses in the range 1.813.4 
mg, were sealed in air, inside aluminum crucibles, and weighed with a precision of 1 µg in a 
Mettler M5 microbalance.  Nitrogen (Air Liquide N45), at a flow rate of 0.5 cm3∙s-1, was used as 
the purging gas. 
 
 
Solution Calorimetry 
Enthalpies of solution in DMSO were determined with an isoperibol Thermometric 
Precision Solution Calorimeter (Model 2225) adapted to a Thermal Activity Monitor thermostatic 
water jacket (TAM 2227).  The jacket temperature was maintained at 298 K with a stability of  
0.2 mK.  The calorimetric cell consisted of a 100 cm3 Pyrex glass vessel with two thin wells 
descending from the top in opposite positions.  Permanently inserted on these wells were a 
thermistor with a nominal resistance of 30 kΩ at 298.15 K, for temperature measurement, and a 
50 Ω resistance, for electrical calibration.  In a typical experiment, a thin walled and 
approximately cylindrical glass ampule of 1 cm3 internal volume was loaded with 50 mg of 
NA.  The short ampule neck was closed with a silicone rubber stopper and the sealing was 
reinforced from the outside with paraffin wax melted from a candle.  The sample mass was 
determined with a precision of ±0.01 mg by using a Mettler Toledo XS205 balance.  The ampule 
was adjusted to the holder in the calorimeter head, which also served as a stirrer.  The 
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calorimetric vessel was filled with 100 cm3 of DMSO and attached to the calorimeter head by 
means of a locking nut.  The calorimetric unit (vessel and head) was inserted in the thermostatic 
jacket and stirring, at a rate of 500 rpm, was switched on.  The recording of the temperature, T, 
of the calorimetric solution as a function of the time, t, began and the experiment was started after 
monitoring the baseline for a sufficient period of time to ensure that the heat transfer between the 
vessel and the jacket conformed to Newton’s law (exponential T vs. t variation) [31].  The initial 
temperature was lower than the jacket temperature by 25 mK.  Each calorimetric run involved 
the acquisition of three sequential measuring curves, the first corresponding to an initial calibration, 
the second to the solution process, and the third to the final calibration.  The duration of the fore, 
main, and after periods was 300 s each, both for the calibrations and for the NA solution.  The 
solution process was started by pushing down the entire ampule holder/stirring system and 
breaking the glass ampule against a ceramic tip mounted on a pin at the bottom of the calorimetric 
cell. 
 In each calibration a current of intensity I passed through the 50  resistance as a result 
of the application of a potential difference V during the time period t.  This led to the dissipation of 
an amount of heat Q = VIt in the calorimetric vessel causing the observed temperature rise.  The 
intensity, I, was determined by measuring the voltage across a standard 20  resistance mounted 
in series with the calibration heater.  Typically the electrical power in the calibrations was P = 500 
mW and the heat dissipated Q = 1015 J.  The calibration constant, , was obtained from 
equation 4.2: 
 
 
ad
 

Q
T
         (4.2) 
 
where adT  represents the adiabatic temperature change, which corresponds to the temperature 
variation that would have been observed in  the experiments if the heat dissipation occurred under 
strict adiabatic conditions. 
The molar enthalpy of the solution process, sol m H , was calculated from: 
 
 sol m ad   
M
H T
m
        (4.3) 
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where m and M are the mass and the molar mass of the sample, respectively, and 
adT  is the 
observed adiabatic temperature change.  The values of 
adT  for the calibration and solution runs 
were derived from the corresponding temperature vs. time curves by using the 
RegnaultPfaundler method [31] as implemented in the SolCal 1.2 program from Thermometric 
under the designation dynamics of break.  The values of  were also obtained with the same 
software package and corresponded to the mean result of the two calibrations performed before 
and after the solution process, respectively.  The heat associated with ampule breaking was not 
taken into account, since it was found to correspond to a temperature change of less than 0.1 mK 
in blank experiments where empty ampules were broken in 100 cm3 of water. 
 
 
Computational Details 
Density functional theory (DFT) [32] was applied to predict the dipole moments, 
polarizabilities, and energetics of the nicotinic acid molecule in different conformations relevant for 
the discussion of the solubility work here described.  Full geometry optimizations and frequency 
predictions were carried out with the B3LYP [33, 34] hybrid functional using the 631+G(d,p) 
[35], basis sets.  The calculations were performed with the Gaussian03 package [36]. 
 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
All molar quantities were based on molar masses calculated from the standard atomic 
masses recommended by the IUPAC Commission in 2007 [37].   
 
 
 Solubility Measurements 
The results of the solubility determinations in terms of nicotinic acid mole fractions, NAx , 
are summarized in Table 4.1.  The uncertainties quoted correspond to the standard errors of the 
mean of the number of gravimetric determinations (given in parenthesis) made at each 
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temperature, either on ascending or descending mode.  The pHs of the saturated aqueous 
solutions are also listed. 
 The 
NAx  against T data in Table 4.1 were fitted to the equation: 
 
 
NAln
( / K)
 
b
x a
T
        (4.4) 
 
by least squares regression.  The obtained values of the a and b parameters, the determination 
coefficients (R2) for 95% probability, and the uncertainties (
NAln
 x ) assigned to the NAln x  values 
computed from equation 4.4 are listed in Table 4.2.  The latter represent standard deviations and 
were derived from the differences between the corresponding experimental and calculated results. 
 Plots of the experimental 
NAx  against T data in Table 4.1 and of the corresponding 
curves based on equation 4.4 and the parameters in Table 4.2 are compared in Figure 4.2 with 
the ideal solubility line calculated from equation 4.15 (see below).  Also included in Figure 4.2 are  
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Figure 4.2. Mole fraction solubilities of nicotinic acid obtained in this work for water (▲), 
ethanol (), DMSO (), acetone (), acetonitrile (), and diethyl ether (). The open symbols 
denote data for water () and 3picoline (), respectively, taken from Reference [24].  The 
dashed line corresponds to the ideal solubility given by equation 4.15 (see text).
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the results previously reported by Wang and Wang [24] for the solubility of nicotinic acid in water 
(parameters of equation 4.4: a = 2.534680.03728 and b = 2543.9812.01; R2 = 0.9998; 
NAln
 x  = 610
-3; temperature range: 297.15345.05 K) and 3picoline (parameters of equation 
4.4: a = 2.657910.02807 and b = 1525.209.00; R2 = 0.9996; 
NAln
 x  = 410
-3; temperature 
range: 293.65350.65 K).  The former are in good agreement with the corresponding data 
obtained in this work, the maximum relative deviation in 
NAln x  being < 0.5%.  
The results in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.2 indicate that the solubility of nicotinic acid varies 
according to DMSO >> ethanol > water > acetone > diethyl ether > acetonitrile.  The published 
mole fraction solubility in 3picoline [24] exceeds that in DMSO by 1.52.0% in the same 
temperature range, the difference decreasing as the temperature increases. 
Figure 4.2 shows that the solubility of nicotinic acid is enhanced in DMSO and 3picoline 
and diminished in the remaining solvents relative to ideal solubility.  Furthermore, in all cases, 
NAx  
smoothly increases with temperature according to equation 4.4, without any slope variations that 
could suggest the occurrence of phase transitions or solvate formation.  This is also supported by 
the results of Xray powder diffraction and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis (see 
below), which indicated that both the starting material and the solids obtained at the end of the 
solubility experiments corresponded to the same monoclinic phase, with no evidence for the 
presence of polymorphs, mixtures of phases, or solvates.  
It is interesting to note that a speciation analysis carried out in the temperature and pH 
ranges of the solubility experiments in water (Table 4.1) indicated that under those conditions 
nicotinic acid is primary (8992%) in a neutral form (see Supporting Information for details).  A 
neutral form should also be present in nonaqueous media.  There is, however, ample 
experimental and theoretical evidence that in aqueous media this species is predominantly 
zwitterionic, 2 [38-45], while in ethanol [42, 46], DMSO [41, 43, 47], and, presumably, in the 
other solvents used in this work an equilibrium between conformations 3 and 4 is likely to prevail. 
Calculations at the B3LYP/631+G(d,p) level of theory (see Supporting Information) 
indicated that, at least for the ideal gas phase, at 298.15 K, the Gibbs energy of conformation 3 is 
smaller than that of conformation 4 by only 0.99 kJmol-1, a value which is very similar to those 
previously found at the MP2/6311++G(d,p)//MP2/631G(d,p) (1.00 kJmol-1) [45] 
B3LYP/ccpVTZ (1.03 kJmol-1) [25], B3LYP/augccpVTZ (1.04 kJmol-1) [25], 
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B3LYP/6311++G(d,p) (0.97 kJmol-1) [25], G3MP2 (1.06 kJmol-1), and CBSQB3 (1.09 
kJmol-1) [25].  Based on the above result a Boltzmann distribution analysis indicates that the  
3  4 system corresponds to an almost equimolar mixture, with NA,3x  = 0.51 and NA,4x  = 
0.49.  This proportion is also likely to approximately hold in solution, at least when diluted 
solutions are considered.  Indeed from published Monte Carlo simulation results [45] it is possible 
to calculate that in a diluted aqueous solution (
NAx  = 0.002; 2H Ox  = 0.998) the relative mole 
fractions of species 3 and 4 are NA,3x  = 0.52 and NA,4x  = 0.48.  A similar exercise based on 
analogous data for diluted methanol solutions (
NAx  = 0.004; 3CH OHx  = 0.996)[45] leads to NA,3x  
= 0.49 and NA,4x  = 0.51. 
In spite of the different species present in aqueous and nonaqueous media, as mentioned 
above, the solid phase in equilibrium with the solutions always corresponds to the same 
monoclinic phase where nicotinic acid molecule packs in conformation 3 [25].  Thus, unlike, for 
example, its hydroxy derivatives [26], nicotinic acid does not seem to be prone to polymorphism 
and solvate formation, at least when crystals of the monoclinic P21/c phase are initially present in 
the system.  Indeed, albeit a number of cocrystals have been reported, no polymorphs or 
solvates of nicotinic acid were found in the Cambridge Structural Database [48]. 
 
 
 Materials Characterization 
Before characterization all samples resulting from the solubility studies were dried in an 
oven at 313 K for 24h.  The drying process did not lead to changes in the morphology or 
transparency of the crystals, which could indicate the occurrence of a phase transformation or 
desolvation.  Moreover, no contamination by solvents or other impurities was detected by  
 
 
 
 
 
2 3 4 
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GCMS analysis (see Supporting Information).   
The Xray powder diffractograms collected at 2932 K for the starting material and all 
the products obtained at the end of the solubility experiments (see Supporting Information) could 
be indexed as monoclinic space group P21/c.  As show in Table 4.3 the corresponding cell 
parameters are in good agreement with the single crystal Xray diffraction results previously 
reported for the same crystalline phase [48, 49].  The conclusion that all samples refer to the 
same crystalline phase was also corroborated by the results of Fourier transform infrared 
spectroscopy analysis.  As show in Figure 4.3 the corresponding infrared spectra were very 
similar, with no evidence of band shifts or other differences that could indicate the presence of 
distinct polymorphs, solvates, or mixtures of phases. 
Scanning electron microscopy imaging (Figure 4.4) indicated that the materials were 
essentially formed by prismatic crystalline particles, but with significant differences in average size.   
Image analysis carried out using the Olympus CellD 2.6 software led to the Feret’s mean 
diameters, dF (the mean value of the distance between pairs of parallel tangents to the projected 
outline of the particle, like in a measurement with a caliper) [50], and aspect ratios, Ar 
 
 
Table 4.3.  Unit Cell Parameters (a, b, c,  ) and Volume (V) Obtained by Indexation of 
the Powder Patterns of the Starting Material and Products of the Solubility Experiments 
and Corresponding Results of Single Crystal XRay Diffraction (SCXRD) Experiments.  
The Data refer to Space Group P21/c and to 2932 K. 
 
Unit cell parameters 
 
Sample or solvent a/Å b/Å c/Å /º V/Å3 
SCXRDa  7.186 11.688 7.231 113.55 556.7 
Starting material 7.154 11.679 7.228 113.330 554.5 
Water 7.181 11.693 7.220 113.420 556.3 
Ethanol 7.185 11.680 7.228 113.520 556.3 
DMSO 7.194 11.641 7.217 113.390 554.8 
Acetone 7.185 11.696 7.220 113.460 556.6 
Acetonitrile 7.206 11.665 7.221 113.440 556.9 
Diethyl ether 7.184 11.669 7.215 113.480 554.7 
a Single crystal Xray diffraction, References [48, 49]. 
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 (the maximum ratio of width and height of a bounding rectangle for the measured object) 
indicated in Table 4.4.  Each value corresponds to the mean result for n particles and the 
indicated uncertainties represent twice the standard error of the mean.  The DSC measuring 
curves of both the starting material and the products of the solubility measurements showed only 
two thermal events in the temperature range 298525 K: a reversible solidsolid phase transition 
with onset at 453 K and fusion with onset at 507 K.  The temperatures of the peaks onset 
(Ton) and maximum (Tmax), and the enthalpies of solidsolid phase transition ( trs m H ) and fusion 
( fus m H ) are summarized in Table 4.5, where the uncertainties quoted represent twice the 
standard error of the mean of four to seven determinations.  These results are in good agreement 
with the analogous data previously reported for a NIST standard reference sample of nicotinic 
acid (SRM 2151), which are also given in Table 4.5 [25].  The obtained enthalpies of fusion rank 
amongst the highest published for nicotinic acid [51-55], indicating that the samples were 
significantly crystalline, in agreement with the Xray powder diffraction evidence.  From the 
baseline shifts observed upon fusion of the products resulting from the solubility measurements in 
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Figure 4.3. Fourier transform infrared spectra of (a) the nicotinic acid sample used as starting 
material for the solubility studies and of the materials obtained at the end of the experiments in (b) 
water,  (c) ethanol,  (d) DMSO,  (e) acetone,  (f) acetonitrile, and (g) diethyl ether. 
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Table 4.4.  Feret’s Mean Diameters, dF, and Aspect Ratios, Ar, Obtained from the 
Analysis of SEM Images. Each Value is a Mean of n Measurements and the Indicated 
Uncertainties Represent Twice the Standard error of the Mean. 
Sample or solvent n dF/m Ar/m 
Starting material 48 2.01±0.92 1.40±0.07 
Water 81 14.71±2.47 1.96±0.16 
Ethanol 90 12.95±1.42 1.57±0.10 
DMSO 27 169.6±32.1 2.31±0.37 
Acetone 35 3.17±0.40 1.53±0.14 
Acetonitrile 55 9.08±0.78 1.41±0.08 
Diethyl ether 52 6.95±0.46 1.43±0.06 
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Figure 4.4. SEM images of (a) the nicotinic acid sample used as starting material for the 
solubility studies and of the materials obtained at the end of the experiments in (b) water,  (c) 
ethanol,  (d) DMSO,  (e) acetone,  (f) acetonitrile, and  (g) diethyl ether. 
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Table 4.5.  DSC Results for the Starting Material and the Products of the Solubility 
Studies. 
  
SolidSolid Phase Transition 
 
Fusion 
Sample or solvent n
a
 Ton/K Tmax/K transH/kJmol
-1
 
 
Ton/K Tmax/K fusH/kJmol
-1
 
Starting material 7 453.2±0.3 455.7±0.3 1.03±0.09 
 
507.7±0.6 510.4±0.5 27.6±0.1 
Water 5 453.5±0.3 456.5±0.6 1.26±0.08 
 
507.3±0.9 510.1±0.8 27.7±0.1 
Ethanol 4 453.3±0.3 455.5±0.4 1.24±0.04 
 
505.3±2.1 509.0±1.6 27.4±0.6 
DMSO 5 453.3±0.4 455.7±0.1 1.45±0.08 
 
505.1±1.9 509.4±0.6 27.2±0.3 
Acetone 5 453.6±0.1 455.9±0.2 1.34±0.09 
 
507.0±1.0 509.4±0.9 26.8±0.4 
Acetonitrile 5 453.6±0.2 455.8±0.4 1.25±0.05 
 
507.3±0.9 509.3±0.7 27.9±0.3 
Diethyl ether 5 453.7±0.1 456.0±0.1 1.35±0.05  507.2±0.8 509.7±0.4 27.8±0.2 
a Number of determinations. 
 
 
water, ethanol, DMSO, acetone, acetonitrile, and diethyl ether it was possible to calculate the 
molar heat capacity of fusion of nicotinic acid as fus ,m pC  = 39.63.0 JK
-1mol-1 [31].  This 
value represents the weighted mean [56] of the average results obtained for each of the five 
different samples.  It was assigned to 507.0±0.4 K, which represents the weighted mean of the 
corresponding Ton values.  These results are used below to obtain the ideal solubility of nicotinic 
acid as a function of the temperature.  Interestingly, Koop’s rule gives fus ,m(298.15 K) pC  = 
38.0 JK-1mol-1 [57].  The molar enthalpies of solution in DMSO, sol m H , of the starting 
material and the products of the solubility measurements, obtained by solution calorimetry, at 
298.15 K, are shown in Table 4.6.  Detailed results are given as Supporting Information.  The 
sol m H  values correspond to the process: 
 
 NA(cr) + 3447DMSO(l)  NA3447DMSO(sln)    (4.5) 
 
where, on average, 50.10.1 mg of each different nicotinic acid samples are dissolved in 100 cm3 
of DMSO (109.574 g; DMSO = 1.09574 gcm
-3) [58] to yield solutions with an approximately 
identical concentration, corresponding to the mole ratio DMSO/NA = 3447.  The uncertainties 
assigned to sol m H  represent twice the standard error of the mean of n determinations. 
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Table 4.6.  Standard Molar Enthalpies of Solution, sol mH , in DMSO at 298 K. 
Sample or solvent n
a 
sol m H /kJmol
-1 
Starting material 5 19.03±0.08 
Water 6 19.59±0.08 
Ethanol 8 19.47±0.17 
DMSO 5 20.02±0.08 
Acetone 5 20.09±0.04 
Acetonitrile 5 19.94±0.10 
Diethyl ether 6 20.00±0.12 
a Number of determinations. 
 
 
 The energetic differences detected by the calorimetric methods do not show any clear 
correlation with the structural and morphological features of the samples.  For example, all other 
solid state attributes (e.g. crystallinity) remaining constant, the stability of a material is expected to 
decrease as the particle size becomes smaller, due to the increasing importance of surface versus 
bulk energy [59].  As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the sol m H  data seem to discriminate between 
samples originating from protic and aprotic solvents, and the less endothermic sol m H  value (less 
stable solid) corresponds to the starting material, which exhibits the smallest particle size (dF = 
2.01±0.92 m).  However, the enthalpies of solution of the samples originating from water and 
ethanol are less endothermic than that of the sample obtained from acetone, despite the fact that 
the particle size is 3 times smaller in the latter (dF = 14.71±2.47 m for water, dF = 12.95±1.42 
m for ethanol, and dF = 3.17±0.40 m for acetone).  In addition, the enthalpy of solution of the 
product of the solubility studies in DMSO (dF = 169.6±32.1 m), is equal within the combined 
uncertainty intervals, with those of the samples corresponding to the remaining aprotic solvents, 
which exhibit 2060 times smaller Feret’s mean diameters.  This lack of correlation is not totally 
unexpected.  In fact, the Xray diffraction results indicated that the samples corresponded to the 
same phase and had no significant differences in crystallinity.  Moreover, although the Feret’s 
mean diameters of the samples span a considerably wide range (2.01169.6 m), they are all 
above the nanometer scale, where a significant influence of size on the particle energetics is likely 
to occur [59].  Hence, the results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6 probably reflect the energetic changes  
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Figure 4.5. Standard molar enthalpies of solution in DMSO, sol m H , of the starting material 
and of the different nicotinic acid products of the solubility studies.  The data refer to 298 K. 
 
 
resulting from a combination of various small structural and morphological differences 
(crystallinity, particle size, crystal defects, etc.) without any clear dominant effect from one of 
them. 
 
 
Activity Coefficients 
The relative equilibrium solubilities of solutes in different solvents are usually discussed in 
terms of their deviations from a hypothetical ideal solubility reference.  The generally accepted 
definition of ideal solubility implies a solution process whose enthalpic change is equal to the 
enthalpy of fusion of the solute and, therefore, is solvent independent.  The solution process can 
be decomposed into the fusion of the solid followed by the mixing of the resulting liquid and the 
solvent.  Under ideal solubility conditions the average solutesolvent interactions in the mixture 
are the same as the average solutesolute and solventsolvent interactions in the melted solid and 
in the solvent, respectively.  Thus, in the ideal solubility case this second step must occur with zero 
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enthalpy change and the overall enthalpy of solution equals the enthalpy of fusion of the solid.  The 
formation of real solutions can also be envisaged to take place through the same two steps 
mentioned above but, in this case, because of deviations from ideality, the mixing step is not 
thermoneutral.  These deviations can be measured by activity coefficients, which are a function of 
the interactions between the solute and solvent, and may be derived from equilibrium solubility 
data based on a recommended procedure [60-64], whose adaptation to the nicotinic acid case is 
described in the next paragraphs. 
 The general equilibrium condition for a thermodynamic system consisting of solid nicotinic 
acid in contact with its saturated solution in a given solvent, at a temperature T, can be stated as 
[65]: 
 
 (NA, s)  = (NA, sln)        (4.6) 
 
where (NA, s)  and (NA, sln)  refer to the chemical potentials of the nicotinic acid in the 
solid state and in solution, respectively.  These terms can be given by [65]: 
 
(NA, s)  = *(NA, s)        (4.7) 
*
NA NA(NA, sln) (NA, l) ln( )RT x         (4.8) 
 
where equation 4.8 refers to the real solution model, *(NA, s)  and *(NA, l)  are the standard 
state chemical potentials, NAx  represents the experimentally determined equilibrium mole fraction 
of nicotinic acid under saturation conditions, and NA  is the corresponding activity coefficient.  
The definition of the standard state is arbitrary but in solubility studies it is convenient to assign 
*(NA, s)  to the pure solid and *(NA, l)  the pure (supercooled) liquid both under their 
saturation pressures and at the temperature of the solution [61-64].  By combining equations 
4.64.8 and noting that *(NA, l)  *(NA, s)  = *fus ( ) T  represents the change in chemical 
potential upon fusion of the solid at a temperature T along the solubility line to give the 
supercooled liquid at the same temperature, it is possible to conclude that: 
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*
fus
NA NA
( )
ln( )



 
T
x
RT
       (4.9) 
 
The term *
fus ( ) T  can be obtained from the corresponding standard molar enthalpy and 
entropy contributions as: 
 
 *
fus ( ) T  = 
*
fus m ( ) H T   T
*
fus m( ) S T      (4.10) 
 
The values of *
fus m( ) H T  and 
*
fus m( ) S T  may in turn be calculated from experimental 
data based on the thermodynamic cycle illustrated in Scheme 4.1 for the enthalpy.  This scheme 
takes into account the fact that as previously reported [25, 53, 54, 66-68]  and evidenced by the 
DSC results in Table 4.5, before fusion nicotinic acid undergoes a phase transition from solid 
phase sI to solid phase sII.  It leads to the equations: 
 
 *fus m( ) H T  = m,1H + trs m trs( ) H T + m,2H  + fus m fus( ) H T  + m,3H  (4.11) 
 
*
fus m( ) H T = 
trs
,m (sI)
T
p
T
C dT  + 
 trs m trs( ) H T  + 
fus
trs
,m (sII)
T
p
T
C dT  + fus m fus( ) H T  + 
fus
,m (l)
T
p
T
C dT  (4.12) 
 
In Scheme 4.1 and equations 4.114.12 trs m trs( ) H T  is the enthalpy of the solidsolid 
phase transition at the temperature trsT , fus m fus( ) H T , represents the enthalpy of fusion at fusT ; 
and the terms ,m (sI)pC , ,m (sII)pC , and ,m (l)pC  designate the molar heat capacities of nicotinic 
acid in crystalline forms I and II, and in the liquid state, respectively.  
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity of solid nicotinic acid has only been 
determined in a range below the sI  sII phase transition (79399 K) [54, 69].  Heat capacity 
data for the liquid phase (that could be extrapolated for the supercooled region where the 
solubility measurements were performed) have not been reported.  The evaluation of the integral 
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Scheme 4.1 
 
 
terms in equation 4.12, therefore, required the following approximations.  Assuming that 
,m (sI)pC  
and 
,m (sII)pC  are identical and designated by ,m (s)pC  and that the change in heat capacity of 
fusion at the temperature of fusion 
,m (l)pC   ,m (s)pC  = fus ,m fus( ) pC T  does not vary with the 
temperature or pressure then: 
 
 *fus m( ) H T  = trs m trs( ) H T  + fus m fus( ) H T  + fus ,m fus( ) pC T T   (4.13) 
 
Analogously, for the entropic contribution: 
 
 *fus m( ) S T  = 
trs m trs
trs
( ) H T
T
 + fus m fus
fus
( ) H T
T
 + fus ,m fus( ) pC T
fus
ln
T
T
 (4.14) 
 
From equations 4.9, 4.10, 4.13 and 4.14 it can be concluded that: 
 
NA NAln( ) x  = 
*
trs m trs
trs
( ) 1 1 
 
 
H T
R T T
 + 
*
fus m fus
fus
( ) 1 1 
 
 
H T
R T T
  
fus ,m fus fus
( )
1
  
 
 
pC T T
R T
  
fus ,m fus fus
( )
ln
 pC T T
R T
  (4.15) 
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By defining the ideal solubility, idealNAx , as that corresponding to a solution where NA  = 1, 
it can be concluded that the right hand term in equation 4.15 corresponds to idealNAln x  and that: 
 
 NA  = 
ideal
NA
NA
x
x
          (4.16) 
 
Equation 4.16 allows the calculation of the 
NA  values at a given temperature along the saturation 
line, from the experimentally determined 
NAx  data and from the 
ideal
NAx  values calculated from 
equation 4.15 with 
NA  = 1.  The activity coefficients of nicotinic acid obtained by this procedure 
for the solvents studied in this work, in the range 280335 K, are summarized in Table 4.7.  The 
calculations were based on the values of 
NAx  given by equation 4.4 and the corresponding 
parameters in Table 4.2, and on the idealNAx  values calculated from equation 4.16 by using Ttrs = 
453.60.1 K, trs m trs( ) H T  = 1.290.02 kJmol
-1, Tfus = 507.00.4 K, fus m fus( ) H T  = 
27.70.1 kJmol-1 and fus ,m fus( ) pC T  = 39.63.0 JK
-1mol-1.  These values correspond to 
weighted means [56] of the onset temperatures, enthalpies, and heat capacities, respectively, of 
the phase transitions observed by DSC for the products of the solubility studies in the six different 
solvents used in this work (Table 4.5). 
Linear least squares fits of the equation: 
 
 NAln
( / K)
  
B
A
T
        (4.17) 
 
to the data in Table 4.7 led to the A and B coefficients in Table 4.8.  Plots of the NAln  against 
1/T data and of the corresponding fitting lines are illustrated in Figure 4.6, which also includes the 
results obtained from the data on 3picoline published by Wang and Wang [24] ( 
=2.03970.0364;  = 1.06070.0115; R2 = 0.9986).  The enhanced solubility of nicotinic acid 
relative to an ideal solution is now evidenced in DMSO and 3picoline by negative values of 
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NAln  < 0 ( NA < 1) and the corresponding reduced solubility in all other solvents by NAln  > 0 
(
NA > 1). 
 
 
Table 4.7.  Activity Coefficients of Nicotinic Acid, NA , in Different Solvents, Under 
Saturation Conditions. 
 
NA  
T/K Water 
 
Ethanol 
 
DMSO 
 
Acetone 
 
Acetonitrile 
 
Diethyl ether 
280 7.364 
 
5.910 
 
 
 
19.121 
 
163.622 
 
41.953 
285 7.375 
 
5.637 
 
 
 
17.123 
 
138.519 
 
35.439 
290 7.396 
 
5.393 
 
0.271 
 
15.414 
 
118.113 
 
30.155 
295 7.426 
 
5.174 
 
0.279 
 
13.945 
 
101.399 
 
25.835 
298.15 7.450 
 
5.048 
 
0.284 
 
13.124 
 
92.413 
 
23.517 
300 7.466 
 
4.978 
 
0.287 
 
12.675 
 
87.612 
 
22.279 
305 7.514 
 
4.802 
 
0.296 
 
11.572 
 
76.163 
 
19.331 
310 7.570 
 
4.643 
 
0.305 
 
10.609 
 
66.593 
  
315 7.635 
 
4.500 
 
0.315 
 
9.765 
 
58.546 
  
320 7.707 
 
4.370 
 
0.325 
 
9.022 
 
51.740 
  
325 7.786 
 
4.253 
 
0.335 
   
45.952 
  
330 7.873 
 
4.147 
 
0.346 
   
41.004 
  
335 7.966 
 
4.051 
 
0.357 
   
36.752 
  
 
 
Table 4.8.  Parameters of Equation 4.17 and Determination Coefficients (R2).
 
Solvent   R
2
Water 2.46870.0365 0.13570.0111 0.9309 
Ethanol 0.53000.0365 0.64230.0112 0.9967 
DMSO 0.74590.0343 0.59740.0106 0.9971 
Acetone 3.06340.0337 1.68210.0101 0.9997 
Acetonitrile 4.0050.0366 2.54510.0112 0.9998 
Diethyl ether 5.72260.0264 2.64790.0077 0.9999 
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Figure 4.6. Temperature dependence of the activity coefficients of nicotinic acid in water 
(▲), ethanol (), DMSO (), acetone (), acetonitrile (), and diethyl ether (). The open 
symbols denote data for 3picoline (), taken from Reference [24].  The dashed line 
corresponds to 
NA
  = 1 (ideal solubility). 
 
 
Solubility Trend and the Nature of the Solvent 
As mentioned above the solubility of nicotinic acid in the different solvents used in this 
work follows the order DMSO >> ethanol > water > acetone > diethyl ether > acetonitrile.  The 
possible origin of this trend was analyzed in terms of the correlations between NAln x  at 298.15 
K as given by equation 4.4, and a series of parameters (tabulated for 298.15 K) representative of 
the polarity, polarizability, and hydrogenbonding (Hbond) characteristics of the solvent (see  
Supporting Information), which are likely to determine the solvation affinity for nicotinic acid [70-
73].  The lack of most of those parameters hindered the extension of the analysis to the published 
solubility of nicotinic acid in 3picoline [24]. 
The selected polarity descriptors were: the dipole moment (), Hansen’s polar solubility 
parameter (P) [72], the normalized Dimroth–Reichardt polarity parameter (
N
TE ) [70-73], the 
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Grunwald–Winstein solvent polarity parameter (Y) [70-73], and the Kosower polarity parameter 
(Z) [70-73].  The polarizability descriptors considered were: Hansen’s dispersion solubility 
parameter (D) [72], Hildebrand’s solubility parameter (), and the molar refractivity (MR) [73].  
In addition, the combined KamletTaft dipolarity/polarizability parameter (*) was also used 
[70-72].  Finally, the descriptors related to the Hbond ability of the solvent were the 
KamletTaft donation () and acceptance () parameters [70-73], and Hansen’s 
hydrogenbonding solubility parameter (H) [72]. 
The methodology of analysis was as follows.  First plots of NAln x  against each 
individual polarity, polarizability, and Hbond descriptor were evaluated by linear least squares 
regression.  The two uniparametric correlations that gave the best fits in terms of R2 coefficient are 
shown in Figure 4.7 (results for all other descriptors are given as Supporting Information).  The 
corresponding parameters D (R
2 = 0.7860) and   (R2 = 0.6995) were then combined with all 
remaining descriptors to establish biparametric correlations: 
 
NA 0 1 1, 2 2,ln i ix a a d a d          (4.18) 
 
where 1,id  and 2,id  represent two different descriptors for a given solvent i, and a0, a1, and a2 
are empirical coefficients obtained by least squares regression.  Only relationships involving 
independent descriptors were considered.  Two descriptors were assumed to be intercorrelated if 
a linear least squares regression of one against the other led to R2 > 0.5.  The significance of the 
obtained biparametric regressions was analyzed in terms of the ANOVA F test. 
 In principle, a deviation of the results for water from a correlation involving data for other 
solvents might be expected.  Indeed as mentioned above there is ample experimental and 
theoretical evidence that in aqueous media nicotinic acid is predominantly zwitterionic, 2, while in 
the nonaqueous solvents an equilibrium between species 3 and 4 probably exists.  Calculations 
carried out at the B3LYP/631+G(d,p) level of theory (see Supporting Information) indicated 
that species 24 have similar isotropic polarizabilities (α0) but considerably different dipole 
moments and, presumably, different Hbond ability.  Specifically, for the zwitterionic form 2: α0 = 
12.510-24 cm3 and  = 14.0 D; for conformation 3: α0 = 12.010
-24 cm3 and  = 0.71 D; for  
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Figure 4.7. Correlation of the solubility in different solvents with (a) Hansen’s dispersion 
solubility parameter, D, and (b) the KamletTaft hydrogenbond acceptance parameter,  . 
 
 
conformation 4: α0 = 12.010
-24 cm3 and  = 3.46 D; and for the equilibrium mixture of forms 3 
and 4 referred to above ( NA,3x  = 0.51 and NA,4x  = 0.49): α0 = 12.010
-24 cm3 and  = 2.06 D. 
Although strictly valid for the gas phase this last result will probably not be dramaticallychanged 
by solvation effects.  Indeed, as stated in the Solubility Measurements subsection, the NA,3x  and 
NA,4x  values predicted from Monte Carlo simulations in water and methanol are similar to the gas 
phase ones used above in the calculation of the dipole moment of the 34 mixture.  Moreover 
that result ( = 2.06 D) is not far from  = 2.48 D obtained for nicotinic acid in benzene solution 
[74].   Because of the much larger dipole moment the affinity of the zwitterion for a polar solvent 
such as water may be expected to be larger than predicted from correlations where the “weight” 
of the species 34 is larger.  Moreover the results of the above mentioned Monte Carlo 
simulation study indicated that the solvation of the zwitterion relative to species 3 and 4 is much 
more favorable in water than in methanol or tetrahydrofuran [45].  Hence, those correlations 
should in principle lead to an underestimation of the experimental solubility of nicotinic acid in 
water.  To test this hypothesis, both correlations including and ignoring data for water were 
examined. 
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 For a 95% confidence level the tabulated F test values are F = 9.55, when the six data 
points are considered (water included, three degrees of freedom), and F = 19.0, when the data 
for water are removed from the correlation (five data points, two degrees of freedom) [75].  Only 
the biparametric correlations (equation 4.18) that corresponded to F test values larger than these 
limits were judged significant.  These refer to the pairs of descriptors D and DP.  Their 
coefficients (a0, a1, and a2) and corresponding standard errors, F test values, and adjusted 
determination coefficients (
2
adjR ) are summarized in Table 4.9.  For each pair of descriptors in 
Table 4.9 the first row refers to correlations including data for water and the second row to 
correlations where these values were disregarded.  Results for all other descriptors are given as 
Supporting Information.  Least squares regressions to plots of the 
NAln x  values given by the 
relationships in Table 4.9 (calc) and their experimental counterparts (exp) given by equation 4.4 
led to: 
 
calc
NAln x = (0.9890.053)
exp
NAln x   (0.0690.334) (D, including water; R
2
 = 0.989) (4.19) 
calc
NAln x = (0.9890.060)
exp
NAln x   (0.0670.386) (D, ignoring water; R
2
 = 0.989) (4.20) 
calc
NAln x = (0.8930.155)
exp
NAln x   (0.6520.980) (DP, including water; R
2
 = 0.893) (4.21) 
calc
NAln x = (0.9960.038)
exp
NAln x   (0.0270.245) (DP ignoring water; R
2
 = 0.996) (4.22) 
 
 
Table 4.9.  Regression Coefficients (a0, a1, and a2) of Equation 4.18 for Pairs of 
Descriptors d1 and d2, Adjusted Determination Coefficients (
2
adjR ), and F Test Values.
a  
Nr. d1 d2  a0  a1  a2  
2
adjR   F 
1 D   32.84151.6598  1.84170.1167  0.28210.0384  0.9812  131.40 
2    32.84032.0089  1.83930.1417  0.27930.0482  0.9779  89.68 
3 D P  29.37394.6762  1.56820.3191  0.12700.0736  0.8211  12.48 
4 
  
 32.16571.2331  1.77580.0850  0.19180.0206  0.9911  224.75 
 a For each pair of descriptors the data in the first row (entries 1 and 3) correspond to 
correlations where data for water were considered and those in the second row (entries 2 and 4) 
to correlations where these data were disregarded. 
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Equations 4.194.21 are listed by the same order of the data in Table 4.9 and the corresponding 
line plots are shown in Figure 4.8.  The fact that the best biparametric correlations found in this 
work involve polarity and polarizability descriptors only, suggests that the observed nicotinic acid 
solubility trend is essentially determined by the combination of these two solvent characteristics.  
The D correlation does not seem to be sensitive to the different nature of the nicotinic acid 
species predominating in aqueous and nonaqueous media.  As can be seen in Table 4.9, in this 
case, ignoring the data from water does not bring any improvement to the quality of the 
correlation.  Speciation features seem, however, to be captured by the DP correlation, since 
disregard of the water data leads to a considerable improvement of both the significance (18fold 
increase in the calculated F value) and the 
2
adjR  (21% increase) determination coefficient.  
Furthermore, in this case, the expected underestimation of the experimental solubility of nicotinic 
acid in water by these correlations is also observed. 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
The results obtained in this study indicate that the solubility of nicotinic acid varies 
according to DMSO >> water > ethanol > acetone > diethyl ether > acetonitrile.  This trend 
seems to be essentially determined by the combined effect of the polarity and polarizability of the 
solvent. 
The solubility of nicotinic acid is enhanced in DMSO and diminished in the remaining 
solvents relative to ideal solubility. 
In all cases the curves describing the temperature dependence of the solubility smoothly 
increase with the temperature without any abrupt slope variations that would indicate the presence 
of phase transitions, mixtures of phases, or solvate formation.  This is also supported by the 
results of Xray powder diffraction and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy analysis, which 
indicated that both the starting material and the solids obtained at the end of the solubility 
experiments were crystalline and corresponded to the same monoclinic phase (P21/c).  Thus, at 
ambient pressure, changes in temperature and in the nature of the solvent, and the fact that in 
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water nicotinic acid is predominantly zwitterionic (form 2) while in the nonaqueous media an 
equilibrium between conformations 3 and 4 is likely to be present, were not found to induce the 
initial P21/c monoclinic phase to evolve into a different crystalline form. 
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Figure 4.8. Plots of the mole fraction solubility of nicotinic acid calculated from equation 4.18 
and the coefficients in Table 4.9 (
calc
NAln x ), against their experimental counterparts (
exp
NAln x ).  The 
lines in Figures (a) and (c) refer to correlations where data for water was considered (equations 
4.19 and 4.21, respectively) and those in Figures (b) and (d) to correlations where the results for 
water were disregarded (equations 4.20 and 4.22, respectively). 
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Figure S1. Molar fraction of nicotinic acid (xNA) in different solvents, at 293 K, as a function 
of time: (a)  water; (b)  ethanol; (c)  DMSO,  (d) acetone;  (e) acetonitrile;  (f) diethyl ether. 
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Figure S2. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid sample used as starting 
material in the solubility experiments:  (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S3. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid product from the solubility 
experiments in water:  (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S4. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid product from the solubility 
experiments in ethanol:  (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S5. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid product from the solubility 
experiments in DMSO:  (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S6. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid product from the solubility 
experiments in acetone:  (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S7. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid product from the solubility 
experiments in acetonitrile:  (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S8. Result of the GCMS analysis of the nicotinic acid product from the solubility 
experiments in diethyl ether: (a) gas chromatogram;  (b) MS spectrum. 
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Figure S9. XRay powder diffraction patterns obtained at 2932 K for (a) the nicotinic acid 
sample used as starting material for the solubility studies and for the materials obtained at the end 
of the experiments in (b) water,  (c) ethanol,  (d) DMSO,  (e) acetone,  (f) acetonitrile, and  (g) 
diethyl ether. 
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Table S1:  Indexation of the X-Ray Powder Diffraction Pattern Recorded at 2982 K 
Temperature, in the Range 10 º  2    40º, for the Nicotinic Acid Sample Used as 
Starting Material for the Solubility Studies (Space Group P21/c; a = 7.154 Å, b = 11.679 
Å, c = 7.228 Å,   = 113.33º).   
h k l  (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º 
1 1 0 15.555 100 0.104 
1 2 0 20.415 44 0.087 
1 2 1 21.290 22 0.084 
1 1 1 23.835 6 0.059 
1 0 2 24.865 66 0.034 
2 1 1 26.010 71 0.121 
0 0 2 26.925 80 0.011 
0 1 2 27.935 48 0.062 
2 2 1 29.375 7 0.025 
2 1 2 30.725 3 0.024 
2 2 0 31.190 4 0.003 
1 3 1 32.260 4 0.023 
1 4 1 34.115 11 0.019 
2 1 1 35.780 7 0.007 
1 4 1 38.280 13 0.052 
3 0 2 39.210 8 0.011 
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Table S2:  Indexation of the X-Ray Powder Diffraction Pattern Recorded at 2982 K, in 
the Range 10 º  2    40º, for the Nicotinic Acid Samples Resulting from the Solubility 
Studies in Water and Ethanol (Space Group P21/c; Water: a = 7.181 Å, b = 11.693 Å, c = 
7.220 Å,   = 113.42º; Ethanol: a = 7.185 Å, b = 11.680 Å, c = 7.228 Å,   = 113.52º).    
    Water  Ethanol 
h k l   (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º   (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º 
1 1 0  15.485 9 0.063  15.490 100 0.061 
1 2 0  20.370 34 0.081  20.370 42 0.066 
1 2 1  21.230 17 0.062  21.215 20 0.049 
1 1 1  23.775 6 0.031  23.780 6 0.022 
1 0 2  24.830 81 0.025  24.810 49 0.037 
2 1 1  25.985 64 0.020  25.930 55 0.007 
0 0 2  26.895 100 0.003  26.885 69 0.002 
0 1 2  27.950 49 0.022  27.935 43 0.030 
2 2 1  29.190 7 0.101  29.250 7 0.033 
2 1 2  30.630 2 0.021  30.635 3 0.023 
2 2 0  31.190 4 0.057  31.170 4 0.024 
1 3 1  32.240 4 0.011  32.265 5 0.008 
1 4 1  34.100 9 0.032  34.050 11 0.041 
2 1 1  35.705 6 0.026  35.720 7 0.032 
1 4 1  38.165 13 0.099  38.285 15 0.015 
3 0 2  39.145 4 0.001  39.070 4 0.033 
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Table S3:  Indexation of the X-Ray Powder Diffraction Pattern Recorded at 2982 K, in 
the Range 10 º  2    40º, for the Nicotinic Acid Samples Resulting from the Solubility 
Studies in DMSO and Acetone (Space Group P21/c; DMSO: a = 7.194 Å, b = 11.641 Å, 
c = 7.217 Å,   = 113.90º; Acetone: a = 7.185 Å, b = 11.696 Å, c = 7.220 Å,   = 113.46º).   
   DMSO  Acetone 
h k l  (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º   (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º 
1 1 0 15.510 45 0.299  15.485 100 0.066 
1 2 0 20.405 43 0.082  20.360 27 0.075 
1 2 1 21.190 11 0.022  21.225 15 0.064 
1 1 1 23.800 4 0.069  23.745 9 0.005 
1 0 2 24.850 30 0.038  24.835 59 0.032 
2 1 1 25.995 25 0.013  25.965 62 0.101 
0 0 2 26.915 100 0.019  26.905 96 0.005 
0 1 2 27.960 24 0.025  27.965 56 0.014 
2 2 1 29.225 4 0.068  29.225 7 0.053 
2 1 2 30.675 9 0.031  30.615 3 0.022 
2 2 0 31.230 2 0.111  31.195 4 0.069 
1 3 1 32.235 4 0.052  32.280 4 0.050 
1 4 1 34.140 8 0.053  34.085 7 0.026 
2 1 1 35.655 5 0.028  35.720 6 0.015 
1 4 1 38.235 9 0.130  38.140 12 0.123 
3 0 2 39.065 2 0.030  39.155 5 0.031 
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Table S4:  Indexation of the X-Ray Powder Diffraction Pattern Recorded at 2982 K, in 
the Range 10 º  2    40º, for the Nicotinic Acid Samples Resulting from the Solubility 
Studies in Acetonitrile and Diethyl Ether (Space Group P21/c; Acetonitrile: a = 7.206 Å, 
b = 11.665 Å, c = 7.221 Å,   = 113.44º; Diethyl Ether: a = 7.184 Å, b = 11.669 Å, c = 
7.215 Å,   = 113.48º). 
   Acetonitrile  Diethyl Ether 
h k l  (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º   (obs)/º Int. Rel /% / º 
1 1 0 15.480 100 0.087  15.510 100 0.079 
1 2 0 20.360 41 0.072  20.345 44 0.031 
1 2 1 21.230 26 0.055  21.220 24 0.031 
1 1 1 23.730 8 0.013  23.790 7 0.019 
1 0 2 24.800 64 0.005  24.840 53 0.022 
2 1 1 25.950 77 0.011  25.970 63 0.104 
0 0 2 26.875 90 0.017  26.920 78 0.005 
0 1 2 27.945 57 0.032  27.995 51 0.013 
2 2 1 29.145 9 0.095  29.280 9 0.019 
2 1 2 30.605 4 0.006  30.640 4 0.009 
2 2 0 30.940 4 0.132  31.175 5 0.023 
1 3 1 32.285 6 0.039  32.275 6 0.006 
1 4 1 34.085 11 0.040  34.145 12 0.019 
2 1 1 35.685 7 0.031  35.755 7 0.005 
1 4 1 38.325 21 0.019  38.285 18 0.047 
3 0 2 39.085 6 0.056  39.165 5 0.036 
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Figure S10: Thermograms obtained by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) in temperature 
range of 405525 K, for (a) the nicotinic acid sample used as starting material for the solubility 
studies and for the materials obtained at the end of the experiments in (b) water,  (c) ethanol,  (d) 
DMSO,  (e) acetone,  (f) acetonitrile, and  (g) diethyl ether. 
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Table S5:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample Used 
as Starting Material for the Solubility Studies. 
Experiment mNA/mg /JK
-1 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJmol
-1 
1 50.06 235.430 32.810 18.996 
2 50.07 235.327 32.763 18.957 
3 49.01 234.166 32.555 19.149 
4 50.07 235.327 32.763 18.957 
5 50.07 236.338 32.874 19.103 
 
 
Table S6:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Resulting from the Solubility Studies in Water. 
Experiment mNA/mg /JK
-1 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJmol
-1 
1 50.03 235.131 33.780 19.545 
2 50.01 238.488 33.420 19.620 
3 50.07 235.614 33.542 19.431 
4 50.13 238.699 33.604 19.699 
5 50.05 238.959 33.449 19.660 
6 50.09 240.393 33.163 19.594 
 
 
Table S7:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Resulting from the Solubility Studies in Ethanol. 
Experiment mNA/mg  /JK
-1
 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJmol
-1
 
1 50.09 235.073 33.227 19.197 
2 51.04 235.987 33.912 19.303 
3 50.07 234.849 33.629 19.419 
4 50.09 235.887 33.879 19.642 
5 50.01 236.089 33.044 19.204 
6 52.05 238.448 34.629 19.530 
7 47.79 238.099 31.803 19.507 
8 50.62 238.461 34.348 19.920 
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Table S8:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Resulting from the Solubility Studies in DMSO. 
Experiment mNA/mg /J.K
-1 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJ.mol
-1 
1 50.00 235.486 34.696 20.117 
2 50.06 236.860 34.209 19.927 
3 50.03 236.320 34.333 19.965 
4 50.05 237.259 34.211 19.965 
5 50.09 235.518 34.737 20.107 
 
 
Table S9:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Resulting from the Solubility Studies in Acetone. 
Experiment mNA/mg  /JK
-1
 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJmol
-1
 
1 50.07 235.174 34.704 20.067 
2 50.06 235.672 34.639 20.076 
3 49.48 238.576 33.899 20.122 
4 51.69 237.878 35.334 20.019 
5 50.46 239.040 34.544 20.146 
 
 
Table S10:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Resulting from the Solubility Studies in Acetonitrile. 
Experiment mNA/mg  /JK
-1
 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJmol
-1
 
1 50.08 236.267 34.458 20.013 
2 50.07 235.011 34.743 20.076 
3 50.08 236.789 34.096 19.847 
4 50.02 237.242 33.906 19.798 
5 50.07 237.057 34.248 19.962 
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Table S11:  Enthalpy of Solution in DMSO, at 298 K, of the Nicotinic Acid Sample 
Resulting from the Solubility Studies in Diethyl Ether. 
Experiment mNA/mg /JK
-1 Tad/mK 
o
sol m H /kJmol
-1 
1 50.01 239.495 34.260 20.198 
2 50.06 237.382 34.545 20.167 
3 50.03 237.776 34.031 19.911 
4 50.01 239.035 33.722 19.843 
5 50.01 236.227 34.329 19.963 
6 50.04 234.766 34.520 19.938 
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Table S12:  Dipole Moments (), Polarizabilities ( , Electronic Energies (Eel), Zero 
Eoint Energies (ZPE), Thermal Eorrections (Ev+Er+Et), Standard Enthalpies (H
o),a 
Standard Gibbs Energies (Go), and Boltzmann Weights (pi),
b at 298.15 K, Calculated 
with the B3LYP/6-31+G(d,p) Method.  
Conformation B3LYP/631+G(d,p) 
N
C
O
O
H
 
(Conformation 1) 
/D 0.7103 
10
24
/cm
3 12.03 
Eel/Ha 436.888564 
ZPE/Ha 0.103721 
Ev+Er+Et/Ha 0.007045 
H
o
/Ha 436.776854 
G
o
/Ha 436.816901 
p1 0.51 
   
N
C
O
O
H
 
(Conformation 2) 
/D 3.4601 
10
24
/cm
3 12.03 
Eel 436.777396 
ZPE 0.103704 
Ev+Er+Et 0.007049 
H
o
(298.15 K) 436.769403 
G
o
(298.15 K) 436.816526 
 p2 0.49 
   
 
(Zwitterion) 
/D 14.0233 
10
24
/cm
3 12.52 
Eel 436.840989 
ZPE 0.103450 
Ev+Er+Et 0.007150 
H
o
(298.15 K) 436.769948 
G
o
(298.15 K) 436.769948 
a Ho(298.15 K) = Eel + ZPE + Ev + Er + Et + RT, where Ev, Er, and Et represent the vibrational, 
rotational, and translational contributions; 1 Ha = 2625.499963 kJmol-1.  
b o
1 21/{1 exp[ / ( )]}  p G RT  and 12 1 pp  . 
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Speciation Analysis of Nicotinic Acid in Aqueous Solution 
 
 
 
 
 
Table S13:  Nicotinic Acid Speciation in Aqueous Solution, at the Temperatures and pHs 
of the Solubility Measurements. 
T/K pH pKa1 pKa2 [H
+]104 x(AH2
+)102 x(AH) x(A)102 
283.59 3.604 2.24 4.98 2.489 3.985 0.9213 3.886 
293.41 3.453 2.21 4.90 3.524 5.229 0.9150 3.272 
298.15 3.433 2.19 4.86 3.690 5.221 0.9136 3.417 
303.03 3.373 2.18 4.83 4.236 5.834 0.9099 3.179 
312.97 3.273 2.16 4.76 5.333 6.947 0.9011 2.940 
322.83 3.217 2.13 4.70 6.067 7.341 0.8970 2.957 
332.01 3.119 2.11 4.64 7.603 8.663 0.8865 2.670 
 
 
The pKa1 and pKa2 values in molality scale were obtained from [1]:  
 
 a1
236.9
p 1.400K
T
          (S1) 
 a2
653.2
p 2.672K
T
          (S2) 
 
Because in the temperature and concentration ranges of the solubility experiments the 
densities of the nicotinic acid solutions [2] are, to a good approximation,  = 1.00 g.cm-3 it can be 
supposed that the pKa values are the same in molality and molarity scales.  By further assuming 
that the activity coefficient of H+ is unity, the molar fractions of the AH2
+, AH, and A species 
were calculated from [2]:  
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 x(AH2
+) = 
a1 a1 a2
2
1
1
[H ] [H ]
K K K
 
 
      (S3) 
 
 x(AH) = a1
a1 a2
a1[H ]
[H ]
K
K K
K

 
      (S4) 
 
 x(A) = 1  x(AH2
+)  x(AH)       (S5) 
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2. Z. Orekhova; M. Ben-Hamo; E. Manzurola,; A. Apelblat, J. Solution Chem., 2005, 34, 
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3. P. W. Atkins; J. de Paula, Physical Chemistry for the Life Sciences, 5th ed.; Oxford 
University Press, Oxford, 2006. 
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Table S14:  Values of Solvent Descriptors Used in the Analysis of Solubility Trends.  
Descriptor Water Ethanol DMSO Acetone Acetonitrile Diethyl ether 
µ103/Cm 6.2 5.5 13.5 9.0 13.0 3.8 
/J1/2cm-3/2 47.9 26 26.6 22.1 24.1 15.4 
D/MPa
1/2 15.5 15.8 18.4 15.5 15.3 14.5 
P/MPa
1/2 16 8.8 16.4 10.4 18 2.9 
H/MPa
1/2 42.3 19.4 10.2 7 6.1 5.1 
 1.17 0.86 0 0.08 0.19 0 
 0.47 0.75 0.76 0.48 0.40 0.47 
 1.09 0.54 1 0.62 0.66 0.24 
Z/kcalmol-1 94.6 79.6 70.2 65.5 71.3 54 
Y 3.49 2.03 2.88 4.87 3.70 7.70 
N
TE /kcalmol
-1 1.000 0.654 0.444 0.355 0.460 0.117 
r 78.36 24.55 46.45 20.56 35.94 11.35 
MR/cm3mol-1 3.710 12.936 20.147 16.167 11.118 22.501 
EF103/Cm 485.83 135.03 627.08 185.04 467.22 15.96 
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Table S15:  Slopes (m), Ordinates (b), and Regression Coefficients (R2) of the 
Uniparametric Equations Resulting from the Linear Regression of ln xNA
a Against the 
Solvent Parameters (d).  
 
axNA is the mole fraction solubility of nicotinic acid at 298K in each of the six solvents used in this 
work given by equation 4.4 and the parameters in Table 4.2 of the main text. 
Equation d m b R2 
1 µ 0.4775 11.4025 0.0522 
2  1.1589 34.0609 0.0416 
3 D 0.6100 19.5409 0.7860 
4 P 0.5032 15.1420 0.0284 
5 H 1.2997 22.9168 0.0308 
6  0.0017 0.3939 4.0010-5 
7  0.0681 0.9687 0.6995 
8 * 0.0847 1.2064 0.2761 
9 Z 1.2547 80.1599 0.0315 
10 Y 0.4814 0.0225 0.0628 
11 
N
TE  0.0269 0.6688 0.0305 
12 r 3.9769 59.1826 0.0904 
13 MR 0.8626 19.6728 0.0609 
14 EF 52.5875 639.0002 0.1798 
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Table S16:  Parameters of Equation 18 for Different Combinations of d1 and d2 
Descriptors and Corresponding Adjusted 2adjR  and F test (F) Values.  The Correlations 
are Listed by Decreasing Order of 2adjR .
a 
Nr. d1 d2  a0  a1  a2  
2
adjR  F 
1 D   32.8415±1.6598  1.8417±0.1167  0.2821±0.0384  0.9812 131.40 
2 D P  29.3739±4.6762  1.5682±0.3191  0.1270±0.0736  0.8211 12.48 
3 D  r  27.2924±5.9674  1.3254±0.3712  0.5966±0.9815  0.8095 6.37 
4 D   27.2924±5.9674  1.3254±0.3712  0.5966±0.9815  0.8095 6.37 
5 D PM  26.4564±6.0795  1.2667±0.3902  0.0224±0.0768  0.7919 5.71 
6 D   26.5886±6.0929  1.2725±0.3871  0.0134±0.0469  0.7917 5.70 
7 D H  26.4934±6.1180  1.2775±0.3887  0.3708±1.7342  0.7892 5.62 
8 D   27.0179±7.0579  1.3368±0.4972  0.3269±2.1225  0.7877 5.57 
9   r  12.5409±2.0067  10.2452±3.2857  0.0222±0.0202  0.7855 5.49 
10    12.9133±2.4784  10.3584±3.5373  0.0402±0.0507  0.7516 4.54 
11  P  12.5661±2.4403  10.3269±3.6572  0.0626±0.0997  0.7344 4.15 
12    12.8883±1.7973  9.3686±2.9409  2.3284±1.4850  0.7247 7.58 
13    12.2998±2.3861  10.1025±3.7564  0.0723±0.1463  0.7221 3.90 
14  H  12.0485±2.2163  10.2170±3.7471  0.0200±0.0412  0.7213 3.88 
15  ET
N  11.9937±2.3429  10.1643±3.8673  0.5430±2.0407  0.7064 3.61 
16    11.7250±2.2337  10.3410±3.8768  0.2415±1.2124  0.7034 3.56 
17  PM  11.8141±2.3464  10.2279±4.0489  0.0041±0.0943  0.6997 3.49 
18   H  7.5922±2.1191  0.3228±0.4413  0.1563±0.1947  0.1775 0.32 
a Based on data for all six solvents used in this work (including water). 
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This chapter describes the determination of the acidity constants (Ka1 and Ka2) of 
nicotinic acid in the temperature and ionic strength ranges 283.15318.15 K and 0.050.52 
molkg-1, respectively, by means of potentiometric titrations.  I performed the purification 
and the characterization of the sample by Xray powder diffraction and differential 
scanning calorimetry.  I also contributed to the construction and optimization of the 
apparatus and performed most of the titration experiments and data analysis.  Finally, I 
contributed to the discussion of the results and the writing of the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
 
The influence of temperature (T) and ionic strength (Im) on the stoichiometric 
(molality scale) acidity constants of nicotinic acid in aqueous solution was investigated by 
potentiometry (H+glass electrode).  The background salt used was potassium chloride and 
the temperature and ionic strength ranges covered were 283.15 K < T < 318.15 K and 0.05 
molkg-1 < Im < 0.52 molkg
-1, respectively.  Acidity constants at zero ionic strength were 
derived by means of a DebyeHückel type formalism and their temperature dependence 
was obtained through a van´t Hoff analysis.  This led to 1p aK  = 2.190.06 and 2p aK  = 
4.860.03 at 298.15 K and to the corresponding standard molar enthalpies and entropies of 
proton dissociation in the temperature range of the experiments, or m,1 H  = 4.53.5  
kJ.mol-1, 
o
r m,1S  = 26.811.8 J.K
-1.mol-1, or m,2 H  = 12.52.1 kJ.mol
-1, and or m,2S  = 
51.27.0 J.K-1.mol-1.  These values were compared with previously reported data. 
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Introduction 
 
 Nicotinic acid (NA, CAS number [59-67-6]), pyridine3carboxylic acid, also 
known as niacin or vitamin B3, is a watersoluble vitamin, and an indispensable dietary 
factor for humans and animals [1, 2].  In humans nicotinic acid nutritional deficiency can 
lead to the development of pellagra, a systemic disorder that can progress to a severe 
photosensitive dermatitis and, ultimately, result in dementia and death [3, 4].  Nicotinic 
acid has also found important pharmacological applications, particularly in the treatment of 
hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis [5, 6].  Its current world demand has been 
estimated in 3500040000 t [1, 7, 8]. 
We recently started a systematic investigation of nicotinic acid and some of its 
derivatives that, up to now, has been mainly centered on the relationship between structure 
and thermodynamic stability of both the isolated molecules and the corresponding crystal 
forms [9, 10].  This effort has been fostered by the significance of this family of 
compounds as active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and the importance of evaluating 
how strongly changes in crystallinity, morphology, particle size distribution, etc. are 
reflected by the thermodynamic stability of a particular sample.  Indeed, such changes are 
known to often have a significant impact on, for example, the solubility, dissolution rate, 
shelf life, and therapeutic timewindow of an API and hence on its enduse applications 
[11-13].   
Equally important is the energetics of nicotinic acid in aqueous solution, which we 
also began to address through enthalpy of solution and dilution measurements by solution 
and flow microcalorimetry [14].  In this context, the acidbase properties of the compound 
(characterized by acidity constants that are normally given in terms of the corresponding 
pKa values) play a central role, since they determine the extent of 
protonation/deprotonation and the concentrations of species that are present in a solution at 
equilibrium under specific conditions.  Knowledge of this composition is often required for 
the correct assignment of thermodynamic results to a welldefined state [14] and it may 
also be, for example, a key aspect in the study of drug permeation [15]. 
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Aqueous nicotinic acid is an amphiprotic system where four species may be present 
in equilibrium (Scheme 5.1):  one positively charged ( +2AH ), two of isoelectric type ( AH
  
and AHo), and a fourth one negatively charged ( A ).  Several studies have been devoted to 
the investigation of the relative importance of each isoelectric species in aqueous solutions.  
Some early views favored the predominance of the AHo form [16].  However, a consensus 
seems now to exist that the AHo  AH  equilibrium is strongly shifted towards the 
zwitterionic species [17-29], with the contribution of AHo to the equilibrium mixture at 
approximately 293298 K estimated in ~3% [27], 6% [25], 7% to 8% [17], 10%  
 
 
N
C
O
OH
 
Nicotinic acid (NA) 
[18, 24], and 22% [19], according to different authors.  This conclusion was supported by a 
variety of information, namely:  (i) the use of Hammett relationships to predict the 
equilibrium constant of the AHo  AH  process [17, 25];  (ii) the comparison of the 
ultraviolet (UV) spectrum of isoelectric nicotinic acid with that of the corresponding 
methyl ester [18];  (iii) the dependence of the infrared spectrum (IR) [30] and the 1H and 
13C nuclear magnetic resonance (1H and 13C NMR) spectroscopy chemical shifts [22], of 
aqueous nicotinic acid on the pH of the solution and its content in dimethyl sulfoxide;  (iv) 
the failure to produce copper complexes containing nicotinic acid with an nonionized  
–COOH group in acidic media [21];  (v) entropic and enthalpic considerations based on 
equilibrium and solution calorimetry measurements [20, 31]; and (vi) computational 
chemistry results [27, 28].  Although for some applications, such as the interpretation of 
the pH dependence of partition coefficients of drugs, the equilibrium constants (normally 
dubbed microconstants) relating all four species in Scheme 5.1 may be required [27, 32], 
their determination is not aimed in this work. 
There have been several determinations of the stoichiometric (molarity or molality 
scale, 1p aK   and 2p aK  ) and thermodynamic (pKa1 and pKa2) acidity constants of nicotinic 
acid in aqueous solution by using UV spectroscopy [16, 21, 23, 26, 33-36], potentiometry 
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[18, 19, 21, 23-26, 29, 37, 38], conductivity [39], and 13C NMR [22] measurements but, in 
most cases, they were based on experiments carried out at a single temperature or ionic 
strength, none involving a systematic study of both the influence of temperature and ionic 
strength on the results.  At temperatures close to ambient (293298 K) the reported p aK  or 
pKa values (the last often calculated from stoichiometric counterparts by using 
DebyeHückel type approaches) for the first and second proton dissociation equilibriums 
vary in the ranges 1.873.60 and 4.675.12, respectively [16, 18, 19, 21-26, 29, 33-39]. 
To the best of our knowledge, the temperature dependence of pKa1 or pKa2 has only 
been investigated twice [36, 39].  These studies further afforded the corresponding 
enthalpies and entropies of ionization through van’t Hoff plots (second law method) [40].  
Direct measurements of the enthalpies of ionization of nicotinic acid have also been 
performed by calorimetry [20, 31, 41-43]. 
This work describes the potentiometric determination of the stoichiometric (molality scale) 
acidity constants of nicotinic acid in the temperature and ionic strength ranges 
283.15318.15 K and 0.050.52 molkg-1, respectively, which cover physiological relevant 
conditions.  The background electrolyte chosen (KCl) is also of biological significance.  
Thermodynamic acidity constants at zero ionic strength were further derived  
from their stoichiometric counterparts by means of extrapolations based on a 
DebyeHückel type formalism.  Despite some welldocumented difficulties associated 
with, for example, electrode calibration, asymmetry and liquid junction potentials, or 
potential drifts, potentiometry, using a combined glass pH electrode, has been shown to be 
a fast and convenient method to obtain reliable pKa values, provided that an adequate 
experimental procedure and analysis of the titration data is performed [44-46].  To the best  
 
 
 
Scheme 5.1 
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of our knowledge, no previous potentiometric investigation of both the influence of 
temperature and ionic strength on the acidity constants of nicotinic acid has been reported.  
The systematic study here described thus allows test the application of this technique to an 
important pharmaceutical acid/base system, where both pKa values belong to the acid zone 
of the titration curve and overlapping ionization exists (pKa1  pKa2 < 4) [34].  We also aim 
to provide data that are consistent with our previously thermodynamic studies of aqueous 
nicotinic acid [14].  
 
 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
 Materials 
The nicotinic acid sample (Acrös, 99.5%), purified by sublimation at 393 K and 
1.33 Pa was the same employed in a previous calorimetric study [14].  This material had 
been characterized in terms of chemical purity, phase purity, and morphology by elemental 
analysis, diffuse reflectance infrared Fouriertransform (DRIFT) spectroscopy, 1H and 13C 
NMR, GCMS, Xray powder diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) [14].  None of these analyses showed evidence of 
impurities. 
The stock solutions of HCl 0.1000±0.0020 mol·dm-3, NaOH 1 mol·dm-3 (nominal 
concentration), and KCl 1.0000±0.0004 mol·dm-3 used in the titrations were prepared from 
Panreac ampules containing 0.100±0.002 mol of HCl or 1.000±0.002 mol of NaOH, or 
from solid KCl (Panreac, 99.5%), respectively.  The dilutions or dissolutions were 
performed with distilled and deionized water from a MilliQ Plus system (conductivity 0.1 
S·cm-1).  To minimize carbonation, the NaOH solutions were stored and handled under 
nitrogen atmosphere.  All weightings of chemicals for the preparation of solutions were 
done with a precision of 0.01 mg with a Mettler Toledo XS205 balance. 
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 Potentiometric Titrations 
The potentiometric titration apparatus is illustrated in Figure 5.1.  It consists of a 
2090 cm3 double walled Metrohm 6.1418.220 glass vessel, 1, closed by a Metrohm 
6.1414.010 lid, 2.  The lid supports a Radiometer Analytical Red Rod pHC2401 combined 
pH electrode, 3, a Pt100 platinum resistance thermometer, 4, for temperature measurement, 
a N2 gas inlet, 5, and the corresponding outlet consisting of PTFE tube (0.8 mm ID, 1.6 
mm OD) from Omnifit, 6, and a Metrohm MTR61541030 burette dispenser tip, 7.  
Dispensing of solutions to the cell was by means of a four channel Crison MultiBurette 
45 automatic burette, 8, and a Hamilton 1 cm3 syringe, 9.  The syringe could be 
automatically filled from a Methrom 6.1608.040 polyethylene storage flask closed by an 
Omnifit 00945Q3V GL45 cap, 10, that contained the reagent solution.  The volume 
additions had a precision better than ±0.001 cm-3, as experimentally confirmed in a series 
of test runs were a selected volume of water was dispensed, weighed, and checked by 
using the known density of water [47] at the working temperature.  The electrode, 3, 
measurements were monitored by a PHM240 Radiometer Analytical pH meter, 11.  The 
Pt100 temperature sensor, 4, was connected in a four wire configuration to an Agilent 
34970A 6 ½ digits multimeter, 12, and had been previously calibrated against a standard 
platinum resistance thermometer, which had been standardized at an accredited facility in 
accordance to the International Temperature Scale ITS90.  This setup allowed 
temperature measurements with a resolution of ±0.01 K.  The temperature of the solution 
was maintained constant to within ±0.02 K, by circulating a thermostated waterethanol 
mixture (3:1 v/v) through the jacket of glass vessel, 1.  Control of the temperature of the 
circulating fluid mixture was achieved by means of a JULABO F33ME thermostatic bath, 
13.  To ensure better temperature control and shorter thermal equilibration periods the 
vessel, 1, was further isolated from the surroundings by a polyurethane layer of 20 mm 
thickness, 14.  During the titrations the solution was kept under magnetic stirring using a 
Tefloncoated bar, 15, and a Metrohm E649 stirring plate, 16.  An inert atmosphere was 
maintained inside the cell, 1, and the storage flask, 10, by continuously bubbling water 
saturated nitrogen through the corresponding solutions at a flow rate of 1.50.1 cm3s-1.  To 
ensure saturation the N2 gas entering the cell and the storage flask was previously bubbled 
through distilled and deionized water contained in a gaswashing bottle, 17.  A bubbler, 
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18, was placed at the nitrogen exit of flask, 10.  Finally, a computer, 19, controlled the 
additions from the burette and the data acquisition, by means of a software package also 
developed in this work. 
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Figure 5.1. Scheme of the potentiometric titration apparatus:  1, Double walled 
Metrohm 6.1418.220 glass vessel;  2, Metrohm 6.1414.010 lid;  3, Radiometer Analytical 
Red Rod pHC2401 combined pH electrode;  4, Pt100 platinum resistance thermometer;  5 
N2 gas inlet;  6, N2 gas outlet;  7, burette dispenser tip (steel needle);  8, four channel 
Crison MultiBurette 45 automatic burette;  9, Hamilton 1 cm3 syringe;  10, Methrom 
6.1608.040 polyethylene storage flask closed by an Omnifit 00945Q3V GL45 cap;  11, 
PHM240 Radiometer Analytical pH meter;  12, Agilent 34970A 6 ½ digits multimeter;  
13, JULABO F33ME thermostatic bath;  14 polyurethane layer for thermal isolation;  15, 
Teflon coated stirring bar;  16, Metrohm E649 stirring plate;  17, gaswashing glass bottle 
containing distilled and deionized water;  18, bubbler;  19, computer. 
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 In a typical experiment the cell, 1, was loaded with 0.5 cm3 of 0.1 mol·dm-3 
nicotinic acid, 0.5 cm3 of 0.1 mol·dm-3 HCl, 20 cm3 to 25 cm3 of H2O, and the volume of 1 
mol·dm-3 KCl solution necessary to fix the ionic strength at a desired value.  Stirring and 
N2 purging was initiated and after an equilibration period of 10 min to 15 min, the titration 
was started.  The procedure was computer controlled and involved successive additions of 
0.005 cm-3 of 1 mol·dm-3 NaOH.  After each addition the system was first allowed to 
equilibrate for 120 s.  Then ten electrode potential readings by the pH meter separated by 
1.5 s were acquired.  If the difference between the minimum and maximum values of those 
readings was smaller than 0.05 mV, their average value was computed, stored and a new 
0.005 cm-3 addition of NaOH solution was automatically performed.  The total volume of 
base dispensed in a titration was 0.2 cm3.  
Each nicotinic acid titration was preceded by a calibration of the pH electrode in 
terms of hydrogen ion concentration.  This involved a titration of HCl (0.1 mol·dm-3) with 
NaOH (1 mol·dm-3) under temperature and ionic strength conditions mimicking, as much 
as possible, those of the main experiment.  The exact concentration of the NaOH solution 
was determined from the end point of the titration, based on the second derivative of the 
experimental curve describing the variation of the cell potential, E, with the added volume 
of NaOH solution (VNaOH).  From this curve and the exact concentration of the NaOH a 
linear relationship between the cell potential E and log[H+] could be obtained: 
 
 
o
[H ]
log

 E k s
c
        (5.1) 
 
where co = 1 moldm-3 is the standard state concentration.  The values of the slope s and 
ordinate k were determined by using the program GLEE (Version 3.0.21) [48].  The 
percentage of carbonation of the NaOH solution was also determined by Gran’s method 
[49, 50] as implemented in the program GLEE (Version 3.0.21), and the solution was 
rejected if %
2
3CO

 > 1%. 
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Results and Discussion 
The first and second thermodynamic acidity constants of nicotinic acid ( a1K  and 
a2K , respectively) correspond to the processes: 
 
2AH
 (aq) + H2O(aq)  AH(aq) + H3O
+(aq)    (5.2) 
AH(aq) + H2O(aq)  A
(aq) + H3O
+(aq)     (5.3) 
 
with AH = AH+ AHº (see Scheme 5.1), and are given in molality scale by: 
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Here ai = imi/m
o represents the activity of a given species i of molal concentration mi, i is 
the corresponding activity coefficient, mo = 1 molkg-1 is the standard state concentration 
that makes ai dimensionless and, 1aK   and 2aK   are the first and second stoichiometric 
(molality scale) acidity constants.  According to normal practice it was assumed that 
2H O
a  
1 and that the small departures of the water activity from unity could be incorporated in 
the values of 1aK   and 2aK  .  This approximation seems reasonable in the present work 
considering that osmotic coefficient ( m ) measurements [51] on KCl aqueous solutions 
with molalities, KClm , in the range 0.10.5 mol·kg
-1 and temperatures of 283298 K lead to 
0.984 < 
2H O
a  < 0.997, by using [52]:   
 
2 2
KCl
H O H O
2
ln
1000
mma M

         (5.6) 
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where 
2H O
M  is the molar mass of water.  The 1p aK   and 2p aK   values at different 
temperatures and ionic strengths, obtained in this work are shown in Table 5.1.  They were 
derived from the corresponding acidity constants in molarity scale calculated from the 
analysis of the titration curves by using the HyperQuad2008 suite of programs (see 
Supporting Information) [53].  The conversion from molarity ( cK ) to molality ( mK ) scale 
was based on [40]: 
 
 o o 1( )  m cK K c m         (5.7) 
 
where co = 1 moldm-3 and mo = 1 molkg-1 are the standard state concentrations in molarity 
and molality scales, respectively, and  is the mass density of the aqueous KCl solutions in 
kgdm-3 [54-56].   
 The HyperQuad2008 analysis of each titration curve leads to a pair of 1p aK   and 
2p aK   values and to their assigned standard deviations, .  The results in Table 5.1 
represent weighted means of 3 to 6 of such determinations (see Supporting Information) 
and the uncertainties quoted are the corresponding standard errors [57].  The weights were 
taken as 1/2.  
According to the specific ion interaction model the activity coefficients of the 
species in equations 5.4 and 5.5 may be described by [58, 59]: 
3 3 3
ClK
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ClK
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
      
mm
D
m m
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In equations 5.8 to 5.11 ,i j  are the coefficients representing the interaction between 
species i and j, mo = 1 molkg-1 is the standard state concentration that makes the 
,i j parameters dimensionless, and D is the DebyeHückel term, given by [59]: 
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        (5.12) 
 
with: 
 
 A = 4.70307×10-6(T/K)2  1.94302×10-3(T/K) + 0.67064  (5.13) 
 
 
Table 5.1.  Stoichiometric (Molality Scale) Acidity Constants ( 1p aK   and 2p aK  ) of 
Nicotinic Acid at Different Temperatures and Ionic Strengths, and Corresponding 
Thermodynamic Acidity Constants for Im = 0 (in bold), and  3  Parameters from 
Equation 5.15.   
 T/K 
Im/molkg
-1
 283.15 293.15 303.15 310.15 318.15 
   1p aK    
0.05 2.4730.013 2.3950.018 2.2970.010 2.1930.012 2.2860.012 
0.10 2.1220.011 2.0270.015 1.9160.021 2.1490.010 1.9290.029 
0.15 2.2740.012 2.1370.020 2.1050.015 2.0750.013 2.2380.007 
0.21 2.1900.009 2.2150.013 2.0550.010 2.1720.008 2.4210.008 
0.52 2.3540.017 2.1210.024 2.2070.011 2.2180.009 2.0950.017 
pKa1 2.2830.062 2.1790.062 2.1160.065 2.1610.024 2.1940.084 
      
   2p aK    
0.05 4.8530.007 4.7920.009 4.6680.005 4.6130.005 4.6190.005 
0.10 4.8170.005 4.7380.009 4.5320.003 4.5500.003 4.5580.007 
0.15 4.7540.005 4.7130.004 4.6170.005 4.5590.003 4.5390.003 
0.21 4.7790.005 4.7160.007 4.6160.004 4.5720.003 4.5540.003 
0.52 4.8380.011 4.7440.010 4.5920.006 4.6200.006 4.5940.002 
pKa2 4.9770.020 4.9260.010 4.7960.038 4.7520.011 4.7540.012 

3  0.3580.076 0.2920.037 0.2850.142 0.4190.043 0.9540.141 
R
2 a
 0.88 0.95 0.57 0.97 0.95 
a Coefficients of determination for the least squares fittings of equation 5.15. 
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where T represents the absolute temperature, and A is a parameter (in kg1/2mol-1/2) 
temperature dependent.  Equation 5.13 was derived from a polynomial fit (coefficient of 
determination R2 = 0.9991) to the data recommended by Grenthe, Wanner, and Östhols 
[59] in the temperature range 273.15348.15 K.  From equations 5.4 and 5.5, and 5.8 to 
5.11 it is possible to conclude that: 
 
 1 1 1p p   a a mK K I         (5.14) 
 2 2 2p 2 p    a a mK D K I        (5.15) 
 
with: 
 
1  = (
3H O ,Cl
   + 
3H O ,K
   ) + (
AH,Cl
  + AH,K  )  ( 2AH ,K
   +
2AH ,Cl
   )  (5.16) 
2  = (
3H O ,Cl
   + 
3H O ,K
   )  (
AH,Cl
  + AH,K  ) + ( A ,Cl   + A ,K   )  (5.17) 
 
Thus, according to equation 5.14 1p aK  and 1  can be determined from the ordinate and 
slope, respectively, of a 1p aK   vs. Im plot.  Similarly it can be concluded from equation 5.15 
that a plot of 2p 2aK D   vs. Im affords 2p aK  and 2 .  The data in Table 5.1 do not 
evidence any significant dependence of 1p aK  on Im.  In fact, linear least squares fittings of 
equation 5.14 to those results led to:  1p aK  = 2.270.11 and 1  = 0.070.43 for T = 
283.15 K; 1p aK  = 2.230.11 and 1  = 0.240.41 for T = 293.15 K; 1p aK  = 2.080.12 
and 1  = 0.160.44 for T = 303.15 K; 1p aK  = 2.130.04 and 1  = 0.140.15 for T = 
310.15 K; and 1p aK  = 2.220.15 and 1  = 0.140.60 for T = 318.15 K.  The 
uncertainties in the 1  terms are larger than the actual values and the mean of the results 
obtained for the five studied temperatures is 1  = 0.00.1.  Therefore the 1p aK  values 
assigned to each temperature in Table 5.1 (indicated in bold) correspond to averages of the 
related 1p aK  results for different ionic strengths.  The values of 2p aK  and 2  determined 
by linear least squares fitting of equation 5.15 to plots of 2p 2 aK D  vs. Im are also 
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summarized in Table 5.1, which also includes the coefficients of determination of those 
fittings. 
The 1p aK  and 2p aK  values obtained at different temperatures were fitted to 
equation 5.18 by linear least squares regression (Figure 5.2): 
 
 
ap
a
K b
T
           (5.18) 
 
where the slope a is related to the standard molar proton dissociation enthalpy (
o
r m,1H  in 
the case of reaction 5.2 and 
o
r m,2H  in the case of reaction 5.3) of nicotinic acid at the 
average of the highest and lowest temperatures of the range covered in the experiments, Tm 
= 301.6 K, by [40] or mH  = aRln10 (R = 8.314472 J.K
-1.mol-1 is the gas constant) [60].  
The corresponding entropy change is associated with the ordinate b by or mS  = bRln10.  
The obtained results were for reaction 5.2: a = 236.9185.1, b = 1.4000.616, or m,1H  = 
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Figure 5.2. Acidity constants of nicotinic acid as a function of the temperature:  1p aK  
and  2p aK . 
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4.53.5 kJ.mol-1, and or m1S  = 26.811.8 J
.K-1.mol-1; for reaction 5.3: a = 653.2109.8, b 
= 2.6720.365, or m,2H  = 12.52.1 kJ.mol
-1, and or m,2S  = 51.27.0 J.K
-1.mol-1.  The 
uncertainties assigned to a, b, or mH , and 
o
r mS  correspond to standard errors.  The above 
o
r mH  and 
o
r mS results are compared in Table 5.2 with the analogous results taken from 
the literature or calculated from published data [20, 36, 39, 41-43].  The poor precision of 
o
r m,1H  = 4.53.5 kJ.mol
-1 reflects the difficulty in extracting proton dissociation 
enthalpies from the slopes of van’t Hoff plots when the variations of p aK  with temperature 
are very weak.  This is also the case of 
o
r m,1H  = 0.21.1 kJmol
-1, which was derived 
from a van’t Hoff analysis of the single [36] previously reported 1p aK  vs. T data found in 
the literature.  The 
o
r m,1H  here reported is, nevertheless, in good agreement within the 
experimental uncertainty with the corresponding values directly obtained by calorimetric 
measurements, carried out at 298.15 K (Table 5.2).  The small difference between the 
reference temperature of 301.6 and 298.15 K is unlikely to change this conclusion, since 
the associated enthalpy corrections are expected to be clearly within the experimental  
 
 
Table 5.2.  Standard Molar Enthalpies and Entropies of Proton Ionization for Nicotinic 
Acid. 
T/K 
o
r m,1H / 
kJ·mol
-1
 

o
r m,1S / 
J·K
-1
·mol
-1
 
o
r m,2H / 
kJ·mol
-1
 

o
r m,2S / 
J·K
-1
·mol
-1
 
Method
a
 
283.15 to 318.15 4.53.5b 26.811.8b 12.52.1b 51.27.0b Potentiometry (vH) 
298.15   10.750.21c  Calorimetry 
298.15 3.140.29d  11.340.29d  Calorimetry 
288 to 408 0.21.1e 39.23.2e 11.80.7e 54.42.1e 
Spectrophotometry 
(vH) 
298.15 2.1
f
    Calorimetry 
298.15 3.01.0g  8.01.0g  Calorimetry 
288.15 to 323.15   11.90.1h 54.50.2h Conductivity (vH) 
298.15 2.380.50i  13.940.70i  Calorimetry 
a vH = van’t Hoff plot. b This work. c Reference [20]. d Reference [41].  e Reference [36]. 
 f Reference [42]. g Reference [43]. h Reference [39]. i Im = 0.25 (NaClO4), Reference [31]. 
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uncertainty of the measurements.  An analogous line of reasoning applies to the discussion 
of or m,1S .  The overall agreement between the 
o
r m,2H  and 
o
r m,2S  values obtained in 
this work and previously published is good. 
Finally, equation 5.18 and the appropriate values of the a and b parameters for 
reactions 5.2 and 5.3 lead to 1p aK  = 2.190.06 and 2p aK  = 4.860.03, respectively, at  
298.15 K.  The indicated uncertainties represent standard deviations and were calculated 
from the differences between the p aK  values given by equation 5.18 and their 
experimental equivalents [61].  The 1p aK  and 2p aK  values determined in this work at 
298.15 K are compared in Table 5.3 with corresponding published data [19, 23, 26, 29, 33-
36, 38, 39, 62].  When necessary the stoichiometric values taken from the literature were 
first corrected to Im = 0, based on Davies equation [63]. and then converted to molality 
scale by using equation 5.7 and the mass density of water at 298.15 K,   = 0.997048 
kgdm-3 [47].  As shown in Table 5.3 the thermodynamic acidity constants of nicotinic acid 
here reported are in the range of previous determinations: 1.982.86 for 1p aK  and 
4.675.12 for 2p aK . The agreement with 2p aK  = 4.830.05 [62] given in a reference 
database is also good, within the combined uncertainty intervals.  Somewhat poorer 
agreement is observed when the recommended 1p aK  = 2.030.05 [62] and the result 
obtained in this work are compared. 
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Table 5.3.  Thermodynamic Acidity Constants, pKa1 and pKa2, of Nicotinic Acid at 
298.15 K. 
pKa1 pKa2 Method 
2.190.06a 4.860.03a Potentiometry 
2.030.05b 4.830.05b  
1.980.04c 5.000.31c Spectrophotometry 
1.99
d
 4.88
d
 Spectrophotometry 
2.090.02e 4.750.02e Spectrophotometry 
2.090.04f 4.830.02f 
Potentiometry; emf measurement, 
spectrophotometry 
2.100.01g 4.870.01g Spectrophotometry 
2.120.03h 4.900.03h Potentiometry 
 4.67
i
 Potentiometry 
2.140.02j 5.060.05j Spectrophotometry 
 4.92
k 
Conductimetry 
2.860.11l 5.120.06l Potentiometry 
a This work. b Recommended in the database of Reference [62]. cReference [26].  
d Reference [36]. e Reference [33]. f Reference [23]. g Reference [34]. h Mean of five values 
from Reference [19]. i Reference [38].  jReference [35]. k Reference [39]. l Reference [29]. 
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Supporting Information 
 
Table S1.  Stoichiometric (Molarity Scale) Acidity Constants ( 
1
p
a
K  and 
2
p
a
K ) of 
Nicotinic Acid at Different Ionic Strengths and Temperatures.a  
 T = 283.15 K
  
T = 293.15 K
 
 T = 303.15 K
 
I/ 
molkg-1 1
p aK   2p aK    1
p aK   2p aK    1p aK   2p aK   
0.05 2.6039±0.0219 4.7586±0.0131  2.5324±0.0478 4.9336±0.0261  2.1483±0.0273 4.7100±0.0118 
 2.3803±0.0312 4.8306±0.0153  2.5005±0.0353 4.9043±0.0188  2.2504±0.0227 4.6942±0.011 
 2.5882±0.0262 4.9839±0.0136  1.8606±0.0840 4.8695±0.0228  2.3365±0.0275 4.6070±0.0147 
 2.2967±0.0223 4.8405±0.0116  2.0078±0.0656 4.8005±0.0214  2.3787±0.0210 4.6548±0.0106 
 2.472±0.012 4.852±0.007  2.4269±0.0358 4.6642±0.0206  2.3195±0.0196 4.6613±0.0093 
    2.3919±0.0329 4.6540±0.0185  2.298±0.010 4.669±0.005 
    2.395±0.017 4.791±0.009    
0.01 2.0406±0.0110 4.8090±0.004  1.8103±0.1286 4.7814±0.0324  1.4791±0.1761 4.5738±0.0204 
 2.4222±0.0243 4.8612±0.0123  2.3618±0.0297 4.8211±0.0159  1.5919±0.2895 4.5255±0.0032 
 2.2519±0.0579 4.7357±0.0385  1.8606±0.1118 4.6498±0.0743  1.9260±0.0293 4.4572±0.0088 
 2.238±0.110 4.802±0.036  2.1021±0.1062 4.7047±0.0737  1.9305±0.0505 4.6852±0.0144 
 2.110±0.010 4.813±0.004  1.9165±0.0168 4.6988±0.0098  1.9167±0.0356 4.5948±0.0101 
    2.021±0.014 4.734±0.008  1.916±0.020 4.531±0.003 
0.15 2.3007±0.0180 4.7894±0.0526 
 
2.1988±0.0872 4.8019±0.0579  2.1422±0.0170 4.5324±0.0075 
 2.1563±0.0153 4.7217±0.0246 
 
2.1448±0.0220 4.7108±0.0023  1.5638±0.0782 4.6448±0.0113 
 2.3017±0.0100 4.7464±0.0129 
 
2.0948±0.0367 4.7003±0.0131  2.1346±0.0254 4.6464±0.0098 
 2.2777±0.0091 4.8117±0.0113 
 
2.135±0.018 4.711±0.002  1.2813±0.1059 4.6765±0.0082 
 2.2471±0.0079 4.7961±0.0098 
 
   2.107±0.014 4.615±0.004 
 2.2990±0.0079 4.8049±0.0104 
 
     
 2.0455±0.1720 4.6995±0.0050 
 
     
 2.2720.011 4.7420.004 
 
     
0.21 2.2111±0.0069 4.7719±0.003  1.9760±0.0561 4.7773±0.0183  2.2089±0.0148 4.6473±0.0052 
 2.1160±0.0611 4.6827±0.0388  2.2373±0.0195 4.6939±0.0083  1.9700±0.0147 4.5992±0.0050 
 2.1357±0.0212 4.7512±0.008  2.1362±0.0292 4.6861±0.0103  2.0009±0.0522 4.5545±0.0234 
 2.1368±0.0334 4.8190±0.0137  2.0584±0.0499 4.6512±0.0209  2.0145±0.0240 4.6066±0.0090 
 2.1010±0.0301 4.8051±0.0122  2.2753±0.0259 4.7462±0.0115  1.9689±0.0359 4.6023±0.0091 
 2.196±0.006 4.773±0.003  2.2767±0.0278 4.7455±0.0155  1.9492±0.0275 4.6038±0.0077 
    2.215±0.012 4.711±0.005  2.056±0.009 4.615±0.003 
0.51 2.2475±0.0208 4.9024±0.0091  2.1656±0.0283 4.7528±0.0095  2.2210±0.0378 4.4557±0.0017 
 2.3477±0.0164 4.7908±0.0071  2.0536±0.0481 4.7518±0.0132  2.2067±0.0126 4.6597±0.0049 
 2.4644±0.0233 4.8120±0.0108   4.7132±0.0126  2.1883±0.0099 4.6481±0.0037 
 1.9426±0.1627 4.6365±0.0562  2.1041±0.0397 4.7269±0.0117  2.1977±0.0125 4.6494±0.0046 
 2.344±0.011 4.827±0.005  2.0485±0.0507 4.7254±0.0134  2.197±0.007 4.518±0.001 
    2.116±0.019 4.736±0.005    
a Weighted means of individual p aK   values are indicated in bold. 
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Table S1(cont.).  Stoichiometric (Molarity scale) Acidity Constants ( 
1
p
a
K  and 
2
p
a
K ) 
of Nicotinic Acid at Different Ionic Strengths and Temperatures.a   
 T = 310.15 K
  
T = 318.15 K
 
I/ 
molkg-1 1
p aK   2p aK    1p aK
  2p aK   
0.05 2.0777±0.0220 4.6134±0.009  2.2900±0.0559 4.6816±0.0258 
 2.1303±0.0283 4.6510±0.0119  2.3628±0.0200 4.6408±0.0111 
 2.3153±0.0197 4.5953±0.0095  2.2168±0.0197 4.6077±0.009 
 2.193±0.013 4.616±0.006  2.289±0.014 4.625±0.007 
0.01 1.6350±0.0202 4.5285±0.0043  2.1289±0.0582 4.5476±0.0221 
 2.3338±0.0202 4.6188±0.0106  1.7383±0.0400 4.5402±0.0094 
 2.4180±0.0179 4.5960±0.0098  1.8170±0.0482 4.5508±0.0119 
 2.0742±0.0439 4.6707±0.0159  1.9099±0.0521 4.5786±0.0140 
 2.148±0.011 4.555±0.004  1.932±0.030 4.560±0.008 
0.15 1.4220±0.0297 4.5488±0.004  2.2474±0.0085 4.5337±0.0041 
 2.2069±0.0750 4.3964±0.0525  2.2074±0.0199 4.5885±0.0097 
 2.0284±0.0290 4.5770±0.0073  2.1892±0.0350 4.5621±0.0127 
 2.2292±0.0200 4.5756±0.0086  2.2060±0.0248 4.5516±0.0103 
 2.2815±0.0230 4.5706±0.0099  2.238±0.007 4.543±0.004 
 2.076±0.012 4.559±0.003    
0.21 1.9645±0.0197 4.5698±0.0069  2.3398±0.0114 4.5327±0.0037 
 1.6618±0.0261 4.5158±0.0054  2.5322±0.0157 4.5983±0.0086 
 2.2511±0.0121 4.5992±0.0055  1.7961±0.0478 4.5138±0.0103 
 2.2693±0.0105 4.5969±0.0053  1.9879±0.0334 4.5279±0.0100 
 2.179±0.007 4.570±0.003  2.3788±0.0189 4.6132±0.0092 
    2.4720±0.0170 4.6454±0.0096 
    2.421±0.008 4.554±0.003 
0.51 1.9139±0.0331 4.6809±0.009  2.0835±0.0504 4.5992±0.0018 
 2.0068±0.0127 4.6950±0.0085  2.0474±0.0273 4.5377±0.0078 
 2.2528±0.0135 4.6142±0.0054  2.1340±0.0237 4.5403±0.0081 
 2.2719±0.0108 4.5983±0.0044  2.095±0.017 4.594±0.002 
 2.3193±0.0103 4.5569±0.0045    
 2.3402±0.0412 4.5597±0.0183    
 2.221±0.006 4.603±0.002    
a Weighted means of individual p aK   values are indicated in bold. 
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Table S2.  Densities (in gcm-3) of Aqueous KCl Solutions, at 251.15 K, and Different 
Molarities, Interpolated from Data in Reference [1], and Used to Convert the Ionic 
Strength, I, from Molarity Scale (moldm-3) to Molality Scale (molkg-1). 
[KCl]/moldm-3 /gcm-3 
0.05 1.00012 
0.10 1.00250 
0.15 1.00486 
0.21 1.00768 
0.5 1.02115 
0.51 1.02161 
 
 
Table S3.  Densities (in gcm-3) of Aqueous KCl Solutions at Different Temperatures 
and Molalities Interpolated from Data in Reference [2], and Used to Convert the 
Stoichiometric Acidity Constants, aK , from Molarity Scale (moldm
-3) to Molality 
Scale (molkg-1). 
 
mKCl/molkg
-1 
T/K 0.0502 0.1005 0.1510 0.2117 0.5185 
278.15 1.00324 1.00511 1.00724 1.01004 1.02502 
283.15 1.00287 1.00459 1.00681 1.00979 1.02329 
288.15 1.00211 1.00392 1.00616 1.00911 1.02246 
293.15 1.00111 1.00305 1.00525 1.00809 1.02184 
298.15 0.99994 1.00193 1.00407 1.0068 1.02097 
303.15 0.99864 1.00056 1.00263 1.00529 1.01961 
308.15 0.99717 0.99893 1.00095 1.00359 1.01775 
310.15 0.99652 0.99821 1.00022 1.00286 1.01691 
318.15 0.99330 0.99505 0.99705 0.99967 1.01373 
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This chapter mainly describes a study of the energetics of nicotinic acid aqueous 
solutions, at 298 K.  I performed the large majority of the flow and solution calorimetry 
experiments, and all the pH measurements.  I was also in charge of the purification and 
characterization of the sample used in those measurements, by Xray powder diffraction 
and differential scanning calorimetry, and was strongly involved in the recording of the 
scanning electron microscopy images, obtained while visiting the group of Prof. Matthias 
Epple at the University of DuisburgEssen (Germany).  Finally I contributed to the 
discussion of the results and the writing of the manuscript. 
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Abstract 
 
The molar enthalpy of solution of solid nicotinic acid (NA), at T = 298 K, to give 
an aqueous solution of molality m = 3.74810-3 molkg-1, was determined as sol mH  = 
1992748 J.mol-1, by solution calorimetry.  Enthalpies of dilution, dil mH , of 0.1005 
mol·kg-1 aqueous nicotinic acid to yield final solutions with molalities in the approximate 
range 0.030.09 molkg-1 were also measured by flow calorimetry.  Combining the two 
sets of data and the results of pH measurements, with values of proton dissociation 
enthalpies and of m(NA, cr)H  selected from the literature, it was possible to derive the 
standard molar enthalpies of formation of the three nicotinic acid species involved in 
protonation/deprotonation equilibria, at infinite dilution:   
o
f m 5 4 2(H NC H COOH H O, aq)H

   = 328.21.2 kJmol-1; 
o
f m 5 4 2(H NC H COO H O, aq)H

   = 325.01.2 kJmol-1;
o
f m 5 4 2(NC H COO H O, aq)H
   = 313.71.2 kJmol-1.   
Finally, the enthalpy of solution of nicotinic acid at 298.15 K, under saturation 
conditions (m = 0.138 molkg-1), and the standard molar enthalpy of formation of the 
corresponding solution could also be obtained as sol mH = 1977348 Jmol
-1 and of mH
(NA402H2O, aq) = 324.91.2 kJmol
-1, respectively. 
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Introduction 
 
Pyridine3carboxylic acid (Figure 6.1, CAS number [59-67-6]), also known as 
nicotinic acid (NA), niacin or vitamin B3, is a watersoluble vitamin that is indispensable 
in the diet of humans and animals.  It has a variety of important applications, such as in 
matrixes for matrixassisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) mass spectrometry 
analyses of large polypeptides [1], as a reference material for combustion calorimetry [2, 
3], and particularly as an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) in the treatment of 
hypercholesterolemia and atherosclerosis [4, 5]. 
 We recently embarked on a systematic investigation of some key thermodynamic 
properties of nicotinic acid and its derivatives, which are relevant, for example, to evaluate 
the relative stability of different samples when the compounds are employed as solid APIs 
[6, 7].  This led us to reevaluate the standard molar enthalpy of formation of nicotinic 
acid in the crystalline state, of m(NA,cr)H , and also its standard molar enthalpy of 
sublimation, osub mH (NA), at 298.15 K [7] by using a combination of experimental and 
computational chemistry methods [7].  
Also of interest is the energetics of nicotinic acid in aqueous solution, since the 
biochemical action of the molecule occurs in aqueous media.  In this work, the 
thermochemistry of aqueous nicotinic acid at 298 K was investigated from calorimetric 
determinations of enthalpies of solution and dilution, supplemented by pH measurements. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1. Molecular structure of pyridine3carboxylic acid (nicotinic acid, NA). 
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Experimental 
 
General 
Elemental analyses were carried out on a Fisons Instruments EA1108 apparatus.  
Fouriertransform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements were performed in the 
range 4004000 cm-1 using a Nicolet 6700 spectrometer.  The resolution was 2 cm-1 and 
the samples were in pellets consisting of ~1% (w/w) nicotinic acid in KBr.  The 1H NMR 
and 13C NMR spectra were obtained at T 295 K, on a Bruker Ultrashield 400 MHz 
spectrometer.  The solvent was DMSOd6 (Aldrich 99.9% containing 0.03% v/v TMS).  
GCMS experiments were performed on an Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph equipped 
with an Agilent 7683 automatic liquid sampler coupled to an Agilent 5973 N quadrupole 
mass selective detector.  A HP5 column (5% diphenyl/95% dimethylpolysiloxane; 28.7 m 
× 0.25 µm i.d., 250 µm film thickness) was used.  The sample was dissolved in methanol 
(Fisher Scientific, HPLC grade, 99.99%) and the injection volume was 110-3 cm3.  The 
carrier gas was helium maintained at a constant pressure of 0.119 MPa and with a flow rate 
of 0.022 cm3s-1.  A programmed temperature vaporization injector with a septumless 
sampling head having a baffled liner (Gerstel) operating in the splitless mode was 
employed.  The inlet temperature was set to 523 K and the oven temperature was 
programmed as follows: 353 K for 1 min, ramp at 5 Kmin-1 to 373 K, and finally ramp to 
573 K at 15 Kmin-1, for a total 18.33 min running time.  The transfer line, ion source, and 
quadrupole analyzer were maintained at 553, 503, and 423 K, respectively.  A solvent 
delay of 4 min was selected.  Electron ionization mass spectra in the range 35550 m/z 
were recorded in the fullscan mode, with 70 eV electron energy and an ionization current 
of 34.6 µA.  Data recording and instrument control were performed by using the MSD 
ChemStation software from Agilent (G1701CA; version C.00.00).  The identity of the 
analyzed compound was assigned by comparison of the massspectrometric results with 
the data in Wiley’s reference spectral databank (G1035B, Rev D.02.00) and its purity was 
calculated from the normalized peak areas, without using correction factors to establish 
abundances.  Xray powder diffraction analyses were carried out on a Philips PW1730 
diffractometer, with automatic data acquisition (APD Philips v.35B), operating in the 
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2 mode.  The apparatus had a vertical goniometer (PW1820), a proportional xenon 
detector (PW1711), and a graphite monochromator (PW1752).  A Cu Kradiation source 
was used.  The tube amperage was 30 mA and the tube voltage 40 kV.  The diffractograms 
were recorded at T ~293 K in the range 10º  2   40º.  Data were collected in the 
continuous mode, with a step size of 0.015º(2), and an acquisition time of 1.5 s/step.  The 
samples were mounted on an aluminum sample holder.  The indexation of the powder 
patterns was performed by using the program Chekcell [8].  The differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC) analysis was made on a DSC 7 from PerkinElmer.  The temperature 
range was 298523 K and the heating rate 10 Kmin-1.  The temperature and heat flow 
scales of the instrument were previously calibrated at the same heating rate by using 
indium (PerkinElmer; mass fraction 0.99999; Tfus = 429.75 K, 
o
fush  = 28.45 Jg
-1).  The 
nicotinic acid samples, with masses in the range 613 mg, were sealed in air, inside 
aluminum crucibles, and weighed with a precision of 1 µg in a Mettler M5 microbalance.  
Nitrogen (Air Liquide N45) at a flow rate of 0.5 cm3s-1 was used as the purging gas. 
 
 
Materials 
The solution calorimetric experiments were performed by using the same nicotinic 
acid sample (NIST, standard reference material 2151) [9], previously employed in the 
determination of of m(NA,cr)H  and 
o
sub mH (NA) [7].  This material had been 
characterized in terms chemical purity, phase purity, and morphology by elemental 
analysis, diffuse reflectance infrared Fouriertransform (DRIFT) spectroscopy, 1H and 13C 
NMR, GCMS, Xray powder diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and DSC 
[7].  
A different nicotinic acid sample (Acrös; mass percentage: 99.5%), purified by 
sublimation at 393 K and 1.33 Pa, was used for the enthalpy of dilution measurements.  
Elemental analysis for C6H5O2N (mass percentage): expected C 58.54%, H 4.10%, N 
11.38%; found C 58.60%, H 4.07%, N 11.49% (average of two determinations).  FTIR 
(KBr, main peaks): ~ /cm-1 = 3072 (C-H); 2831, 2456, 1923 (N---H---O); 1715 (C=O, 
COOH); 1597, 1583 (C=C, C=N, ring); 1497 (O-H---N, in plane); 1419 (C=C, C=N, ring); 
1326 (O-H, in plane); 1304 (C-O, COOH); 1186, 1138, 1116 (C-H, in plane), 1089  
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(O-H---N, out of plane); 1042 ( ring breathing); 955 (C-H---O, out of plane); 831, 812, 748, 
694 (C-H, out of plane); 682 (COO, COOH); 642, 496 (ring, in plane deformation).  The 
assignments were based on those given by Taylor [10], Goher and Drátovský [11] , and 
Hudson et al. [12].  The absence of water in the sample was corroborated by the lack of the 
typical HOH bending frequency at 1644 cm-1 in the FTIR spectra.  1H NMR (400 MHz, 
DMSOd6/TMS), /ppm = 13.399 (s, OH, 1H), 9.020 (d, CH, 1H), 8.738 (dd, CH, 
1H), 8.215 (dt, CH, 1H), 7.404 (m, CH, 1H).  13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSOd6/TMS), 
/ppm = 167.10 (COOH), 154.14 (CHCHN), 151.04 [NCHC(COOH)], 137.78 
[CHCHC(COOH)], 127.36 [C(COOH)], 124.64 (CHCHN).  The observed 1H and 
13C NMR spectra are in good agreement with those reported in a reference database [13].  
The powder pattern obtained at 2982 K was indexed as monoclinic, space group P21/c, 
with a = 7.163 Å, b = 11.652 Å, c = 7.215 Å, and   = 113.36º.  These results are in good 
agreement with those of previously reported single crystal Xray diffraction experiments 
carried out at 293 K: P21/c, a = 7.186(2) Å, b = 11.688(3) Å, c = 7.231(2) Å,   = 
113.55(6)º [14, 15].  The onset and the maximum temperatures of the fusion peak obtained 
by DSC were Ton = 507.660.04 K and Tmax = 510.420.03 K, respectively, and the 
corresponding enthalpy of fusion fus mH  = 27.560.03 kJmol
-1.  The analogous data for 
the solidsolid phase transition observed in the same experiments were Ton = 453.240.02 
K, Tmax = 455.660.09 K, and trs mH  = 1.030.09 kJ·mol
-1.  The uncertainties quoted for 
Ton, Tmax, fus mH , and trs mH  represent standard errors of the mean of seven 
determinations.  All these analytical data are in good agreement with those previously 
obtained for the NIST SRM 2151 sample used in the solution calorimetric experiments [7]. 
 
 
Solution Calorimetry 
 The enthalpy of solution of nicotinic acid in water was measured with an isoperibol 
Thermometric Precision Solution calorimeter (Model 2225) adapted to a Thermal Activity 
Monitor thermostatic jacket (TAM 2227).  The temperature of the jacket was maintained at 
298 K with a stability of 0.2 mK.  The calorimetric cell consisted of a 100 cm3 Pyrex 
glass vessel supporting a 30 k thermistor for temperature measurement and a 50  
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resistance for electrical calibration.  In a typical experiment a thin walled and 
approximately cylindrical glass ampoule of 1 cm3 internal volume was loaded with 44 to 
52 mg of nicotinic acid.  The short ampoule neck was closed with a silicone rubber stopper 
and the sealing was reinforced from the outside with paraffin wax melted from a candle.  
The sample mass was determined to 10 µg with a Mettler XS205 balance.  The ampoule 
was adjusted to the holder in the calorimeter head, which also served as the stirrer.  The 
calorimetric vessel was screwed to the calorimeter head and filled with 100 cm3 of distilled 
and deionized water (conductivity < 0.1 μScm-1) from a MilliQ Plus system.  The 
calorimetric unit (vessel and head) was inserted in the thermostatic jacket and stirring, at a 
rate of 500 rpm, was switched on.  All calorimetric runs involved an initial calibration, the 
solution process, and a final calibration.  The duration of the fore, main, and after periods 
of the corresponding measuring curves was 300 s each. 
 In the calibrations, a current of intensity I passed through the 50  resistance 
during a preselected time t, as a result of the application of a potential difference V.  The 
calibration constant, , was obtained from: 
 
 
adT
VIt

          (6.1) 
 
where adT  represents the adiabatic temperature change, which corresponds to the 
temperature variation that would have been observed if the heat dissipation occurred under 
strict adiabatic conditions [16].  
 The solution process was initiated by pushing the entire stirring system down and 
breaking the glass ampoule against a ceramic tip mounted on a glass rod soldered to the 
bottom of the calorimetric vessel below the stirrer.  The molar enthalpy of the solution 
process, sol mH , was calculated from: 
 
 NAsol m ad
NA
M
H T
m
          (6.2) 
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where mNA and MNA are the mass and the molar mass of the sample, respectively, and adT  
is the corresponding adiabatic temperature change.  The values of adT  for the calibration 
and solution runs were derived from the corresponding temperature vs. time curves by 
using the RegnaultPfaundler method [16, 17], as implemented in the SolCal 1.2 program 
from Thermometric under the designation dynamics of break.  The values of  were also 
obtained with the same software package and corresponded to the mean result of the two 
calibrations performed before and after the solution process, respectively.  The heat 
associated with ampoule breaking was not taken into account, since it was found to 
correspond to a temperature change of less than 0.05 mK in blank experiments where 
empty ampoules were broken in 100 cm3 of water. 
 
 
Flow Microcalorimetry 
 The enthalpies of dilution of aqueous nicotinic acid were obtained in a series of 
experiments, where a stock solution of molality mi = 0.1005 mol·kg
-1 was mixed with 
distilled and deionized water from a MilliQ Plus system (conductivity 0.1 S·cm-1) to 
yield a final solution of some smaller molality mf.  The measurements were performed on a 
modified LKB 107001 flow microcalorimeter [18], with the air thermostat and the 
prethermostat baths set to T = 298.15 K and T = 280 K, respectively.  The procedure 
essentially followed the previously denoted method 1 [18] which, in this case, involved the 
recording of a sequence of two measuring curves corresponding to the process under study 
and the electrical calibration, respectively.   
A general Scheme of the two feeding configurations used at the different stages of 
the experiment is given in Figure 6.2.  Water was initially pumped from storage flask A 
through three feeding lines: line 1 connected to the reference cell, R, and lines 2 and 3 
connected to the mixing cell, M (Figure 6.2a).  The flow of nicotinic acid stock solution 
was fixed at 3.898±0.010 mgs-1, corresponding to a nicotinic acid molar flow of 
0.387±0.001 mol·s-1, and the water flow varied in the range 0.4828.695 mgs-1.  These 
flows were controlled by two Ismatec multichannel peristaltic pumps: Model MS4/8 (P1 
in Figure 6.2) for lines 1 and 2 and MS4/12 (P2 in Figure 6.2) in the case of line 3.  Once 
a stable baseline was observed, the feeding ends of tubes 2 and 3 were transferred into 
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flasks B and C, which contained weighted amounts of nicotinic acid solution and water, 
respectively (Figure 6.2b).  After a time lag that depended on the flows of water and 
nicotinic acid solution into the mixing cell, the dilution process started.  This was 
evidenced by a progressive deviation of the calorimetric signal from the baseline until a 
constant shift of amplitude Se, was observed.  The measuring curve was acquired during a 
period of time long enough to allow a convenient definition of the Se displacement.  The 
dilution process was then interrupted, by transferring the feeding ends of the tubes 2 and 3 
 
 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.2. Feeding configuration of the reference, R, and mixing, M, cells of the flow 
microcalorimeter:  (a) before and after the dilution process;  (b) during the dilution process.  
The storage flasks A and C are filled with water and flask B contains a nicotinic acid 
solution of known molality; P1 and P2 represent Ismatec multichannel peristaltic pumps, 
models MS4/8 and MS4/12, respectively. 
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back into the storage flask A containing water.  This caused a gradual return of the signal to 
the baseline. 
The final baseline of the dilution stage served as the initial baseline of the 
calibration period.  At the onset of calibration a constant potential V, from an Agilent 
6611C DC power supply was applied to a resistance inside the measuring cell, causing a 
current of intensity I to flow for a predetermined time interval, t.  As a result of the heat 
dissipated in the resistance a deviation of the measuring curve from the baseline, 
corresponding to an amplitude Sc, occurred.  At the end of the calibration period the flow 
of current through the resistance was automatically interrupted and a return of the 
calorimetric signal to the baseline was again observed.   The calibration constant  was 
obtained from: 
 
 
c
P
S
           (6.3) 
 
where P  is the power dissipated on average by Joule heating inside the cell throughout the 
duration, t, of the calibration period and was calculated from: 
 
 
i i i
i
V I t
P
t



        (6.4) 
 
Here, Vi and Ii represent the voltage and current readings at a given time and it  is the time 
interval between two consecutive data acquisitions (2 s).   
 The molar enthalpy of the dilution process was derived from:  
 
 dil mH  = 
nq
Se         (6.5) 
 
where Se is the deviation of the measuring curve from the baseline during the main 
experiment,  represents the calibration constant, and nq  is the average molar flow rate 
(mols-1) based on the amount of substance of the compound entering the cell.  For each 
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experiment, the molar flow of nicotinic acid solution, nq , into the mixing cell and the 
molality of the final (diluted) solution were calculated from the changes in mass of flasks B 
and C during the dilution process. 
 
 
pH Measurements 
The pH determinations in the concentration range of the enthalpy of dilution 
measurements by flow microcalorimetry were made in separate experiments where a 
0.1219 mol·kg-1 nicotinic acid solution was progressively diluted to 1.9510-3 molkg-1 
with distilled and deionized water.  The solution was kept under magnetic stirring inside a 
20 to 90 cm3 double walled Metrohm 6.1418.220 glass vessel.  Its temperature was 
maintained constant to within ±0.02 K, by circulating a (water+ethanol) mixture (3:1 v/v) 
from a JULABO F33ME thermostatic bath, through the jacket of the glass vessel.  
Temperature measurements, with a resolution of ±0.01 K, were performed by using a 
Pt100 temperature sensor connected in a four wire configuration to an Agilent 34970A 6½ 
digits multimeter.  This sensor had been previously calibrated against a standard platinum 
resistance thermometer, which had been standardized at an accredited facility in 
accordance to the International Temperature Scale ITS90.  Water was introduced in the 
cell by means of Crison MultiBurette 45 automatic burette and a Hamilton 1 cm3 syringe.  
The volume additions had a precision better than ±0.001 cm-3, as experimentally confirmed 
in a series of test runs where a selected volume of water was dispensed, weighed, and 
checked by using the known density of water [19] at the working temperature.  The pH 
measurements were carried out by using a Radiometer Analytical Red Rod pHC2401 
combined pH electrode connected to a PHM240 Radiometer Analytical pH meter.  The 
electrode was calibrated by using two standard solutions from Radiometer Analytical: 
citrate buffer of pH = 4.000.02 at T = 298.15 K and phosphate buffer of pH = 7.000.02 
at T = 298.15 K. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
 All enthalpies of solution and dilution refer to 1 mol of nicotinic acid and were 
based on MNA = 123.1094 gmol
-1, which was calculated from the standard atomic masses 
recommended by the IUPAC Commission in 2007 [20]. 
The measurements of the enthalpy of solution of nicotinic acid in water by solution 
calorimetry led to the results in Table 6.1, where mNA is the mass of sample, mf represents 
the molality of the final calorimetric solution,  is calibration constant, and adT  represents 
the adiabatic temperature change.  The mean value of the enthalpy data in Table 6.1, 
sol mH  = 1992748 Jmol
-1, refers to the process: 
 
 NA(cr) + 14810H2O(l) = NA14810H2O(aq)    (6.6) 
 
where a solution of average molality mf = 3.74810
-3 molkg-1 (corresponding to the molar 
ratio NA:14810H2O) is formed from solid nicotinic acid and water.  According to normal 
thermochemical practice the indicated uncertainty corresponds to twice the standard error 
of the mean of the five individual determinations [21].  The results of the enthalpy of 
dilution measurements by flow microcalorimetry according to: 
 
 NA552H2O(aq) + nH2O(l) = NA(n+552)H2O(aq)    (6.7) 
 
 
Table 6.1.  Molar Enthalpies of Solution of Nicotinic Acid in Water at T = 298 K. 
mNA/mg mf10
3/(molkg-1) /(JK-1) Tad/mK sol mH /(Jmol
-1) 
43.74 3.563 445.791 15.918 19972 
44.50 3.625 444.732 16.168 19892 
51.68 4.210 444.294 18.775 19871 
46.41 3.781 446.077 16.823 19906 
43.69 3.559 444.827 15.953 19996 
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are summarized in Table 6.2.  Here mf represents the molality of the final solution resulting 
from the dilution of a nicotinic acid stock solution of concentration mi = 0.1005 mol·kg
-1 
(corresponding to the molar ratio: NA:552H2O).  As shown in Figure 6.3 a plot of the 
dil mH  values in Table 6.2 as a function of 
1/2
fm  [22, 23] can be adequately described by a 
linear relationship.  A least squares regression to that data gave: 
 
 dil mH (mi = 0.1005 mol·kg
-1  mf)/Jmol
-1=  
(495.512.0)(mf/molkg
-1)1/2 + 164.42.9   (6.8) 
 
with a regression coefficient of 0.996 for 95% confidence level.  The uncertainties 
assigned to the slope and ordinate of equation 6.8 are standard deviations and the estimated 
uncertainty in dil mH  is 3.6 Jmol
-1.  The latter was calculated from the differences 
between the dil mH  values given by equation 6.8 and their experimental counterparts [24] 
 
 
Table 6.2.  Enthalpies of Dilution of Aqueous Nicotinic Acid, from an Initial 
Concentration of 0.1005 mol·kg-1 to a Final Concentration mf, at T = 298.15 K. 
102mf/(molkg
-1) dil mH /(Jmol
-1) 
8.919 16.40 
8.918 14.14 
7.691 28.58 
6.882 35.46 
6.312 39.67 
5.890 42.58 
5.552 50.37 
5.649 47.27 
5.271 47.49 
4.994 54.31 
4.770 58.34 
4.439 62.04 
4.100 62.98 
3.880 65.58 
3.422 72.64 
3.058 76.88 
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Figure 6.3. Variation of dil mH  with the square root of the molality, mf, of the nicotinic 
acid solutions (data from Table 6.2). 
 
 
and represents the corresponding standard deviation multiplied by Student’s factor for 95% 
confidence level (t = 2.132 for 16 independent measurements). 
Aqueous nicotinic acid is an amphiprotic system composed of three species in 
equilibrium (Scheme 6.1): one positively charged (
5 4H NC H COOH

), another neutral and 
largely of zwitterionic type (
5 4H NC H COO

 ) [25-29], and a third one negatively charged 
( 5 4NC H COO
 ).  Their molar fractions at a given pH and temperature can be predicted 
from the acidity constants (normally expressed as pKas) for the equilibriums in Scheme 6.1 
[30].  Potentiometric measurements carried out with a glass electrode indicated that the 
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pH of solutions with nicotinic acid concentrations within the limits of the dilution and 
solution experiments (0.1005 to 3.74810-3 mol·kg-1) varied between 3.38 and 3.56.  Based 
on pKa1 = 2.190.06 and pKa2 = 4.860.03, obtained in our laboratory for T = 298.15 K and 
zero ionic strength [31], it is possible to conclude that, in that range, the distribution of 
species in solution is practically invariant and corresponds to the molar fractions 
5 4(H NC H COOH)x

 = 0.05, 
5 4(H NC H COO )x

  = 0.91, and 
5 4(NC H COO )x
 = 0.04.  
These values were also corroborated by simulations carried out with the Hatafall v.5.3 
speciation program [32, 33], based on the total concentrations of nicotinic acid in solution 
and on the pKa values mentioned above.  No significant changes were also noted if a 
different selection of pKa data (pKa1 = 2.030.05 and pKa2 = 4.830.05 [34]) was used in 
the simulations.  It seems, therefore, reasonable to assume that any extrapolation along the 
line shown in Figure 6.3 and described by equation 6.8, represents the enthalpy change 
associated with the dilution of a mixture where 
5 4(H NC H COOH)x

 = 0.05, 
5 4(H NC H COO )x

  = 0.91, and 
5 4(NC H COO )x
 = 0.04, from an initial total concentration 
mi = 0.1005 mol·kg
-1 to a given final molality mf, up to the limit of infinite dilution. 
The dependence of sol mH  on the concentration of nicotinic acid can be found by 
noting that the enthalpy, dil m( 0)H m  , of the generic infinite dilution process: 
 
NAnH2O(aq) + H2O(l) = NAH2O(aq)     (6.9) 
 
is related to the enthalpies of the solution processes leading to the same initial and final 
states: 
 
 NA(cr) + nH2O(l) = NAnH2O(aq)      (6.10) 
 NA(cr) + H2O(l) = NAH2O(aq)      (6.11) 
 
by: 
 
 dil m( 0)H m   = sol mH
   sol mH      (6.12) 
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Here sol mH  and sol mH
  refer to equations 6.10 and 6.11, respectively.  Because the 
initial state is the same for all results in Table 6.2, it can be concluded from equation 6.8 
that the dil m( 0)H m   term in equation 6.12 is given by: 
 
 dil m( 0)H m  /Jmol
-1= 495.5(m/molkg-1)1/2    (6.13) 
 
with an estimated uncertainty in 3.6 Jmol-1 (see above).  The enthalpy change associated 
with the solution of solid nicotinic acid to give a mixture of composition 
5 4(H NC H COOH)x

 = 0.05, 
5 4(H NC H COO )x

  = 0.91, and 
5 4(NC H COO )x
 = 0.04 at 
infinite dilution, sol mH
 , can then be obtained by combining the enthalpy of process (6.6) 
mentioned above ( sol mH  = 1992748 Jmol
-1) with the enthalpy of the process: 
 
 NA14810H2O(aq) + H2O(l) = NAH2O(aq)    (6.14) 
 
where the final solution produced in the dissolution experiments (mf = 3.74810
-3 molkg-1) 
is taken to infinite dilution without changes in species composition due to 
protonation/deprotonation processes.  The latter can be computed from equation 6.13 as 
dil mH (m = 3.74810
-3 molkg-1  0) = 30.33.6 Jmol-1 leading to sol mH
  = 1995748 
Jmol-1.  Substituting this value and equation 6.13 into equation 6.12 and, rearranging, 
yields: 
 
 sol mH /Jmol
-1 = 19957  495.5(m/molkg-1)1/2    (6.15) 
 
Equation 6.15 gives the dependence of sol mH  on the molality of nicotinic acid in 
solution.  It is strictly valid in the range of the dilution/solution experiments where, as 
mentioned above, a mixture of composition 5 4(H NC H COOH)x

 = 0.05, 
5 4(H NC H COO )x

  = 0.91, and 5 4(NC H COO )x

= 0.04 prevails without significant 
composition changes due to protonation/deprotonation of the predominant neutral 
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(
5 4H NC H COO

 ) nicotinic acid species in solution.  It is also interesting to note that this 
range has an upper concentration limit (0.1005 mol·kg-1) close to saturation at T = 298.15 
K.  Indeed, solubility studies performed in our laboratory indicated that, at T = 298.15 K, 
the saturation condition corresponds to m = 0.138 molkg-1 or n(H2O) = 402 [35], in good 
agreement with m = 0.140 molkg-1 derived from previously reported measurements [36].  
 By combining sol mH
  = 1995748 Jmol-1, which refers to 
5 4(H NC H COOH)x

 = 
0.05, 
5 4(H NC H COO )x

  = 0.91, and 
5 4(NC H COO )x
 = 0.04, with the reported values for 
the standard molar proton dissociation enthalpies of nicotinic acid, or m,1H  = 3.140.29 
kJmol-1 and or m,2H  = 1.340.29 kJmol
-1 [37], corresponding to reactions (6.16) and 
(6.17), respectively: 
 
5 4H NC H COOH

(aq) = 
5 4H NC H COO

 (aq) + H+(aq)   (6.16) 
5 4H NC H COO

 (aq) = 
5 4NC H COO
 (aq) + H+(aq)   (6.17) 
 
it is possible to derive the enthalpy changes associated with the dissolution of solid 
nicotinic acid to give exclusively 
5 4H NC H COOH

(aq), 
5 4H NC H COO

 (aq), or 
5 4NC H COO
 (aq), at infinite dilution: 
 
 5 4NC H COOH (cr) + H2O(l) = 5 4 2H NC H COOH H O

 (aq)  (6.18) 
 5 4NC H COOH (cr) + H2O(l) = 5 4 2H NC H COO H O

  (aq)  (6.19) 
 5 4NC H COOH (cr) + H2O(l) = 5 4 2NC H COO H O
   (aq)  (6.20) 
 
Hence, for 5 4 2H NC H COOH H O

 (aq): sol mH
 (6.18) = sol mH
   5 4(H NC H COO )x


o
r m,1H   5 4(NC H COO )x

( or m,1H  + 
o
r m,2H ) = (19.9570.048)  0.91(3.140.29)  
0.04(14.480.41) = (16.520.27) kJmol-1; in the case of 5 4 2H NC H COO H O

  (aq): 
sol mH
 (6.19) = sol mH
  + 5 4(H NC H COOH)x

o
r m,1H   5 4(NC H COO )x
 o
r m,2H  = 
(19.9570.048) + 0.05(3.140.29)  0.04(11.340.29) = (19.660.05) kJmol-1; and for 
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5 4NC H COO
 (aq): sol mH
  (6.20) = sol mH
  + 
5 4(H NC H COOH)x

( or m,1H  + 
o
r m,2H ) + 
5 4(H NC H COO )x

 o
r m,2H  = (19.9570.048) + 0.05(14.480.41) + 0.91(11.340.29) = 
(31.000.27) kJmol-1.  These results, together with of m(NA, cr) H  = 344.71.2 kJmol
-1 
[7] lead to of mH  5 4 2(H NC H COOH H O, aq)

  = 328.21.2 kJmol-1, of mH  
5 4 2(H NC H COO H O, aq)

   = 325.01.2 kJmol-1, and of mH  
5 4 2(NC H COO H O, aq)
   = 313.71.2 kJmol-1.  It should be noted that the indicated 
uncertainties do not include the contributions from the calculation of the species molar 
fractions.  Because the extent of deprotonation of a weak acid increases with dilution, the 
latter value will also correspond to the enthalpy of formation of aqueous nicotinic acid in 
the limit of infinite dilution.  At the opposite end of the concentration range, under 
saturation conditions (m = 0.138 molkg-1), equation 6.15 and of m(NA, cr)H  indicate that, 
sol mH = 1977348 Jmol
-1 and of mH (NA402H2O, aq) = 324.91.2 kJmol
-1.  It should 
finally be noted that, to avoid inconsistencies due to a possible dependence of sol mH  and 
o
f m(NA, cr)H , on the nature of the material used in the determinations (e.g. crystallinity, 
particle size and morphology) both data refer to the same sample (NIST, standard reference 
material 2151). 
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